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Voltage-gated sodium channels: a brief outlook
Structure and function
Voltage-gated sodium channels (NaVChs) are pore-forming proteins embed-
ded in cell membranes. They belong to the ion channels superfamily and
their main biological function is to facilitate transport of sodium ions across
the membrane. To achieve that, NaVChs have evolved into highly-efficient
molecular sieves catalyzing transport of sodium ions with high specificity.
This sets the molecular basis for cell excitation and transmission of electri-
cal signals along neuronal tissue.
NaVChs are expressed in a great variety of excitable cells including
axons, neuron cell bodies, vertebrate skeletal and cardiac muscles, and en-
docrine glands [1]. NaVChs are also present in nonexcitable cells where
their physiological role remains unclear [2]. The first high-resolution crystal
structure of a NaVCh was published in 2011 capturing a pre-open confor-
mation state of the bacterial Arcobacter butzleri (NaVAb) channel at 2.7
Å resolution [3]. Due to its place in evolutionary lineage, the homomeric
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NaVAb channel represents a prototype structure providing structural bi-
ologists with a starting point for understanding larger and more complex
NaVCh structures such as those of mammalian species. Although nine
NaVChs are expressed in mammalian species (NaV1.1-NaV1.9) their crys-
tallographies remain still unsolved. Nevertheless, a structural model of the
transmembrane helices of the NaV1.7 channel was recently constructed via
homology modeling procedures based on the NaVAb template [4].
Figure 1: Structure of a NaVCh. (a), Linear schematic of the α-subunit of the
human NaV1.7 channel consisting of four homologous domains (DI-DIV). Each
domain comprises the S1-S4 and S5-S6 helices forming the voltage-sensors and
the pore module, respectively. Domain interconnection is achieved via three loops
(L1-L3). (b), Cartoon illustration of the atomic structure of a NaV1.7 channel
(view from the intracellular side). Atomic structure is constructed according to
computational procedures described in [4].
NaVCh functional architectures typically emerge from assembly of four
homologous domains (DI-DIV). Each of the four homologous domains com-
prises six transmembrane helices (S1-S6) with the S1-S4 helices forming the
voltage sensor (VS), and with the S5-S6 helices forming the pore module
(PM) (see Figure 1). This conserved architectural motif allows for efficient
”sensing” of changes in ionic concentrations across the membrane. If the
concentration of negative charges outside the cell becomes large enough,
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the outward movement of positive charges in the S4 segments induces a
sliding-helix [5] effect that pulls the S4-S5 linker and, eventually, forces the
pore to open. Transmission of gate-open signals crucially depends on al-
losteric communication between the PM and the VSs established via their
electromechanical coupling. The open pore can facilitate the flow of sodium
ions at a rate nearing free diffusion [3].
NaVCh functional architectures comprise tens of hundreds of interact-
ing amino acids capable of generating a rich dynamics content across dif-
ferent temporal and spatial scales. The coarse-grained dynamics picture
for a NaVCh is that of a dynamical system visiting more-or-less the same
locations of its phase space. These locations, that can be understood as
meta-stable attractors coexisting within NaVCh’s phase space [6], are struc-
turally attributed to distinct NaVCh conformational states. At least two
conformational states are necessary in order to achieve on-off control of
ionic flow, namely, a closed (i.e., non-conducting) state and an open (i.e.,
conducting) state. At fine-grained temporal scales, molecular dynamics
simulations have shed light upon ion transport mechanisms through the
pore but also gating currents generated by closed-to-open conformational
changes [7]. Zooming-in the pore’s nanoenvironment revealed that gating
phenomena can occur also at a nanometer scale; a switching of the pore
from an open to a closed state occurs due to hydrophobic interactions induc-
ing stochastic liquid-vapor transitions, a phenomenon termed hydrophobic
gating [8, 9].
Is it possible to investigate spatiotemporal dynamics generated by Na-
VChs biological entities in a unified manner? And, if yes, what kind of phe-
nomenological approaches are needed? In order to answer this question, we
adopt throughout this Dissertation a complex system’s viewpoint upon the
problem of decoding the structure of a NaVCh. Accordingly, the notion of
molecular complexity is introduced and used as an umbrella term referring
to macroscopic structural features emerging from microscopic interactions
underlying a NaVCh’s conformational state. In complex system’s glos-
sary, macroscopic structural features are termed ”emergent properties” [10]
and describe how individual, spatially-distributed system components co-




Defects in NaVCh genes can have profound implications in electrophysi-
ologal activity leading to inherited human disorders such as neuropathic
pain syndromes, cardiac arrhythmias and epilepsy (for a review see [11]).
Throughout this Dissertation, we focus on neuropathic pain which has been
established as one of the most well-studied clinical, as well as, biophysical
channelopathy cases. The NaV1.7 channel plays a central role in pain re-
search as it is known to act as a crucial regulator of pain signals [12]. In
humans, the NaV1.7 channel is encoded by the SCN9A gene and is prefer-
entially expressed in peripheral sensory neurons such as nociceptive dorsal
root ganglion (DRG) neurons. Several functional studies have investigated
in vitro how missense SCN9A mutations affect cellular electrophysiologal
output based on expression of mutant NaV1.7 channel in DRG neurons.
Findings of these studies have established a mechanistic link between de-
fects in the SCN9A gene and pathophysiology of pain; gain-of-function
SCN9A mutations can disrupt physiological firing of affected DRGs by de-
polarizing their membrane potential thus triggering abnormal pain sensa-
tion [12]. The clinically-observed spectrum of inherited pain disorders is
broad including diseases such as inherited erythromelalgia (IEM) [13–21],
paroxysmal extreme pain disorder (PEPD) [22–25] and small fiber neuropa-
thy (SFN) [26,27].
IEM is clinically characterized by a burning pain sensation usually lo-
calized at feet and hands. Electrophysiology experiments have shown that
IEM-related mutations impair NaV1.7 activation by inducing a hyperpo-
larizing shift rendering channel opening more likely. This is realized via
enhancing channel response to slow and small depolarizations or by slow-
ing down closing of the channel after cessation of depolarizing stimuli [12].
Expression of IEM NaV1.7 mutants in DRG neurons renders them hyper-
excitable leading to abnormal pain sensation.
Clinical characteristics of PEPD are associated with severe perirectal
pain typically starting in infancy. Molecular mechanisms underlying PEPD
differ from IEM as PEPD-related mutations impede channel’s fast inactiva-
tion so that the number of channels available for activation increases which,
4
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in turn, leads to hyperexcitability of affected neurons [22].
SFN can damage small somatic nerve fibers thus triggering burning
pain sensation and tingling typically felt at patient’s limbs. Functional
analysis of SFN-related mutations revealed that they can lead to hyperex-
citability of affected DRG neurons via a variety of mechanistic paths such
as impaired slow inactivation, depolarized slow and fast inactivation, and
enhanced resurgent currents [26].
Although the NaV1.7 has emerged as a potential molecular target for
pain treatment, drug therapies are still at a trial-and-error stage. In par-
ticular, lidocaine and carbamazepine pharmacological interventions in pa-
tients carrying specific SCN9A mutations were shown to have a pain re-
lieve effect suggesting that some NaV1.7 mutants are well-responsive to
these compounds [12]. Specifically, patients with the PEPD-related I1461T
and T1464I mutations demonstrated favorable response to carbamazepine
treatment which is believed to counteract fast inactivation impairment of
NaV1.7 mutants [22]. However, patients with IEM-related mutations are
generally not responsive to pharmacological treatment [12]. Nevertheless, a
patient carrying the IEM-related V872G mutation was responsive to lido-
caine or mexiletine treatment that led to a substantial decrease in patient’s
pain symptoms [28]. Moreover, control of pain symptoms was achieved by
treating three family members carrying the IEM-related V400M mutation
with carbamazepine [29].
Translational computational modeling
Computational pipelines for modeling molecular mechanisms underlying
channelopathies are still at their infancy. Despite the long tradition of
phenomenological models attempting to explain ion channel gating (for a
review see [30]), algorithmic pipelines that can bridge the gap between chan-
nel’s functional architecture, mutation response and cellular electrophysi-
ology toward applications with clinical translational value are not avail-
able. The main reason for this is that ion channels translational research is
genuinely multidisciplinary and inevitably addressing molecular complexity
challenges thus demanding significant amount of resources.
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A key-property for understanding structural stability and mutation re-
sponse of proteins is hydrophobicity [31] (from now on, we will use the term
hydropathicity in order to indicate that a molecule can be either hydropho-
bic or hydrophilic). A major obstacle toward accurate modeling of hy-
dropathic interactions in protein structures is the spatial inhomogeneity of
underlying interaction fields. In particular, a hydropathic field [32] provides
a summary of fundamental molecular interactions (such as coulomb and van
der Walls interactions) that cannot be reduced into a single force-distance
equation due to non-scalability of the hydropathic-interaction laws [33].
Along an ion channel’s pore, the interplay of hydrophobic-vs-hydrophilic
components not only shapes microscopic pore gating dynamics, e.g., via
formation of hydrophilic selectivity filters [3] or hydrophobic gates [34], but
also contributes to pore’s stability via peripheral expansion of hydrogen
bonds networks [3, 35]. The role of hydropathic interactions is also domi-
nant in the VSs where local mutations of hydrophobic residues can induce
potentially-large destabilizing effects [36].
Atomic-level computational modeling in combination with functional
channel characterization can elucidate connections between hydropathic
NaV1.7 characteristics and pain disease. Guidelines for targeted pharmaco-
logical interventions, as well as, a phenomenological basis for investigating
disease-causing molecular mechanisms triggered by mutations can then be
introduced. Toward this direction, authors of [4] showed via thermody-
namic analysis that the IEM-related V400M and S241T mutations, located
only 2.4 Å apart within the NaV1.7 structure, are energetically coupled
thus both exhibiting pharmacoresponsiveness to carbamazepine. More-
over, the authors of [37,38] proposed that a hydrophobic-ring disruption at
the putative activation gate (AG) of NaV1.7 can act a as disease-causing
mechanism leading to IEM-related symptoms. Interestingly, a long-range,
mutation-induced perturbation effect was also considered as a plausible
scenario for explaining how AG destabilizations can affect distant channel
components [39]. Taken together, these observations suggest that muta-
tions might have a non-local destabilizing effect on the NaVCh functional
architecture which is initiated by local intrachannel disruptions of hydro-
pathic characteristics.
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Hydropathic dipole moments [32] provide with a simple, but yet effi-
cient, tool for modeling hydropathic interactions at play. Utilization of cu-
mulative hydrophobic moments allows for investigation of slowly-varying,
hydropathic-field characteristics with respect to function-relevant intrapro-
tein locations [40,41]. Importantly, hydropathic characteristics of the tran-
sition from a globular protein’s interior to its exterior were shown to exhibit
universality as a consequence of the formation of a hydrophobic core in a
protein’s interior [42]. When we focus on pore-forming proteins such as ion
channels, hydropathic-field spatial profiling can be performed with respect
to the pore axis corresponding to the reaction coordinate [43], i.e., ion con-
duction pathway, that, in the case of homomeric architectures, accounts
also for structural symmetries.
Functional validation of a missense SCN9A-gene mutation via electro-
physiology is laborious and time-consuming thus making it practically im-
possible to routinely investigate every candidate variant’s pathophysiolog-
ical profile. In silico algorithms for variants classification aim at providing
predictions for a variant’s pathophysiological profile by utilizing informa-
tion about the location, frequency and nature of the mutation within the
NaVCh structure, as well as, about the degree of conservation of the sub-
stituted or deleted amino acid. Current classification guidelines for NaVCh
variants of unknown pathophysiological profile are based on [44] and aim
at placing a variant into one of the following categories; pathogenic, proba-
bly pathogenic, possible pathogenic, variants with uncertain clinical signif-
icance, and non-pathogenic variants [44, 45]. Despite the plethora of avail-
able bioinformatic tools for modeling protein response to mutation-induced
perturbations (e.g., see [46]), predicting in silico the clinical phenotype of
a NaVCh mutation can only be done with moderate success [45]. This is
mainly because 3D structures of NaVChs were made available only recently
to the scientific community (e.g., the crystal structure of the NaVAb was
published in 2011) but also because of scarce genetic information regarding




The aim of this Dissertation is threefold;
(1), to implement novel computational tools for cumulative hydropathic
analysis of NaVCh structures.
(2), to demonstrate how cumulative hydropathic analysis provides with
an opportunity to study molecular complexity of NaVCh structures.
(3), to utilize molecular complexity metrics in order to predict the
pathophysiological profile of a NaV1.7 variant.
In order to accomplish this aim, this Dissertation builds systematically
upon previous concepts and observations regarding cumulative hydropathic
analysis and incorporates them into a complexity theory for atomic-level
modeling of hydropathic interactions underlying a NaVCh’s functional ar-
chitecture. As a first step, we develop a computational tool for mapping
cumulative hydropathic NaVCh pore characteristics and translating them
into stability- and function-relevant topological descriptors. This leads to
the novel concept of cumulative hydropathic topology (CHT) presented in
Chapter 2. Methodological basis of CHT is a spherical sampling proce-
dure that allows for studying cumulative hydropathic characteristics of the
atomic environment around a pore point (see Figure 2). Atomic-level reso-
lution is achieved by carefully choosing a binary hydropathic atomic scale
so that each atom is assigned with a hydropathic value.
Next, we focus on how to identify critical points [47, 48] of a NaVCh
structure and embed them into a framework for analyzing the functional
architecture. Stated differently, we test the self-organized criticality (SOC)
[49] hypothesis for the cumulative hydropathic environment around the pore
of a NaVCh. The theoretical vehicle underlying this approach is scale-
invariance, i.e., power-law behavior [50], as it can establish a connection
between packing of atoms around the pore, hydropathic field topological
configurations and conservation. Accordingly, a mean-field spherical hy-
dropathic model is constructed that cumulatively incorporates the atomic
environment around the pore. This provides with computational evidence
for the validity of the SOC hypothesis in NaVCh structures which is pre-
sented in Chapter 3. In order to demonstrate how cumulative hydropathic
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analysis methodologies of Chapters 2 and 3 can open a window to the
realm of a NaVCh’s molecular complexity, computations are performed
upon the pre-open NaVAb channel structure [3].
Figure 2: Cumulative hydropathic analysis of a NaVCh. Illustration of the
structure of the human NaV1.7 channel (view from the intracellular side). Each
atom is visualized as a colored sphere (domain colors are the same as in Figure 1).
The atomic environment around a pore point is step-wise sampled by increasing
spatial scale, i.e., sphere radius. The smallest sphere corresponds to a microscopic
spatial scale incorporating pore-lining atomic components. The largest sphere cor-
responds to a macroscopic spatial scale incorporating the NaV1.7 structure as a
whole. At each sampling step hydropathic density and dipole-field characteristics
of the atomic environment are calculated in accordance to [40,41,43].
In Chapter 4 we employ the NaV1.7 structural model from [4] and
scrutinize its atomic porous environment by applying methods of Chap-
ters 2 and 3. Our goal is to assess whether structural locations of pain-
related missense SCN9A-gene mutations occupy intra-channel regions that
exhibit higher sensitivity to structural perturbations. We demonstrate that
pain-related mutation sites are found in proximity to a hydropathic patch
lining NaV1.7’s pore while maintaining a critical hydropathic-interactions
9
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distance from NaV1.7’s selectivity filter. This observation is used as a basis
for predicting the pathophysiological profile of a NaV1.7 variant by classi-
fying it as either pathogenic or non-pathogenic.
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Voltage-gated sodium channels (NaVChs) are biological pores that control
the flow of sodium ions through the cell membrane. In humans, muta-
tions in genes encoding NaVChs can disrupt physiological cellular activity
thus leading to a wide spectrum of diseases. Here, we present a topolog-
ical connection between the functional architecture of a NaVAb bacterial
channel and accumulation of atomic hydropathicity around its pore. This
connection is established via a scaling analysis methodology that elucidates
how intra-channel hydropathic density variations translate into hydropathic
dipole field configurations along the pore. Our findings suggest the exis-
tence of a non-random cumulative hydropathic topology that is organized
parallel to the membrane surface so that pore’s stability, as well as, gat-
ing behavior are guaranteed. Given the biophysical significance of the hy-
dropathic effect, our study seeks to provide a computational framework
for studying cumulative hydropathic topological properties of NaVChs and
pore-forming proteins in general.
Introduction
Voltage-gated sodium channels (NaVChs) are fundamental components of
electrically excitable cells such as neurons and muscle cells [1]. They be-
long to the superfamily of ion channels and their primary function is to
facilitate the transport of sodium ions across a cell’s membrane in response
to changes in the membrane potential. Genetic dysfunction of NaVChs has
profound implications for physiological neuronal or muscle activity, lead-
ing to inherited human disorders [2]. For example, genetic and functional
studies have shown that missense mutations in the textitSCN9A gene en-
coding the Nav1.7 channel are causally related to neuropathic pain syn-
dromes such as inherited erythromelalgia [3–12], paroxysmal extreme pain
disorder [13–16] and small fibre neuropathy [17, 18]. Although molecular
mechanisms underlying missense textitSCN9A mutations remain largely
unexplored, structural modeling of the Nav1.7 revealed that disrupting hy-
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dropathic lining properties of the Nav1.7’s pore can act as a disease-causing
molecular trigger [19, 20].
The crystal structure of the pre-open I217C NaVAb bacterial chan-
nel (PDB code: 3RVY) [21] provides a prototype for understanding the
functional architecture of the NaVCh family. The NaVAb channel con-
sists of four homologous subunits, each of which comprises a pore do-
main (PD) interlinked with a voltage-sensing domain (VSD). This con-
served architectural motif results in an ion-conducting central pore lined by
hydropathically-diverse and, hence, functionally-distinct structural channel
components (see Figure 2d in [21]). Hydropathic effects not only contribute
to the stability of an ion channel’s native structure [22,23] but also regulate
ion conduction through the pore via ”hydropathic gates” [24–29]. However,
the spatial complexity underlying hydropathic interactions [30–32] poses a
significant obstacle in the development of computational tools for hydro-
pathic analysis of protein structures.
Hydropathic moments (usually referred to as ”hydrophobic moments”
[33]) provide a simple, yet efficient tool for modeling of molecular mecha-
nisms (e.g., see [34]). The method of cumulative hydropathic moments [35]
has been used for analyzing the spatial profile of cumulative hydropathic-
ity relative to a function-relevant geometry (e.g., the geometric center of
the residues distribution) [36–39]. Interestingly, it was shown that data
extracted from the vanishing, i.e., zero-crossing, behavior of the cumulative
zero- and second-order residue hydropathic moments exhibited invariance
over a large number of non-redundant globular proteins [37]. This find-
ing highlighted the universality of the spatial transition from a protein’s
hydrophobic core to its hydrophilic exterior implying the existence of hy-
dropathic scaling laws spanning all different molecular scales.
In principle, hydropathic characteristics along a NaVCh’s pore are stud-
ied at a microscopic scale, i.e., by focusing on the hydropathic profile of
pore-lining atomic structures (e.g., see [21, 40]). In this work, we extend
this methodology to incorporate hydropathic characteristics of the spatial
transition from the pore’s microenvironment toward a macroscopic molec-
ular regime that includes the VSDs. This methodological extension allows
for a continuous mapping of hydropathic, as well as, structural properties
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of a NaVCh on two dimensions. Specifically, instead of performing a three-
dimensional (3D) mapping of hydropathic characteristics on the NaVCh
structure at residue-level resolution (as already implemented by available
tools, e.g., pymol [41] and chimera [42]), we present a two-dimensional
hydropathic mapping procedure of atomic resolution by exploiting pore-
forming geometrical principles. The main advantage of this approach is
that it elucidates how hydropathic dipole accumulation occurs with respect
to pore’s geometry thus providing information about the pore’s gating be-
havior [24]. In order to achieve that we utilized the tool of cumulative
hydropathic moments and developed an atomic sampling algorithm that
adapts to geometrical characteristics of the pore so that hydropathic density
variations, as well as, their corresponding hydropathic dipole field configu-
rations are visualized and, consequently, analyzed across different molecular
scales. Accordingly, the relevant dimensions of the presented methodology
are the pore axis coordinate and the molecular scale. We illustrate our
methods for the pre-open I217C NaVAb channel where we report implica-
tions of our observations on molecular stability, as well as, on the formation
of hydropathic gates along the pore.
Methods
3D structure preparation
The I217C NaVAb model (PDB code: 3RVY) was selected for analysis
as it provides a crystallography of the NaVAb with the highest resolu-
tion (2.7 Å resolution). The structure was protonated using the WHAT
IF software [43, 44] and its principal axes were estimated using the VMD
software [45]. A coordinate system (x̂, ŷ, ẑ) with origin O was introduced
and the protonated structure was placed within it, so that the principal
pore axis, i.e., the axis approximating the direction of the channel’s pore,
is aligned with the z-axis. Orientation of the structure was set from the
extracellular side (ES) to the intracellular side (IS) with respect to ẑ and
the channel’s molecular mass center e= 1M
∑Nc
i=1mi ·ci was set to coincide
with O where ci=(cx,i, cy,i, cz,i) is the atomic center of the i-th atom, mi
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is the mass of the i-th atom, Nc=14776 is the total number of atoms and
M =
∑Nc
i=1mi is the total molecular mass (see Dissertation Appendices,
Table A1 for atomic masses values).
Geometrical characteristics of the pore
We considered P to represent the principal pore axis and p=(px, py, pz) ∈P
to be a pore point. The radius of the smallest sphere that can be squeezed
through the pore at p i.e., the pore radius at p, is given by [46]
R(p) = min
i=1,2,..,Nc
{||ci − p|| − vdWi} (m1)
where ||·|| is the euclidean norm and vdW i is the Van der Waals radius of
the i-th atom (see Dissertation Appendices, Table A1). Consequently, the
distance between p and its nearest neighbor atom is given by
D(p) = min
i=1,2,..,Nc
{||ci − p||} (m2)




{||ci − p||+ vdWi} (m3)
The unit of measurement for R(p), D(p) and L(p) is expressed in [Å].
Atomic sampling around the pore
In order to investigate cumulative atomic properties with respect to P , we
introduced the p-dependent atomic sampling radius








where Kα is the total number of sampling spheres centered at p, α denotes
the index of the sampling sphere. Note that lα(p) plays the role of the
molecular scale, i.e., it provides a p-dependent measurement of the size of
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the channel in [Å]. The number of sampled atoms within a sphere of radius




θ(lα(p)− ||ci − p||) (m5)
where θ(·) is the heaviside function.
Cumulative hydropathic pore moments




θ(lα(p)− ||ci − p||)·HIχi (m6)




θ(lα(p)− ||ci − p||)·HIχi ·~rp,i =




where HIχi =HIi+χi is the hydropathic value of the i-th atom set accord-
ing to the Kapcha-Rossky atomic hydropathic indices [47] (see Appendices,
Table A2) with additive Gaussian noise χi ∈ N(µ = 0, σ = 0.001), ~rp,i is
the vector from p to ci and the measurement units of h
(0)(p, lα(p)) and
of ||~h(1)(p, lα(p))|| are roughly given by [kcal/mol] and [kcal·Å/mol], re-
spectively. Division of equations m6 and m7 with m5 provided with an












pore functions for increasing molecular scale lα(p), respectively. Due to the
spherical sampling procedure all scalar and vector pore functions remain
invariant to rotations of the channel around P .
Discretization of the principal pore axis
We discretized P by introducing the equidistant gridQ={p1,p1+∆p, ..,pNp−
∆p,pNp} ⊂ P where Np is the total number of grid pore points, ||∆p||
is the sampling distance between two consecutive pore points and p1 =
(0, 0, pz,1), pNp = (0, 0, pz,Np) are boundary pore points. Consequently,
Q was constructed by setting pz,1 = round( min
i=1,2,..,Nc
(cz,i), 1) = −27.1 and
pz,Np = round( max
i=1,2,..,Nc
(cz,i), 1)=26.8 with round(x∈R, n∈Z+) returning
the value of x rounded up to the n-th decimal digit and by setting Np=540
so that ||∆p||=0.1 Å.
Detection of zero-crossing points of a scalar pore function
along the principal pore axis
We consider f(p, lα(p)) to represent a scalar pore function. If for a given
scaling index α there is a pair {p′=p−∆p,p}∈Q for which the sign-change
condition f(p′, lα(p




|f(p′, lα(p′))|+ |f(p, lα(p))|
·∆p, lα(s)) (m10)
represents a zero-crossing point of f(p, lα(p)) along p-direction where | · |
returns the absolute value of f and s is obtained by linear interpolation.
The set of all detected zero-crossing points of f(p, lα(p)) along p-direction
for a given scaling index α is represented as Γ(α). Note that due to the
addition of noise to the hydropathic indices, the probability of f(p, lα(p))
being zero was practically eliminated so that f(p′, lα(p





Hydropathic density variations around pre-open
I217C NaVAb’s pore
The first step in this study was to investigate how atomic hydropathicity of
the pore’s microenvironment changes for increasing molecular scale, lα(p)
(see eq. m4). To do so, we employed the hydropathic density pore function,
m(0)(p, lα(p)) (see eq. m8), and illustrated it as a contour map (see Figure
1(a)). ”Reading” of the contour map was performed from left to right,
namely, for a given pore point, p, we investigated the zero-crossing behav-
ior of the hydropathic density pore function for increasing lα(p) based on a
color gradient that illustrates negative and positive values of m(0)(p, lα(p))
as blue as red, respectively. Accordingly, blue and red contour map domains
represent hydrophobic and hydrophilic atomic structures, respectively. Ob-
servations were interpreted with respect to the conserved architectural mo-
tif dictating the structural separation of the PDs from the VSDs [48]. For
that, a geometrical representation of the structural position of the PDs rel-
atively to the VSDs (and vice-versa) was introduced by approximating the
scales ν(p) for which an equilibrium of the corresponding radial distribu-
tion functions is achieved (see SI Section S2). In that way, the line ν(p)
appearing in Figure 1(a) (and in Figure 2(a)) indicates that the number of
PD atoms within a sampling radius lα(p)≤ν(p) is larger than that of VSD
atoms thus roughly approximating the structural boundary between PDs
and the VSDs. On the other hand, for lα(p)> ν(p) the number of VSD
atoms gradually increases so that the spatial transition from the PDs to
the VSDs is realized.
At first glimpse, the contour map of Figure 1(a) reveals that the spatial
organization of PD atoms around P results in the formation of a hydropho-
bic centrally-located cavity (CC). This becomes evident if we focus on the
contour area enclosed within −4.4 ≤ pz ≤ 7.3 and lα(p) < 10.0 Å (Figure
1(a)). Deviating from the center of the pore toward the IS, we observe
the narrowing and, eventually, occlusion of the pore by a hydrophilic mi-
crostructure as illustrated in Figure 1(a) for pz>19.0 and lα(p)<10.0 Å.
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Figure 1: Spatial profile of the hydropathic density pore function. (a),
Contour map of m(0)(p, lα(p)) for p ∈ Q and α = 1, 2, ..,Kα = 800. Blue and
red color contour domains represent hydrophobic and hydrophilic atomic struc-
tures around P , respectively. Black lines R(p), D(p) and L(p) depict structural
pore characteristics. Magenta dashed line ν(p) indicates the structural boundary
between the PDs and the VSDs. Black arrows indicate the clustering behavior
of zero-crossing points of m(0)(p, lα(p)) found in Ω
(0) resulting in the formation








4 . (b), Histogram of Ω
(0) along
lα(p)-direction, ψ
(0). (c), Histogram of Ω(0) along p-direction, φ(0) where sm(φ(0))
represents a smoothed version of φ(0).
Macroscopically, occlusion of the pore translates into a qualitative change
in the profile of the outer pore radius, L(p) (see eq. m3), as L(p) monoton-
ically decreases and increases for pz ≤ 19.0 and for pz > 19.0, respectively.
In that way, a funnel-like outer pore surface with an opening at the IS is
formed by 2π-rotation of L(p) around P (Figure 1(a)). Deviating from
the center of the pore toward the ES, we observe a widening of the pore
so that an extracellular opening (or ”mouth”) is formed (see Figure 1(a)
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for pz <−12.0). For lα(p)> 30 Å hydropathic density variations cannot
anymore be deduced via visual investigation of Figure 1(a), indicating that
the structural combination of the PDs with the VSDs tends to increase
hydropathic uniformity of the atomic environment around the pore. This
tendency results macroscopically in a down-regulation of hydrophobicity as








HIχi =0.00487 ∼ kcal/mol
(r1)
that accounts for the total, i.e., whole-channel, hydropathic density.
A detailed examination of hydropathic density variations around the
pore was performed by analyzing the zero-crossing behavior ofm(0)(p, lα(p))
for increasing molecular scale lα(p). To do so, we detected zero-crossing
points of m(0)(p, lα(p)) for increasing scaling index α and constructed the
sets Γ(0)(α) (see Methods). A zero-crossing point of m(0)(p, lα(p)) along p-
direction identifies a pore point around which the hydropathicity of the
atomic environment becomes vanishingly small (see SI Section S3) and
changes polarity, and is illustrated as a blue-to-red contour map transi-
tion (see Figure 1(a)). The arrangement of zero-crossing points on the
contour map of Figure 1(a) revealed the boundaries among visually dis-
tinguishable, but also among visually indistinguishable contour domains as
indicated by black arrows for lα(p)≤ ν(p) and lα(p)> ν(p), respectively.
Accordingly, the contour map was partitioned into four distinct domains,
namely, the hydrophobic contour domain T
(0)





2 , and the weakly hydrophilic contour domain T
(0)
4 . This
partitioning indicates that the CC is a smaller part of a larger domain that











4 are formed in accordance
with the overall structural organization of the PDs relatively to the VSDs
as minimization of ν(p) roughly coincides with the formation of the CC
(Figure 1(a)). On the other hand, deviating toward the ES or toward the
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IS we observe an expansion of the PDs, as indicated by the monotonic in-
crease of ν(p) for deviating from the CC, in accordance with an increase





2 (Figure 1(a)). Taken together, these observations reflect the channel’s
strategy to maintain a hydrophobic core, i.e., a hydrophobic CC, by in-
creasing the density of hydrophobic atoms around its mass center, which in
turn places hydrophilic atoms elsewhere. The advantage behind this con-
figuration might be an increase in NaVAb’s stability due to reduction of
water-accessible hydrophobic surface achieved by ”burying” hydrophobic
atoms around the mass center.
In order to obtain a statistical summary of our observations, we intro-
duced the distributions ψ(0) and φ(0), respectively (see SI Section S4 for
construction). This allowed for identifying molecular scales and locations
along P where hydropathic density variations tend to increase or decrease
as implied by extremization of ψ(0) and φ(0), respectively. As we can see





B (Figure 1(b)), revealing that hydropathic density variations
within the PDs occur more frequently as the majority of zero-crossing points





B is another indication of the structural and
functional separation of the PDs from the VSDs.
The minimum structural information required in order to navigate th-
rough the pore’s microenvironment is to identify pore-lining residues. To
do that, we partitioned P into distinct pore regions based on a minimal-
distance geometrical criterion that takes into account only direct-neighboring
residues (see SI Section S5). This approach revealed that the global min-
imum of sm(φ(0)) at pz =−12.0 identifies a hydrophilic and narrow pore
region that co-localizes with the hydrophilic-to-hydrophilic S178-E177 side
chain transition that is part of the selectivity filter (SF) (Figure 1(a),(c)
and SI Table S3). The strongly-hydrophilic and narrow environment that
is locally formed creates favorable conditions for dehydration of incoming
ions (Figure 1(a)). On the other hand, the global maximum of sm(φ(0))
at pz = 19.0 indicates that closing of the channel at the IS requires a
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hydropathically-diverse atomic environment as indicated by the hydrophilic-
to-hydrophobic C217-M221 side chain transition (Figure 1(a),(c) and SI Ta-
ble S3). The local minimum of sm(φ(0)) at pz=7.3 identifies the CC and co-
localizes with the hydrophobic-to-hydrophobic I210-V213 side chain transi-
tion (Figure 1(a),(c) and SI Table S3). The local maximum of sm(φ(0)) at
pz=−4.4 co-localizes with the hydrophilic-to-hydrophobic E177-L176 side
chain transition and identifies a transient pore region located between the
narrow, hydrophilic pore region and the CC (Figure 1(a),(c) and SI Table
S3). Finally, the local maximum of sm(φ(0)) at pz=−20.3 found at the ES
mouth of the pore co-localizes with the hydrophobic-to-hydrophilic M181-
S178 side chain transition (Figure 1(a),(c) and SI Table S3). Notably, the
hydrophobic-to-hydrophilic M181-S178 side chain transition becomes ev-
ident in Figure 1(a) as a color change from blue-to-red occurring in the
vicinity of the D(p) line with respect to ẑ (Figure 1(a)). Accordingly, the
location pz=−20.3 captures the transition from the wide ES mouth shaped
by the hydrophobic M181 side chain toward a narrow and hydrophilic pore
region surrounded by the hydrophilic S178 and E177 side chains.
Cumulative hydropathic topology of pre-open I217C NaVAb’s
pore
In this section we investigated the dipole field topology underlying hydro-
pathic density variations illustrated in the contour map of Figure 1(a).
In order to do so, we utilized the hydropathic imbalance pore function,
~m(1)(p, lα(p)) (see eq. m7) that can be equivalently understood as the
mean (or average) cumulative hydropathic dipole moment (see connection
of eq. m7 with eq. m9) thus providing information about accumulation
of hydropathic dipoles around the pore. Given that the gating behavior of
a nanopore is largely determined by its geometry and dipole accumulation
parallel to its lining [24], we adopted here a similar approach to the pre-
vious section and analyzed how microscopic, pore-lining dipoles scale up
and form larger polarized structures that incorporate, both, the PDs and
the VSDs. By exploiting radial structural symmetries underlying NaVAb’s







z (p, lα(p)) · ẑ, as the amplitude of the
radial component of dipole hydropathic moment, ||~hxy(p, lα(p))|| (see eq.
m7), is shown to be vanishingly small (see SI Section S6). Accordingly, our
analysis focused on the spatial profile of m
(1)
z (p, lα(p)) that is illustrated
on the contour map of Figure 2(a). A zero-crossing point of m
(1)
z (p, lα(p))
along p-direction accounts for a change in dipole field’s orientation, as well
as, for a vanishingly small hydropathic imbalance effect (see SI Section S7),
i.e., for the formation of a hydropathic dipole center on P for a given scaling
index α. From a topological viewpoint, this vanishing event corresponds to
an equilibrium point of the hydropathic imbalance field acting along P for
a given α. Depending on the orientation of the local field, an equilibrium
point acts either as molecular attractor (i.e., ”sink”) or molecular repeller
(i.e., ”source”) so that a hypothetical molecule (e.g., a partially-hydrated
sodium ion) would be either attracted toward or repelled from it, respec-
tively (see SI Section S8). The importance of the topological interplay
between hydropathic ”sinks” and ”sources” in ion permeation dynamics
and, specifically, ion selectivity was recently highlighted in [49]. Similarly





that incorporates topological information extracted from every molecular
scale lα(p) where Γ
(1)(α) represents the set of all detected dipole centers
for a given scaling index α (see Methods). Consequently, the contour map









3 corresponding to configurations of ~m
(1)
z (p, lα(p)) with
orientation toward the ES, i.e., m
(1)
z (p, lα(p))<0, and with orientation to-
ward the IS, i.e., m
(1)





cover the largest contour area so that the map can be roughly split into
two parts, namely, an ES and an IS part, revealing a topological dichotomy
of the pore (Figure 2(a)). The structural advantage behind this topologi-
cal configuration is the stabilization of CC via an accumulation of dipoles
around it in a direction roughly parallel to P (Figure 2(a)). Following this
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2 might guarantee stabilization of hydrophilic





2 , respectively (Figure 1(a), 2(a)). For lα(p) > ν(p) a qualitative
change in the spatial profile of m
(1)
z (p, lα(p)) takes place where the number
of dipoles decreases, as indicated by flattening of ψ(1) (Figure 2(a),(b)),
and the topological dichotomy of the pore is disrupted. Specifically, the
structural combination of the PDs with the VSDs causes a displacement of
dipole centers toward the IS, as indicated in Figure 2(a) by the ”(∗)” arrow,




4 increases. Consequently, a unidirectional
dipole field configuration is macroscopically established with
m(1)z (p, L(p)) = −m
(0)
total · pz − 0.1368 (r3)
that is in accordance with the molecular field theory presented in [50] (see
SI Section S9). In summary, these topological characteristics result in a
skewed distribution ψ(1) indicating that the vast majority of dipole centers
(approximately 90%) are characterized by lα(s
(1)) ≤ ν(p). This finding
highlights the prominent role that PDs play in shaping properties of the
hydropathic imbalance field acting along P .
Similarly to the previous section, we employed the smoothed profile of
the distribution φ(1), sm(φ(1)), in order to identify how geometrical and hy-
dropathic topological characteristics correlate with each other. We found
that the global maximum of sm(φ(1)) at pz = 2.8 not only co-localizes
with the L176-I210 side chain transition but also with the local maximiza-
tion of R(p), both identifying the CC (Figure 2(a),(c) and SI Table S3).
This observation illustrates how microscopic, pore-lining dipoles around the
NaVAb’s mass center co-aggregate into a larger structure that holds the CC
open and is consistent with experimental findings presented in [24] show-
ing that opening of a hydrophobic pore can be achieved by adding dipoles
parallel to its lining.
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Figure 2: Spatial profile of the hydropathic imbalance pore function. (a),
Contour map of m
(1)
z (p, lα(p)) for p ∈ Q and α = 1, 2, ..,Kα = 800. Blue and
red contour domains represent configurations of ~m
(1)
z (p, lα(p)) with orientation
toward the ES and toward the IS, respectively. Black lines R(p), D(p) and L(p)
depict structural pore characteristics. Magenta dashed line ν(p) indicates the
structural boundary between the PDs and the VSDs. Black arrows indicate the









4 . Black arrow labeled as ”(∗)” indicates
the clustering behavior of dipole centers for lα(p)> ν(p).(b), Histogram of Ω
(1)
along lα(p)-direction, ψ
(1). (c), Histogram of Ω(1) along p-direction, φ(1) where
sm(φ(1)) represents a smoothed version of φ(1).
From the perspective of a hypothetical molecule, the global maximum
of sm(φ(1)) indicates the formation of a molecular repeller approximately
in the center of the pore as indicated by the relative orientation of T
(1)
3
with respect to T
(1)
4 . This topology does not favor entrance of molecules to
the CC from the SF or from the AG while, on the other hand, facilitates
a pathway for waters or small, hydrophobic compounds penetrating the
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lipid membrane to enter the pore through the NaVAb’s side fenestrations
(see Figure 4 in [21]). Accordingly, the repeller dynamics is practically
reversed for the case of lipid-membrane penetrating molecules; they can
easily access the center of the pore through the fenestrations as they are





4 , respectively (Figure 2(a),(c)). This ”trapping” mechanism would
then allow small, hydrophobic drug agents to reach and interact with the
T206-M209-V213 drug-binding pore site [21,51–53] (see Figure 3(b) for the
location of this pore site). On the other hand, the global minimum of
sm(φ(1)) at pz = −17.9 accounts for the formation of T (1)1 and T
(1)
3 and
co-localizes with the M181-S178 side chain transition indicating a decrease
in dipole field topological variability at the ES mouth of the pore (Fig-
ure 2(a),(c) and SI Table S3). This topological configuration facilitates a
passage for an incoming hydrated ion through the ES mouth toward the
SF under the influence of a strong, bi-directional field effect originating




3 . The local maximum of sm(φ
(1))
at pz = −11.7 co-localizes with the narrowing of the pore thus capturing
the local minimization of R(p), as well as, with the global minimum of
sm(φ(0)) (Figure 1(a), 2(a),(c)). Given that dipole accumulation around
pz = −11.7 occurs roughly parallel to P , the relative orientation of T (1)1
with respect to T
(1)
3 generates a local attractor favoring binding and, con-
sequently, dehydration of ions arriving at the extracellular end of the SF
(Figure 1(a), 2(a),(c)). Formation of local ion-binding sites (such as of the
siteHFS [21]) is attributed to the spatial organization of the SF T175-L176-
E177-S178-W179 residue complex [21] and, especially, of E177 side chains
playing a key-role in ion selectivity in sodium and calcium channels [54].
The local maximum of sm(φ(1)) at pz =22.7 identifies with high precision
the pore point where pore occlusion takes place revealing a microscopic
dipole accumulation mechanism occurring roughly parallel to P , as we can
visually deduce from Figure 2(a) for pz=22.7 in the vicinity of D(p) line,
which would favor molecular localization. Thus pore occlusion of the pre-
open NaVAb might not only be the outcome of a purely structural effect
but also of a hydropathic gating process. The local minima at pz =−7.1
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4 thus identifying loca-
tions on P around which dipole field topological variability is minimized,
respectively (Figure 2(a),(c)). In that way, molecules resting or entering
CC through its fenestrations (see Figure 4 of [21]) would be transported
toward the SF and the AG under the influence of the strong, unidirectional





What are the lessons to be learned from cumulative hydropathic topo-
logical analysis? A summarizing read-out of the cumulative hydropathic
topological analysis is presented in Figure 3 alongside with targeted con-
servation analysis [55,56], as well as, 3D hydropathicity mapping of the pore
walls. Specifically, a condensed output of our method was obtained in terms
of a topological quasiprobability score (TQS) (see SI eq. s12) that quanti-
fies the probability along the pore for a molecular attractor (or repeller) to
occur (Figure 3(c)). TQS essentially provides with a qualitative description
of the relative size and location of energetic barriers to molecular perme-
ation, i.e., ”gates” [29], along the pore (see SI Section S8). According to
this interpretation scheme, a central gating mechanism keeps the hydropho-
bic CC ”closed” by imposing large energy barriers to sodium ions entering
from the ES or the IS side while facilitating an ”opening” to small hy-
drophobes and waters entering via the side fenestrations. Hence, hydrated
sodium ions escaping from the SF’s local binding sites have to overcome
a large energy barrier in order to arrive at the center of the pore (Figure
3(c)). This barrier stems from the molecular influx into CC through the
fenestrations which is in opposite direction to the ion escape trajectory thus
preventing (or, at least, not favoring) ion entrance into the CC. Escape tra-
jectory is thus likely to involve multiple, partial re- and dehydration cycles,
i.e., an interplay of attractors-vs-repellers sites, so that ions are gradually
transported from the narrow, strongly-hydrophilic and highly-conserved SF
environment toward the wide, hydrophobic center of the pore (see Figure
3(a),(b), and (c) where TQS attains its global negative and positive, re-
spectively, maximum and in-between fluctuations of the weakly-smoothed
TQS trace indicating the attractors-vs-repellers interplay).
The advantage behind a long escape trajectory is that NaVAb’s speci-
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ficity is optimized as entrance into CC is permitted only to ions that can
re- and dehydrate according to the local gradients of the energy landscape.
Figure 3: Summary of cumulative hydropathic topological analysis; topo-
logical description of single-molecule permeation energy landscape. (a),
Residue-level 3D hydropathicity mapping of a single PD structural unit (residue
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sequence: M130:M221) based on the Kapcha-Rossky hydropathic scale performed
in pymol [41] computational environment. (b), Conservation analysis of a PD
structural unit. Analysis was performed on the ConSurf Server (consurf.tau.ac.il)
according to the algorithmic implementations described in [55, 56]. (c), A sum-
mary read-out of cumulative hydropathic topological analysis is provided in terms
of the strongly- and weakly-smoothed TQS plotted for p ∈Q. Geometrical pore
characteristics are represented in terms of the pore radius trace, R(p), plotted
for p ∈ Q. Pore points belonging to the subsets Q2·i+1,i=0,1,..,7 minimize their
distance from the pore-lining residue side chains M181, S178, E177, L176, I210,
V213, C217 and M221, respectively. Vertical green zones in (c) highlight the
locations of persistent attractors and repellers along P corresponding to negative-
value and positive-value maxima of TQS, respectively, and indicating the location
and relative size of energy barriers imposed to permeating molecules. ES stands
for extracellular side, EF for extracellular funnel, SF for selectivity filter, CC for
central cavity and AG for activation gate. Note that the SF residue side chains
complex T175-L176-E177-S178-W179 averages the highest conservation score with
2.4 (out of 4.0) with pore-lining residue conservation scores confined within [0, 2.0].
Ions arriving in the center of the pore are fully-hydrated thus they can
rapidly diffuse toward the hydropathically-diverse AG where a local attrac-
tor site is formed at pz≈19.0 (see Figure 3(a), and (c) where TQS attains its
local negative maximum, and previous Section for properties of the atomic
environment around pz ≈ 19.0). Finally, a weak, repeller mechanism at
pz ≈−20.3 attributed to the hydrophobic-to-hydrophilic interplay among
the M121 and S178 side chains is likely to regulate ion access to the SF
from the ES (see Figure 3(a), and (c) where TQS attains its local positive
maximum, and previous Section for properties of the atomic environment
around pz≈−20.3).
Discussion
In this study we followed the trace of earlier works on cumulative hydro-
pathic analysis of protein systems (see [36–39,50]) and presented a compu-
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tational scheme that allows for visual detection and analysis of hydropathic
pattern formation around a NaVCh’s pore. Specifically, considering that
structural symmetries play a fundamental role in biological pore (for a re-
view see [57]), we developed a scaling analysis methodology that utilizes
the tools of hydropathic density and hydropathic imbalance pore functions
(see eq. m8 and m9, respectively) and returns two-dimensional spatial pro-
files (i.e., contour maps) of these experimental quantities where the relevant
dimensions are unfolding perpendicular and parallel to the membrane sur-
face. In the absence of structural pore symmetries, e.g., in the case of
heteromeric eukaryotic NaVCh channel such as the Nav1.7, our algorithm
is still applicable but radial contributions to the hydropathic dipole field
need to be taken into account. This can be done by introducing an appro-
priate color scheme for illustrating changes in orientation and magnitude of
the radial hydropathic dipole field component (see eq. m7) so that a third
contour map is constructed. For the sake of simplicity and due to limita-
tions in computing time, we treated the pre-open I217C NaVAb as a rigid
entity by neglecting thermal atomic fluctuations. However, introduction of
fluctuations at room temperature is not expected to affect contour pattern
formation due to the linear additive scheme used for estimating cumula-
tive effects. The same argument applies also for the choice of an atomic
hydropathic value, namely, choosing a set of different atomic hydropathic
indices, as well as, increasing the noise amplitude χi up to a threshold
value is not expected to affect our findings as long as grouping of atoms
into hydrophobic and hydrophilic ones remains unchanged.
We demonstrated that the spatial profiles of hydropathic density and
hydropathic imbalance pore functions exhibit pseudo-symmetrical charac-
teristics with respect to an axis parallel to the membrane surface so that
the pore is roughly dichotomized with respect to the CC. This becomes









4 } with respect to a symmetry axis that is placed
perpendicular to the principal pore axis at pz≈2.8 (Figure 1(a), and 2(a)).
Accordingly, two qualitatively-different stability mechanisms coexist and
co-determine I217C NaVAb’s functional placement within the membrane;
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at the microscopic regime, hydropathically-diverse pore-lining components
are stabilized via an increase in their topological symmetry (see Figure 2(a)
formation of {T (1)1 , T
(1)




4 }), while, toward the macroscopic
regime, stabilization of the weakly-hydrophilic ensemble of PD and VSD
atoms requires a gradual decrease in their topological similarity (see Figure
2(a), shrinkage of T
(1)
4 ). The biophysical principle underlying this mode
of organization is the optimization strategy dictating that burying of hy-
drophobic atoms around a protein’s core contributes to protein stability [58]
(the pre-open I217C NaVAb’s hydrophobic core was identified as the CC
(see Figure 1(a))).
Persistent extrema of the distributions φ(0) and φ(1) were utilized in or-
der to investigate hydropathic gating properties of the pore. In particular,
we demonstrated that the maxima of sm(φ(1)) identify pore locations where
hydropathic topological and geometrical characteristics of the atomic envi-
ronment favor the formation of a central hydrophobic gate (at pz≈2.8) reg-
ulating ion transport between the hydrophilic SF attractor (at pz≈−11.7)
and the hydropathically-diverse activation gate (AG) [21] (at pz ≈ 22.7).
Conservation analysis of the PDs highlighted the highly-conserved nature
of the SF as already pointed out in [21] (see Figure 3). Accordingly, the
SF attractor topological configuration reflects an evolutionary-driven func-
tional optimization of the PDs that might be relevant for other NaVCh
species as well. Given that these locations account for a smoothed, multi-
scale hydropathic effect, thermal fluctuations are expected to induce only
small dislocations.
In summary, the strength of the presented methodologies is that they
allow not only for a detailed mapping of multiscale hydropathic character-
istics lining a NaVCh’s pore but also for elucidating how their underlying
topology correlates with the pore’s geometry at atomic resolution. This is
a crucial step toward understanding where along a NaVCh’s pore hydro-
pathic gates are likely to form and how they contribute to its functioning.
A weaknesses, however, is that multiscale hydropathic mapping at atomic
resolution is computationally expensive in comparison to traditional struc-
tural biology methods that operate at residue-level and that interpretation
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of observables can be far from trivial. To circumvent these complexities
statistical summary measures, such as the distributions ψ and φ, can be
employed alongside with targeted conservation analysis.
Supplementary Information
S1. Atomic properties
Each atom is assigned with a van der Waals (vdW ) radius and a hydropathic
index according to Tables A1 and A2, respectively, shown in Dissertation
Appendices.
S2. Structural organization of pore domains (PDs) and voltage-
sensing domains (VSDs)
The radial distribution function (RDF) of a collection of N(p, lα(p)) atoms










is the thickness of a spherical shell around p,
∆N(p, lα(p)) = N(p, lα(p)) − N(p, l′α(p)) is the number of atoms found
within the spherical shell of thickness ∆lα(p) centered at p and ρ(p)=
Nc
V (p)
is the average atomic density around p with V (p)= 43 · π · (L(p) − R(p))
3
being the volume of a sphere of radius lα(p) centered at p.
In order to investigate the structural positioning of the PDs relatively to
the VSDs, we divided all Nc atoms into two groups, one containing only PD
atoms, i.e., atoms forming the PDs, and one containing only VSD atoms,
i.e., atoms forming the VSDs. Note that the total number of PD atoms is
NPD=6068 and they belong to the residue sequence M130:M221 that forms
the structural units of the S5 domain, the pore turret loop, the P-helix, the
selectivity filter, the P2-helix and the S6 domain (see SI Figure S1 of [21]).
On the other hand, the total number of VSD atoms is NV SD = 8708 and
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they belong to the residue sequence M001:G129 that forms the structural
units of the S1N helix, the S1 domain, the S1-S2 loop, the S2 domain, the
S2-S3 loop, the S3 domain, the S3-S4 loop, the S4 domain and the S4-S5
linker (see SI Figure S1 of [21]).
By using equation s1 we approximated the RDFs of the PD and VSD










3 ·π ·(lα(p)3 − (l′α(p))3)·ρV SD(p)
(s3)
where ∆nPD(p, lα(p)) and ∆nV SD(p, lα(p)) are the numbers of PD and
VSD atoms found within a spherical shell of thickness ∆lα(p) around p,
and ρV SD(p)=
NV SD
V (p) and ρPD(p)=
NPD
V (p) are the atomic densities of PD and
VSD atoms around p, respectively. Next, we introduced the equilibrium
RDF
e(p, lα(p)) = sm(GPD(p, lα(p))−GV SD(p, lα(p))) (s4)
allowing us to investigate how the RDF of PD atoms behaves relatively to
the RDF of VSD atoms where sm(·) introduces a weak smoothing along
lα(p)-direction (see caption of Figure S1). What is of interest in equation s4
is its zero-crossing behavior of e(p, lα(p) for increasing lα(p) as it indicates
whether the probability of finding a PD atoms is larger, i.e., e(p, lα(p)>0,
or smaller, i.e., e(p, lα(p)<0, than that of finding a VSD atom within the
spherical shell of thickness ∆lα(p). The zero-crossing behavior of e(p, lα(p)
for increasing lα(p) was investigated by detecting for every p∈Q the pair
{l′α(p), lα(p)} for which the zero-crossing condition e(p, l′α(p))·e(p, lα(p))<




e(p, lα(p))− e(p, l′α(p))
·∆lα(p) (s5)
As we demonstrate in Figure S1, ν(p) exhibits a smooth profile so that
the contour map can be split into two domains colored as green and ma-
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genta contours accounting for e(p, lα(p)) < 0 and e(p, lα(p)) > 0, respec-
tively. Accordingly, e(p, lα(p)) serves as a rough indication of the structural
boundary between the PDs and the VSDs given that for lα(p)<ν(p) the
number of sampled PD atoms is always larger than that of VSD atoms. The
global maximum of e(p, lα(p)) occurs for pz=19.0 and lα(p)=4.3 Åwhere
the geometrical closing of the channel is initiated. This finding suggests
that an increased density of PD atoms is required in order to stabilize the
closed AG. On the other hand, the local maximum of e(p, lα(p)) occurs for
pz = −13.1 and lα(p) = 38.1 Å indicating that the density of VSD atoms
tends to increase deviating from the CC toward the ES.
Figure S1: Spatial profile of the equilibrium RDF. Contour map of e(p, lα(p))
for p∈Q and α=1, 2, ..,Kα. Black lines R(p), D(p) and L(p) depict structural
pore characteristics. Magenta dashed line ν(p) highlights the molecular scales
for which e(p) crosses zero. Grey shaded circles, as well as, dashed vertical and
horizontal black lines, highlight contour map locations where extrema of e(p, lα(p))
are located. Smoothing of expression s4 was performed by using the built-in R
[59] function of the Nadaraya-Watson kernel regression method with a bandwidth
parameter value of bw=2.
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S3. Zero-crossing behavior of hydropathic density pore func-
tion along the principal pore axis
We here show that when m(0)(p, lα(p)) crosses zero along p- direction for a
given α, it is expected, in a statistical sense, to become vanishingly small.
Zero-crossing properties of m(0)(p, lα(p)) were calculated by statistically









For α> 10 the median and mode of V (0)(α) remain close to zero as indi-
cated by their traces (Figure S2). Furthermore, the 95%-interval values are
shown to gradually decrease for increasing α indicating that the width of
the distribution gradually decreases.
Figure S2: Vanishing of hydropathic density pore function. Statistical
properties of V (0)(α) for α=10, 20, ..,Kα=800. Error bars represent 95%-interval
values of V (0)(α). median(·) and mode(·) return the median and the mode of
V (0)(α), respectively.
In particular, 95% of the values found in V (0)(Kα=800) are contained
in [−0.006297, 0.006977] with median(V (0)(Kα = 800)) = −6.2e − 06 and
mode(V (0)(Kα = 800)) = −6.2e − 05 where median(·) and mode(·) re-
turn the median and mode of a set of values, respectively. Consequently,
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m(0)(p, lα(p)) is expected to obtain a vanishingly small value when it
crosses zero. This finding indicates that ||∆p|| (see Methods) is sufficiently
small, i.e., Np is sufficiently large, to guarantee that no ”sudden jumps”
of |m(0)(p, lα(p))| occur between two consecutive pore points for a given
α. Deviations from zero of the mode and median, as well as, large 95%
interval values observed for small α, e.g., for α<100, are due to low atomic
sampling (Figure S2).
S4. Construction and smoothing of zero-crossing points dis-
tributions
Distributions ψ were obtained by placing bins of width 0.1 at bin centers
0, 0.1, 0.2, .. , round(max(L(p)), 1) and, then, counting the number of lα(s)
(see main text, eq. m10) that fall within each bin.
Distributions φ were obtained by placing bins of width 0.1 at every pz,
and, then, counting the number of sz that fall within, sz represents the
z-coordinate of a zero-crossing point s (see main text, eq. m10).
Smoothing of distributions was performed by utilizing the built-in R [59]
function that implements the Nadaraya-Watson kernel regression smooth-
ing method for a bandwidth parameter value bw=7.
S5. Geometrical correlation between pore-lining residues and
cumulative hydropathic topological characteristics







where cbi is the center and m
b
i is the mass of the i-th atom belonging to




i is the total residue mass and nb is
the total number of atoms forming the residue. The mass centers of pore-
lining residues were mapped on P by determining the four nearest neighbor




Y (p) = j | min
j=1,2,..,Nb
{||bj − p||} (s8)
where each time the residue mass center corresponding to the solution index
Y (p) was removed from the collection of the Nb=884 residues. In that way,
we specified the subsets of pore points Q2·i+1,i=0,1,..,7 that minimize their
distance from four pore-lining residues of the same type, i.e., from a pore-
lining residue side chain, and the subsets of pore points Q2·i,i=1,2,..,7 that
minimize their distance from four pore-lining residues of different type thus
accounting for a structural transition from one pore-lining residue side chain
to the next one (Table S3). Based on the total residual hydropathicity (see
caption of Table S2), a structural transition from one pore-lining residue
side chain to the next one along ẑ-direction is categorized as hydrophobic-
to-hydrophobic, hydrophilic-to-hydrophilic, hydrophobic-to-hydrophilic or
hydrophilic-to- hydrophobic (Table S3). Extrema of smoothed topological
distributions sm(φ(0)) and sm(φ(1)) (see Figure 1 and 2, respectively) were
assigned to a Qi=1,2,..,15 subset based on the calculation
W (pext.z ) = i | min
i=1,2,..,15
{|pext.z −median(Qi,z)|} (s9)
where pext.z represents the location on P of an extremum of sm(φ
(0)) (see
Figure 1(a)) or sm(φ(1)) (see Figure 2(a)) and Qi,z is the set that contains
only the z-coordinate of a p ∈Qi. We consider an extremum of sm(φ(0))
or sm(φ(1)) found at pext.z to be geometrically correlated, i.e., co-localize,
with the W (pext.z )-th subset (Table S3).
















































Q8 = {p | pz ∈
(1.9, 2.1)}




Q9 = {p | pz ∈
[2.1, 5.1]}
I210 I431 I652 I873
•
































Table S3: Geometrical correlations between mappings of pore-lining residues
on P and extrema of the smoothed topological distributions sm(φ(0)) and
sm(φ(1)). Pore points p∈Q belonging to the subsets Q2·i+1,i=0,1,..,7 are nearest
neighbors (near. neigh.) to the pore-lining residue side chains M181, S178, E177,
L176, I210, V213, C217 and M221, respectively. Pore points belonging to the sub-
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sets Q2·i,i=1,2,..,7 account for side chain transitions M181-S178, S178-E177, E177-
L176, L176-I210, I210-V213, V213- C217 and C217-M221, respectively, and are
nearest neighbors to a combination of different pore-lining residues. (•) and (•)
indicate that the near. neigh. residues are hydrophobic and hydrophilic, respec-
tively (for classification of residues into hydropphobic and hydrophilic see caption
of Table A2 at Dissertation Appendices). Accordingly, (•→•), (•→•), (•→•) and
(•→•) indicate that a hydrophobic-to- hydrophobic, a hydrophilic-to-hydrophilic,
a hydrophobic-to-hydrophilic and a hydrophilic-to- hydrophobic structural tran-
sition from one pore-lining residue side chain to the next with respect to ẑ takes
place, respectively. An extremum (ext.) of sm(φ(0)) or sm(φ(1)) is assigned to
Qi=1,2,..,15 based on a minimal distance geometrical criterion (see equation s9).
S6. Impact of radial structural symmetries on the cumulative
hydropathic dipole moment field
A consequence of the homologous tetrameric conformation of the NaVAb
channel is the existence of radial structural symmetries with respect to P .
In order to investigate their impact on the cumulative hydropathic dipole








Next, we calculated statistical properties of the sets of values λ(p) =
{Λ(p, lα(p)) |α= 10, 20, ..,Kα=800} and κ(p)={K(p, lα(p)) |α= 10, 20, ..,Kα=
800} for every p∈Q. As we can see in Figure S3, the medians and modes
of the distributions λ(p) and κ(p) remain close to one and zero for pz>0,
respectively. On the other hand, for pz < 0, the modes of λ(p) and κ(p)
deviate from one and zero, respectively, indicating that symmetric imper-
fections of the 3D structure are amplified toward the ES (Figure S3).
Fluctuations of the 95%-interval values serve as markers of symmetric
imperfections and, as we can see in Figure S3, they tend to increase in am-
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plitude toward the ES. Nevertheless, given that the median and the mode
of λ(p) are always larger than 0.984 and 0.99, respectively, we consider
the contribution of radial hydropathic imbalance effects (see xy-component
appearing in equation [m7]) to be negligible. Accordingly, throughout this
study we consider the cumulative hydropathic dipole field to be adequately
described in terms of ~h
(1)
z (p, lα(p)) only.
Figure S3: Impact of radial structural pore symmetries on the hydro-
pathic dipole field. Statistical properties of λ(p) and κ(p) are plotted for every
p∈Q. Error bars represent 95%-interval values of λ(p) and κ(p). median(·) and
mode(·) return the median and the mode, respectively, of λ(p) and κ(p).
S7. Zero-crossing behavior of hydropathic imbalance pore
function along the principal pore axis
We here followed the same methodology as in Section S2 and calculated









As we can see in Figure S4, the distribution of V (1)(α) exhibits similar
characteristics to the distribution of V (0)(α) (Figure S2, S4). Specifically,
it is narrowly distributed around zero for every α=10, 20, ..,Kα=800 and
its width gradually decreases as indicated by the decreasing tendency of
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the 95%-interval values for increasing α (Figure S4). Given that 95% of
the values found in V (1)(Kα=800) are bounded within [−0.0955, 0.08939]
with median(V (1)(Kα = 800)) =−3.7e − 05 and mode(V (1)(Kα = 800)) =
−2.7e − 05, m(1)z (p, lα(p)) is expected to obtain a vanishingly small value
when it crosses zero.
Figure S4: Vanishing of hydropathic imbalance pore function. Statistical
properties of V (1)(α) for α=10, 20, ..,Kα=800. Error bars represent 95%-interval
values of V (1)(α). median(·) and mode(·) appearing return the median and the
mode of V (1)(α), respectively.
S8. Sinks-vs-sources field topology
A zero-crossing point of m
(1)
z (p, lα(p)), s (see main text, eq. m10), is
classified either as ”sink” or ”source” depending on the sign of the slope
at s. Specifically, if sign(f(p,lα(p))−f(p
′,lα(p′))
∆p ) returns negative (positive),
then s is classified as ”sink” (”source”).
The orientation of the field at a ”sink” changes from pointing-toward-
the-IS to pointing- toward-the-ES along ẑ-direction so that a hypothetical
molecule transported along P under the field’s influence would be attracted
toward s (Figure S5). This dynamics is reversed for the case of a ”source” so
that a hypothetical molecule transported along P under the field’s influence
would be repelled from s (Figure S5).
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Based on the sink-vs-sources classification we can decompose the topo-
logical distribution φ(1) into its additive ”sink” and ”source” terms, i.e.,
φ(1) = φ(1,−) + φ(1,+) where φ(1,−) and φ(1,+) are the distributions of
”sinks” and ”sources” along P , respectively. In order to obtain a rela-
tive measure of the sink-vs-sources distribution, we considered the differ-
ence ε(1) = φ(1,+) − φ(1,−). In particular, a positive (negative) sign of ε(1)
indicates that ”sources” (”sinks”) locally outnumber ”sinks” (”sources”).
Accordingly, positive (negative) maximization of ε(1) identifies locations on
P where cumulative field topology is shaped by ”sources” (”sinks”).
Figure S5: An example of sinks-vs-sources field topology. Trace ofm
(1)
z (p, lα(p))
is plotted for α=190. The locations where m
(1)
z (p, lα(p)) crosses zero and, con-
sequently, the orientation of the field is changing, are highlighted with magenta
and cyan circles. A negative and positive zero-crossing slope along ẑ-direction cor-
respond to a ”sink” and ”source”, respectively. Arrows around the zero-crossing
locations indicate how the orientation of the field is locally changing.










that relaxes the notion of probability as it allows for negative values in order
to distinguish between persistent, i.e., cumulative, ”sinks” and ”sources”
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topological configurations along P . Given that ”sinks” (”sources”) corre-
spond to minima (maxima) of the hydropathic imbalance potential land-
scape for a given α, the interplay of extrema of TQS along P provides
with a qualitative description of the single-molecule permeation energy
landscape in terms of the location and relative size of TQS extrema. In
particular, a large and narrow positive(negative)-value maximum of TQS
indicates the existence of a persistent repeller (attractor) topological config-
uration imposing a local energy barrier to single-molecule permeation [29]
and is assigned with a positive(negative)-value probability score. If TQS
attains values close to zero, then the local topology is shaped by a com-
bination of ”sinks” and ”sources” indicating mixed attractors-vs-repellers
dynamics. Note that we borrow this interpretation scheme from the field of
computational topology and thermodynamics where similar topological ap-
proaches have been used in describing energy landscapes of complex atomic
systems [60]. Finally, in order to obtain a smooth approximation of the en-
ergy landscape profile we performed a strong and weak smoothing of TQS
by utilizing the built-in R [59] function that implements the Nadaraya-
Watson kernel regression smoothing method for a bandwidth parameter
value bw=7 and bw=0.5, respectively.
S9. Linear behavior of the hydropathic imbalance pore func-
tion
The linear trace of m
(1)
z (p, L(p)) was best fitted with
m̃(1)z (p, L(p))=−0.00487·pz − 0.13638 (s13)
by using the built-in R [59] function for linear regression with a residual
standard fitting error of 9.3e − 29 (see Figure S6). This is in agreement
with equation (2.15) presented in [50] indicating that the displacement of
the macroscopic dipole center, let it be s(1) = (0, 0, s
(1)
z ), along P , i.e., the
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=⇒ |m(1)z (p, L(p))| =
|m(0)(p, L(p))| · |dz(p, L(p))| =
{
|m(0)total|·pz − γ for pz ≥ s
(1)
z




with γ = |m(0)total| ·s
(1)
z =−0.1368 as the macroscopic dipole center is found
at (s(1) = (0, 0, s
(1)
z =−28.0041) and m(0)(p, L(p)) =m(0)total = 0.00487 (see
main text, eq. r1).
Figure S6: Linear behavior of m
(1)
z (p, L(p)). Trace of m
(1)
z (p, lα(p)) is plotted
for p∈Q and for α=Kα.
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The main function of voltage-gated sodium channels (NaVChs) is to
control initiation and propagation of electrical signals along neuronal
tissues [1]. Enhancing our mechanistic understanding of NaVChs
physics is important not only for biology and protein science but also
for medicine. In humans, mutations in NaVCh-encoding genes can
perturb structural and functional properties of the expressed protein
thus leading to abnormal electrical cellular signaling. These abnor-
malities may sum up and manifest at an organism level as ion chan-
nel diseases known as ”channelopathies” [2]. Numerous studies have
shown that mutations in the textitSCN9A gene encoding the Nav1.7
channel are causally related to inherited forms of chronic pain [3–18],
cardiac arrhythmias [19, 20] and epilepsy [21].
The structural motif of a NaVCh is that of a tetramer where each
of the four subunits comprises a pore domain (PD) interlinked with a
voltage-sensing domain (VSD). This conserved architecture facilitates
a central pore through which sodium ions are conducted with high
specificity. Barriers imposed to ion transport through the pore stem
from the energy required for dehydrating them, i.e., removing water
molecules from their hydration shell [22–24]. Dehydration of ions is
achieved via interaction with the pore walls; ions have to fit closely in
the pore’s confined geometry so that removed waters are immediately
replaced by waters provided by the walls [22]. It is hence the inter-
play of geometrical and hydropathic (i.e., hydrophobic or hydrophilic)
characteristics along a NaVCh’s pore essentially determines its ”gat-
ing” [25–30] behavior, i.e., its permeability to specific ions. For exam-
ple, in the case of the pre-open NaVAb bacterial channel [31], a hy-
drophobic and wide cavity favors rapid diffusion of hydrated ions while
a hydrophilic and narrow pore region acts as a selectivity filter (SF) by
binding with and partially-dehydrating ions. The crucial role of hydro-
pathic effects is also manifested at scales larger than these of the pore’s
microenvironment as they contribute to a NaVCh’s stability (e.g., via
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formation of interaction networks between pore-lining structures and
their surroundings [32, 33]). However, despite the plethora of NaVCh
structures available, modeling the synergy of hydropathic effects across
different NaVCh scales remains an open problem. This is due to the
spatial complexity underlying hydropathic interactions [34,35] posing
significant challenges in development of suitable theoretical vehicles
and computational tools for multiscale hydropathic analysis of pro-
tein structures.
Non-extensive systems [36] are characterized by thermodynamic
functions that do not scale in a linear fashion for increasing system size.
A hallmark of non-extensitivity is the emergence of power-law scalings
reflecting the long-range nature of interactions among system compo-
nents. In this study we test the hypothesis of non-extensitivity for the
hydropathic property of a NaVCh protein system. Prior knowledge
supporting this hypothesis is; (a) hydropathic effects are long-range
with underlying interactions laws varying across different scales [37],
(b) system-size-dependent, i.e., cumulative, hydropathic characteris-
tics of globular proteins exhibit universality [38], (c) spatial inhomo-
geneities of the atomic mixture around a NaVCh’s pore can generate
non-random patterns and topologies [39]. Accordingly, we present
here a computational and framework for modeling cumulative hydro-
pathic characteristics of the atomic environment around a NaVCh’s
pore. For that, we utilized the finite-size scaling analysis method-
ologies presented in [39] and embedded them into a thermodynamic
framework.
In continuation to [39], we focus on the pre-open NaVAb chan-
nel [31]. We first show that accumulation of atoms around its pore
can be accurately described in terms of the Richards model [40] that
is known to admit an algebraic q-generalization [41]. A direct implica-
tion of this finding is the existence of evolutionary-conserved inflection
points matching closely the geometrical crossover from the pore do-
mains to the voltage-sensing domains. Thermodynamic properties of
the pore were then investigated in terms of the hydropathic imbalance
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effect [42]. For that, we analyzed the pre- and post-inflection scal-
ing behavior of a hydropathic imbalance pore function [39] inferring
about system-size-dependent changes in interatomic hydropathic in-
teractions. This yielded a bi-phasic and scale-invariant hydropathic
interactions model applying with high accuracy to the extracellular
side of the NaVAb’s SF. Although hydropathic scaling mechanisms
in proteins have been previously investigated (e.g., see [43–45]), our
work provides some first insight on how these phenomena emerge in
a prototype NaVCh system and might be contributing to energetic
optimization of its functional architecture.
Methods
3D structure preparation
We employed the pre-open I217C NaVAb structural model (PDB code:
3RVY) providing with a crystallography of the NaVAb at the highest
available resolution (2.7 Å resolution). Protonation of the structure
was performed with the WHAT IF software [46, 47] and the princi-
pal axes of the protonated structure were estimated with the VMD
software [48]. Next, the protonated structure was embedded into a
coordinate system (x̂, ŷ, ẑ) with origin O so that its principal pore
axis, i.e., the axis approximating the direction of the channel’s pore,
was aligned with the z-axis with orientation from the extracellular side
(ES) to the intracellular side (IS) with respect to ẑ. The molecular
mass center e= 1
M
∑Nc
i=1 mi·ci of the structure was set to coincide with
O, where ci=(cx,i, cy,i, cz,i) is the atomic center of the i-th atom, mi
is the mass of the i-th atom, Nc=14776 is the total number of atoms
and M =
∑Nc
i=1 mi is the total molecular mass (see Dissertation Ap-
pendices, Table A1 for atomic masses values). An illustration of the
pre-open I217C NaVAb structural model is presented in Supplemen-
tary Information (SI), Section S1.
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Geometrical characteristics of the pore
Let us consider P to represent the principal pore axis with p=(px, py, pz) ∈
Q ⊂ P being a pore point (see SI Section S2 for construction of Q).
Then, the pore radius at p is given by [49]
R(p) = min
i=1,2,..,Nc
{||ci − p|| − vdWi} (m1)
where ||·|| is the euclidean norm and vdW i is the Van der Waals radius
of the i-th atom (see Appendices, Table A1) and the distance between
p and its nearest neighbor atom corresponds to
D(p) = min
i=1,2,..,Nc
{||ci − p||} (m2)
Moreover, the outer surface radius at p is given by [39]
L(p) = max
i=1,2,..,Nc
{||ci − p||+ vdWi} (m3)
where the unit of measurement for R(p), D(p) and L(p) is expressed
in [Å].
Atomic sampling around the pore
We consider nested sampling spheres centered at p with radii given
by [39]
lα(p) = D(p) + α·
L(p)−D(p)
Kα
for α = 1, 2, .., Kα→∞ (m4)
where Kα is the total number of sampling spheres and α denotes the
index of the sampling sphere (thus, from now on, we will refer to it
as ”scaling index”). Accordingly, lα(p) indicates the size (or, equiv-
alently, the scale) of the spherical cluster of atoms around p in [Å].




θ(lα(p)− ||ci − p||) (m5)
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where θ(·) is the heaviside function.
Candidate models of atomic accumulation
Atomic accumulation around p was modeled by employing the GROFIT
routine [50] and applying it on equation m5. Accordingly, a collection
of candidate models including re-parametrized algebraic forms [51] of
the Logistic model [52]










, of the Gompertz model [53]




















and of the Richards model [40]















were fitted on N(p, lα(p)) along lα(p)-direction where {A(p), t(p)
, s(p), q̃(p), w(p), lshift(p)} are model parameters.
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In order to proceed with model parameters interpretation we in-





that determines the location along lα(p)-direction where the atomic
radial distribution function (RDF), ∂n(p,lα(p))
∂lα(p)
, is maximized. Then,
parameter t(p) is interpreted as the slope of n(p, lα(p)) at ξ(p) thus
accounting for the maximum atomic accumulation rate (or, equiva-
lently, for the maximum atomic density) around p. Note that t(p) can
be written as t(p)= A(p)
os(p):=o(p)−s(p) with o(p) determining the location
along lα(p)-direction where the asymptote domain begins as A(p) is
the asymptote value of the fitted model, i.e., n(p, lα(p)→∞)=A(p),
and with s(p) determining the location along lα(p)-direction where the
lag domain ends, i.e., the size of the lag atomic accumulation domain
(in analogy to the ”lag phase” parameter appearing in [51]). Parame-
ter q̃(p) determines the shape of the Richards model curve, as well as,
the location of the inflection point along lα(p)-direction thus serving
as a ”summary parameter”. Finally, parameters w(p) and lshift(p) of
the modified Gompertz model determine the location and the slope,
respectively, of a second increase in the modified Gompertz model
curve (see [50]). Note that the Logistic and the Gompertz model are
special cases of the Richards model for q̃(p)=1 and q̃(p)→0, respec-
tively, as shown in [54]. For a graphical interpretation of Richards
model parameters see SI Section S3.
Thermodynamic modeling of the pore
Two types of interactions are relevant for NaVChs; (a), an interaction
of the atomic structure with itself, i.e., a stabilizing interaction, and,
(b), an interaction of the atomic structure with a pore-permeating
species of hydration radius ≈ R(p) which can ”fit” in the pore. A
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molecular index that can efficiently summarize these interactions is
the hydropathic dipole moment [55]. Accordingly, we utilize the cu-
mulative hydropathic dipole field (CHDF) at p, i.e., the hydropathic
dipole field effect at p originating from the spatial arrangement of




θ(lα(p)− ||ci − p||)·HIχi ·~rp,i =
hx(p, lα(p))·x̂+ hy(p, lα(p))·ŷ︸ ︷︷ ︸
~hxy(p,lα(p))
+hz(p, lα(p))·ẑ︸ ︷︷ ︸
~hz(p,lα(p))
(m11)
where HIχi =HIi+χi is the i-th atomic hydropathic index correspond-
ing to the Kapcha-Rossky atomic hydropathic indices [56] (see Appen-
dices, Table A2) with additive Gaussian noise χi∈N(µ=0, σ=0.001)
and ~ri,p is a vector from p to ci. Introduction of the weak noise
source χi practically guarantees that ||~h(p, lα(p))|| is non-zero for ev-
ery combination of p and lα(p)) while not affecting its spatial behavior.
Moreover, the measurement unit of ~h(p, lα(p)) is given in Debye units
[kcal·Å/mol] [55] with 1 mol representing a cluster of of N(p, lα(p))
atoms.
Due to preservation of structural NaVAb symmetries with respect
to P , the magnitude of the radial field component, ||~hxy(p, lα(p))||,
is vanishingly small and, consequently, ||~h(p, lα(p))|| is adequately




||~hxy(p, lα(p))||2 + ||~hz(p, lα(p))||2≈||~hz(p, lα(p))||
(m12)
where a computational proof for the validity of m12 is given in SI
of [39]. Consequently, the orientation of the field is described by
only two states; an ”in” state which is characterized by ~hz(p, lα(p))
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pointing towards the IS, i.e., by hz(p, lα(p))> 0, and an ”out” state
which is characterized by ~hz(p, lα(p)) pointing towards the ES, i.e., by
hz(p, lα(p))<0 (for a detailed analysis of the CHDF topology emerg-
ing from the ”in”-vs-”out” interplay across different scales is presented
in [39]).
Testing the non-extensitivity hypothesis for atomic hydro-
pathicity around NaVAb’s pore
The hydropathic non-extensitivity hypothesis was tested by investigat-
ing how the CHDF behaves relative to the atomic number, N(p, lα(p)),
for increasing molecular scale lα(p). For that, we scrutinized the scal-
ing behavior of the hydropathic imbalance [42] (or, equivalently, of the





by searching for sets of pore points for which I(p, lα(p)) can be ac-
curately approximated by a power-law function along lα(p)-direction.
Note that 1mol in equation m13 represents 1 atom. Interpretation
of the findings was based on the rationale that a power-law scaling
behavior of I(p, lα(p)) implies that the interatomic hydropathic inter-
action laws around p remain invariant under scale transformations or,
equivalently, its range spans up to ≈ lα(p) Å. Accordingly, a positive
(negative) power-law exponent indicates that the range of hydropathic
interatomic interactions increases (decreases), i.e., quantifies the rate
at which non-local (local) bonds are formed within the atomic struc-
ture. The interaction energy associated with bond formation stabiliz-
ing the ensemble of N(p, lα(p) atoms around p, i.e., the atom-packing





Prior knowledge required in order to interpret the findings of this study
is retrieved from [39] and summarized in Table R1.
Pore region Location Geometry Hydropath
selectivity filter (SF) pz=−11.7 narrow hydrophilic
central cavity (CC) pz=2.8 wide hydrophobic
activation gate (AG) pz=22.7 occluded hydropathically-diverse
Table R1: Geometrical and hydropathic characteristics of the pore’s mi-
croenvironment. We present a summary of geometrical and hydropathic char-
acteristics of the selectivity filter, central cavity and activation gate pore regions
in accordance to [31,39].
Bi-phasic structural organization of the atomic environment
around NaVAb’s pore
In this section, we present a mathematical model for describing atomic
accumulation around NaVAb’s pore. This modeling approach is based
on the ansatz that the scaling behavior of the atomic number (see eq.
m5 and Figure 1(a) for an illustration), corresponds to a sigmoid func-
tion with inflection points correlating with the evolutionary-conserved
NaVCh architectural motif that dictates the structural and functional
separation of the pore domains (PDs) from the voltage-sensing do-
mains (VSDs). The validity of this hypothesis was tested by executing
the GROFIT [50] algorithm on the normalized atomic number traces
(see caption of Figure 1). The mathematical model that best fitted
normalized atomic number traces along lα(p)-direction was selected
from a pool of candidate accumulation models (see Methods, Section
4) based on minimization of an Akaike information criterion (see [50]
for algorithmic details).
Our modeling procedures demonstrate that atomic accumulation
around NaVAb’s pore can be accurately described by the Richards
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model (see eq. m9) and special cases of it, such as the Logistic model
(see eq. m6) and the Gompertz model (see eq. m7). This becomes
obvious if we focus on the trace of the summary model parameter,
q̃(p), approaching unity and zero for {pz → −5.5−, pz → 1.2+} and
for {pz→10.0−, pz→10.9+} thus indicating a smooth transition from
the Richards model pore regions towards the Gompertz and Logistic
model pore regions, respectively. Note that discontinuities arising at
the boundaries [5.5, 1.2] and [10.0, 10.9] are due to numerical artifacts
introduced by the GROFIT solver (Figure 1(b)). The Gompertz and
Logistic model pore regions are located on the left and right of the
hydrophobic central cavity (CC) thus capturing the transition from
the pore center towards the SF and the AG (see Table 1 and Figure
1(b)). The accuracy of the Richards model modeling approximation
is demonstrated not only by the smallness of absolute fitting error but
also by the small uncertainties in the estimation of model parameter
(see Figure 1(c)).
A direct consequence of the Richards model applicability is that the
atomic environment around the pore can be partitioned into three con-
secutive geometrical domains, namely, a lag domain (for lα(p) ≤ s(p)),
an inflection domain (for s(p) < lα(p) ≤ o(p)) and an asymptote
domain (for lα(p) > o(p)) (Figure 1(a) and SI Section S3). Equiv-
alently, we may consider only two phases, i.e., a pre-inflection and a
post-inflection phase realized for lα(p)≤ξ(p) and lα(p)>ξ(p), respec-
tively (see eq. m10 and Figure 1(a)). Size variations of the inflection
domain described by os(p) (see Methods) indicate how atomic density
is changing along P . In particular, within the Gompertz model pore
region the size of the inflection domain maximizes while the atomic
accumulation rate, t(p) (see Methods), is down-regulated so that a
weakly-dense atomic environment is formed at the extracellular side
(ES) of the CC (Figure 1(a),(b)). In contrast, deviating from the
Gompertz model pore region towards the intracellular side (IS), os(p)
decreases while t(p) increases so that a strongly-dense atomic environ-
ment is formed around the AG implementing pore occlusion (Figure
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1(a),(b)). This qualitative change in atom-packing conditions is cap-
tured by the Logistic model pore region as the summary parameter,
q̃(p) (see Methods), becomes larger (smaller) than one for pz > 10.9
(pz < 10.0) (Figure 1(b)). Deviating from the Gompertz model pore
region towards the extracellular side (ES), both os(p) and t(p) exhibit
a weakly-decreasing tendency indicative of a structural tendency for
uniform atom packing conditions.
Figure 1: Mathematical modeling of atomic accumulation around NaVAb’s
pore. (a), Contour map of the normalized traces N̄(p, lα(p)) for p ∈ Q and
α=1, 2, ..,Kα =800. Black lines R(p), D(p) and L(p) depict pore’s geometrical
characteristics. Magenta dashed line ν(p) serves as a geometrical representation of
the geometrical crossover from the PDs to the VSDs. Line ξ(p) depicts the trace
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of inflection points, and lines s(p) and o(p) depict the ending and beginning of
the lag and asymptote domain, respectively. (b), Traces of normalized model pa-
rameters Ā(p), t̄(p), ōs(p) and of summary model parameter q̃(p) for p∈Q. (c),
MAFE of the mathematical accumulation model approximation on N̄(p, lα(p)) for
p∈Q. Normalizations were performed with respect to the maximum values of the
corresponding traces.
Biophysical importance of the inflection mechanism becomes ev-
ident if we consider how our observations correlate with the spatial
organization of the PDs relatively to the VSDs. For that, we ap-
proximated the scales at which the spatial transition, i.e., the geo-
metrical crossover, from the PDs to the VSDs takes place (see SI
Section S4). We found that the traces of inflection points and of
the PDs-VSDs geometrical crossover follow closely each other with
their mutual distance on the contour map of Figure 1(a) given by
1.82± 0.94 Å and with Spearman correlation scores of 0.92 and 0.99
for pz>0 and pz≤0, respectively. Hence, maximization of atomic den-
sity around the pore implements the structural separation of the PDs
from the VSDs or, equivalently, splits the atomic environment into
a pre-inflection and post-inflection phase accounting for the coupled
sub-structures of the PDs and of the VSDs, respectively. Densening
of atoms for lα(p) ≈ ξ(p) can result in strengthening of interatomic
interactions which, in turn, favors coupling and relative stability of the
PDs and VSDs atomic sub-systems. Experimental evidence for this
kind of mechanism in voltage-gated potassium channels is presented
in [57–60].
Non-extensitivity of atomic hydropathicity around NaVAb’s
pore
What do observations of the previous section imply for the nature of
underlying interatomic stabilizing interactions? To answer this ques-
tion let us remind here that stability of atom-packing around protein
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cores is largely determined by hydropathic effects [61]. Following this
rationale, we examined the scaling behavior of the hydropathic inter-
atomic interactions strength (HIIS) (see eq. m13) with respect to the
pre- and post-inflection geometrical intervals which essentially tests
the validity of the non-extensitivity hypothesis.
Coarse-grained computational evidence for the validity of the non-
extensitivity hypothesis is presented in Figure 2. We show that max-
imization of HIIS is expected to take place within the narrow inter-
val ν(p) < lα(p) ≤ ξ(p) thus identifying the PDs-VSDs geometrical
crossover as a strong-interactions intra-channel site. Moreover, the
spatial transition from the lag domain to the inflection domain is asso-
ciated with a local minimization of HIIS followed by its up-regulation
and, eventually, maximization up to lα(p)≈ ξ(p) (Figure 2). Below
this regime, HIIS is down-regulated toward its global minimization at
the end of the asymptote domain (see caption of Figure 2). These
observations indicate a ”tuning” of HIIS scaling behavior with respect
to the structural classification scheme presented in Section 1. From a
stability viewpoint, the main advantage of this configuration is that
the HIIS between the PDs and the VSDs is maximized within a narrow
window around ν(p) thus optimizing the PDs-VSDs coupling. Within
the lag domain our modeling procedures appear to be much less effi-
cient in describing cumulative atomic properties as indicated by the in-
crease in deviations between fitted models and empirical NaVAb data
(Figure 2(a),(b)). This modeling impotence indicates that within lag-
domain scales, HIIS scaling analysis suffers from small-size sampling
which, in turn, suggests the existence of a cut-off scale lα(p)≈ s(p)
above which cumulative hydropathic effects become an important driv-
ing force of atomic accumulation. Equivalently, within the lag-domain
HIIS exhibits non-trivial short-range dependencies which might orig-
inate from water structuring effects at the wall surfaces prevailing
within scales smaller than 15 Å [37]. However, given that HIIS ex-
hibits a pseudo-symmetric spatial profile with respect to the center
of the pore coinciding with the CC center, hydropathic effects orig-
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inating from scales smaller than s(p) have a major contribution to
pore gating behavior and, hence, to ion de-/re-hydration dynamics as
demonstrated in [39].
Figure 2: Non-extensitivity of atomic hydropathicity around the NaVAb’s
pore. (a), Trace of a statistical representation of the normalized atomic number,
〈N̄(p, lα(p))〉α, and of its best-fitted model, 〈n(p, lα(p))〉α, are plotted in log-
scale. 〈n(p, lα(p))〉α corresponds to the Richards model. (b), Trace of a statistical
representation of the hydropathic imbalance magnitude, 〈I(p, lα(p))〉α, is plotted
with its linear fittings for 〈αs〉<α≤〈αξ〉 and α> 〈αξ〉, respectively, in log-scale.
Up- and down-regulation tendencies were quantified in terms of the linear fittings
γ · log[α] + β with γpre = 1.41 and βpre = −8.4, γpost = −2.76 and βpost = 16.43.
The corresponding Pearson coefficients are PCpre=0.99 and PCpost =−0.97, re-
spectively, indicating the ”goodness” of the regulation. Error bars in (a) and (b)
represent 95%-interval values. For clarity, the size of error bars in (b) is reduced
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by a factor of 0.5. Calculation of 〈N̄(p, lα(p))〉α, 〈n(p, lα(p))〉α, 〈I(p, lα(p))〉α,
〈αs〉, 〈αξ〉, 〈αν〉 and 〈αo〉 was performed according to the statistical scheme pre-
sented in SI Section S5. All normalizations were performed with respect to the
maximum values of the corresponding traces.
Fine-grained analysis of the scaling behavior of HIIS revealed a
clear enhancement of its scale-invariant character at the ES of the
highly-conserved SF (see SI Section S6 and Figure 3(a),(b)). Specif-
ically, out of all possible atomic accumulation paths initiated along
P , scale-invariance occurs only for −18.0 ≤ pz ≤ −16.5 correspond-
ing to a pore region which is directly-neighbored by the hydropho-
bic M181 residue side chain belonging to the P2-helix, as well as,
by the hydrophilic S178 residue side chains belonging to the SF (see
Figure 3(a) and [39] for direct-neighboring residues to p). From the
perspective of a pore-permeating ion species, this atom-packing con-
figuration implies a large-amplitude, short-range interaction exerted
upon incoming ions from NaVAb’s walls as indicated by large values
of HIIS for lα(p)≤s(p) (Figure 3(b)). Indeed, the SF residue sequence
T175:W179 is part of this atomic configuration as the sampling radius
s(p) encloses its structure as a whole (Figure 3(a)). Below the lag
scales, the it is straightforward to approximate the amplitude of the
CHDF (see m12) for −18.0≤pz≤−16.5 with the following power-law
scheme
||~hz(p, lα(p))|| ={
−hz(p, lα(p)) ∼ nRIC(p, lα(p)) · lα(p)γpre(p) for s(p)<lα(p)≤ξ(p)
−hz(p, lα(p)) ∼ nRIC(p, lα(p)) · lα(p)γpost(p) for lα(p)>ξ(p)
(r1)
with γpre(p) = 2.27 ± 0.1 and γpost(p) =−4.36 ± 0.09 being the pre-
and post-inflection scaling exponents (see Figure 3(b), and SI Fig-
ure S6), and N(p, lα(p)) replaced with its best-fitted model, namely,
the Richards model for parameters {A(p) ≈ 1.05, t(p) ≈ 0.2, s(p) ≈
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18.02, q̃(p) ≈ 0.54}. Topological invariance of ~hz(p, lα(p)) (as indi-
cated by the negative sign of hz(p, lα(p)) at the rhs of r1) allows
for an interpretation of the observed scaling laws. The atom-packing
energy (AE) associated with this CHDF configuration is retrieved by
dividing r1 with lα(p) (see Figure 3(c) and its caption for the accuracy
of the approximation). This estimation scheme predicts a PDs-VSDs
coupling energy of ∼ 282.1 kcal as AE maximizes within the nar-
row window [ν(p), ξ(p)] (Figure 3(c)). Microscopic building-blocks
of the CHDF are dipole-dipole interactions (e.g., hydrogen bonds)
formed between neighboring atoms. Each of these short-range inter-
actions can be assigned with a dipole moment. The physical mean-
ing attributed then to equation r1 is that the mean-field amplitude
and orientation of these dipole moments remain invariant for increas-
ing system-size. Consequently, in the pre-inflection phase, a long-
range stabilizing effect emerges reflecting a non-random alignment of
dipoles with respect to −18.0 ≤ pz ≤ −16.5 across different NaVAb
scales. Equivalently, we may think of this stabilizing mechanism as an
interactions-network [31] expanding throughout the PDs with a rate
that is quantified in terms of γpre(p). The E177 side chains were previ-
ously identified as the interactions-network center as they form bonds
with their direct atomic environment which extend throughout the P-
and P2-helices and, most likely, throughout the PDs as a whole (see
SI Figure 10 of [31]).
Our findings closely match this anticipation although they predict
a network-initiator role for a pore-lining cluster of M181 and S178
atomic components found at the ES of the E177. In the post-inflection
phase, spatial dynamics is reversed as the network contracts with a
rate of |γpost(p)| indicative of short-rangeness rebound and energy dis-
sipation due to bond breaking. Notably, |γpost(p)| is almost double the
size as γpre(p) indicating that breaking of long-range bonds in favor
of short-range ones is a ”faster” process than creating them.
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Figure 3: Non-extensive modeling of the interatomic hydropathic interac-
tions around NaVAb’s pore. (a), Cartoon illustration of a single PD structural
unit illustrating packing of atoms around the pore region pz∈ [−18.0,−16.5]. The
radii s(p) and ξ(p) centered at the middle of pz ∈ [−18.0,−16.5] roughly account
for the scales at which the lag domain and the pre-inflection domains end, i.e., for
the sizes of the lag and pre-inflection domain, respectively. Residues T175, L176,
E177, S178 and W179 forming the selectivity filter are colored according to their
hydropathic score based on the Kapcha-Rossky scale. pz ∈ [−18.0,−16.5] is di-
rectly neighbored by atomic components forming the M181 and S178 residue side
chains. (b), Trace of HIIS for a randomly-chosen pore point from the pore region
pz ∈ [−18.0,−16.5]. The best-fitting pre- and post-inflection power-law approxi-
mations of HIIS are also plotted with their mean absolute relative fitting errors
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being 0.089± 0.004 and 0.21± 0.008, respectively. (c), Trace of the corresponding
AE. Pre- and post-inflection modeling approximations of AE are also plotted with
their mean absolute relative modeling errors being 0.096± 0.005 and 0.21± 0.009,
respectively. Model extrapolation toward lα(p)≤ s(p) results in a mean absolute
relative fitting error of 1.77±0.47. ν(p)) and o(p)) account for the scales at which
the PDs-VSDs geometrical crossover occurs and the asymptote domain beings,
respectively.
This fast rebound of bonding-locality provides with energy surplus
for stabilization of the NaVAb within the membrane environment as
the atom-packing energy of the largest atomic cluster (≈ 12.3 kcal)
is larger than that of the initial atomic cluster (≈ 2.5 kcal) (Figure
3(c)).
In summary, the main advantage behind the CHDF configuration
described by r1 is that the ratio ||
~hz(p,lα(p))||
N(p,lα(p))
does not depend any-
more to microscopic details of the atomic environment which implies
that HIIS stabilizing the SF is insensitive to small-amplitude perturba-
tions. For example, let us consider the case of an unexpected structural
modification introducing a perturbation N(p, lα(p)) → N(p, lα(p)) +
ε(p, lα(p)) where ε(p, lα(p) is a small-amplitude perturbation additive
source. This will result in a perturbation of the CHDF magnitude
||~hz(p, lα(p))|| → ||~hz(p, lα(p))|| + ζ(p, lα(p)) that, due to r1, is reg-
ulated by ||~hz(p, lα(p))|| + ζ(p, lα(p)) ∼ lα(p)γ(p) · {N(p, lα(p)) +
ε(p, lα(p))} so that the HIIS law remains intact.
Discussion
An algebraic relationship between q̃(p) and the non-extensive entropic
index, q(p) [36], is established with q̃(p)=1− q(p) [41]. Hence, equa-
tion r1 illustrates how the CHDF emerges from the spatial arrange-
ment of atoms around the pore and establishes a direct link with the
non-extensive entropic q(p)-index. This is the main finding of this
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study and highlights the fact that hydropathic forces are of entropic
nature; observations presented in Figure 3 can be understood as an
entropic re-configuration of the atomic environment, i.e., phase tran-
sition of the crystal structure (thought of as a glass system [43]), due
to re-organization in the interactions range. The critical scale ξ(p)
determines then the maximum bond-length of the underlying inter-
actions. Symmetry breaking associated with the critical transition is
shown in Figure 2 of [39] where pseudo-symmetric topological pairs
formed within the pre-inflection phase gradually dissolve below ξ(p).
The long-rangeness of the HIIS around the SF might be crucial
for the stable functioning of the biological machinery interacting with
selected ions. In particular, ions entering the NaVAb’s SF pore region
from the ES are expected to strongly interact with pore-lining compo-
nents at subsequent interactions sites [31] corresponding to negative
minima of the energy landscape [39]. These interactions will result in
their partial dehydration and, consequently, heat exchange with the
surrounding atomic environment. To counteract for this local increase
in pore pressure due to water-removal, a non-local interactions network
provides peripheral structural support to the biological machinery im-
plementing dehydration. Indeed, long-range interactions are thought
to play a role in selectivity by indirectly influencing the stability of
SF’s dehydration binding sites [62, 63].
Mutations affecting the SF of NaVChs can have dramatic effects
on ion selectivity (e.g., see [64]). The long-rangeness of the HIIS pro-
vides with a ”shield” against mutations as HIIS would remain intact in
occurrence of perturbations. Energetic perturbations originating from
mutations affecting the PDs are expected to be damped-out toward the
lag domain according to ζ(p, lα(p)) ∼ (ξ(p)−lα(p))−γpre(p) ·ε(p, lα(p))
thus not affecting pore-lining SF components. Similarly, energetic per-
turbations originating from mutations affecting the VSDs are expected
to be damped-out toward the asymptote domain thus not affecting
channel’s energetic contact with the membrane. What is at risk, how-
ever, here? Destabilizing energetic perturbations originating either
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from the PDs or the VSDs can be amplified toward the inflection
points which might jeopardize the relative stability of the PDs and
VSDs coupled subsystems. Thus some structural flexibility of the S4-
S5 units linking the PDs with the VSDs (see [31]) is necessary so that
potential energy surpluses would be absorbed.
Conclusions
Critical points correspond to extrema in some property (or proper-
ties) with respect to which the protein system under scrutiny has been
optimized via long-range and highly-cooperative interactions such as
these described under the umbrella-term ”hydropathic effects” [43,44].
In this study, we provided with computational evidence for the va-
lidity of the atomic hydropathicity non-extensitivity hypothesis for
the pre-open I217C NaVAb, which directly implies the existence of
critical points associated with the stability of the pre-open I217C
NaVAb state. Specifically, we showed that the atomic environment
around the pore of the pre-open I217C NaVAb structural model is
organized with respect to highly-conserved molecular locations associ-
ated with the modular PDs-VSDs architectural motif and with the
SF atomic structure. A direct consequence of this is that hydro-
pathic interactions strength exhibits a bi-phasic, scale-invariant be-
havior than can be modeled in terms of the Richards model paramet-
ric space {A(p), t(p), s(p), q̃(p) = 1 − q(p)} and critical exponents
{γpre(p), γpost(p)}. Hence, our modeling procedures can provide with
a reduction of the spatial complexity of the NaVCh atomic system un-
der scrutiny under meaningful biological and evolutionary constraints.
This is important for NaVCh design, mutation-response analysis (e.g.,
see [65]) and pharmacological control where spatial complexity of the




S1. The pre-open I217C NaVAb structural model
Figure S1: Cartoon illustration of the pre-open I217C NaVAb structural
model. (a), top-view from the extracellular side (ES) towards the intracellular
side (IS). (b), side-view. Helices forming the pore domains are illustrated in blue
color (residue sequence: M130:M221). Helices forming the voltage-sensor domains
are illustrated in red color (residue sequence: M001:G129). Structural details of
the pre-open I217C NaVAb structural model can be found in [31].
S2. Discretization of the principal pore axis
Following [39] we introduced the line grid Q= {p1,p1+∆p, ..,pNp −
∆p,pNp} ⊂ P , where Np is the total number of grid pore points,
||∆p|| is the sampling distance between two consecutive pore points
and p1 = (0, 0, pz,1), pNp = (0, 0, pz,Np) are boundary pore points. Q
is constructed by setting pz,1 = round( min
i=1,2,..,Nc
(cz,i), 1) = −27.1 and
pz,Np = round( max
i=1,2,..,Nc
(cz,i), 1) = 26.8 with round(x ∈ R, n ∈ Z+) re-
turning the value of x rounded upto the n-th decimal digit and by
setting Np=540 so that ||∆p||=0.1 Å.
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S3. Graphical interpretation of atomic accumulation param-
eters
Figure S2: Richards model exemplary traces. The Richards model curve is
illustrated for A= 1, t= 1, s= 1.5 and for q̃ ≈ 0.0, q̃ = 1.0 and q̃ = 2.0, where A
determines the model’s asymptotic behavior, t the slope at the inflection point ξ,
s the size of the lag domain and q̃ the shape of the curve, as well as, the location
of ξ. The model curve is split into three domain parts; a lag domain part (l≤s),
an inflection domain part (s< l≤ o), and an asymptote domain part (l >o). The
inflection point ξ is shown for the case {A=1, t=1, s=1.5, q̃≈1.0}.
S4. Modeling of the PDs-VSDs geometrical crossover
We approximated the radial distribution function (RDF) ofN(p, lα(p))











is the thickness of a spherical shell around
p, ∆N(p, lα(p)) =N(p, lα(p)) − N(p, l′α(p)) is the number of atoms





·π·(L(p)−R(p))3 is the average atomic density around p.
Next, we divided all Nc atoms into two groups, one containing only
PD atoms, i.e., atoms forming the PDs, and one containing only VSD
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atoms, i.e., atoms forming the VSDs. The total number of PD atoms is
NPD=6068 and they belong to the residue sequence M130:M221 that
forms the structural units of the S5 domain, the pore turret loop, the
P-helix, the selectivity filter, the P2-helix and the S6 domain (see SI
Figure 1 of [31]). On the other hand, the total number of VSD atoms
is NV SD = 8708 and they belong to the residue sequence M001:G129
that forms the structural units of the S1N helix, the S1 domain, the
S1-S2 loop, the S2 domain, the S2-S3 loop, the S3 domain, the S3-S4
loop, the S4 domain and the S4-S5 linker (see SI Figure 1 of [31]).
Note that Nc=NPD+NV SD.
Using equation A1 we approximated the RDFs of the PD and VSD












·π ·(lα(p)3 − (l′α(p))3)·ρV SD(p)
(A3)








In order to obtain a relative measure of how the RDF of PD atoms
varies with respect to the RDF of VSD atoms, and vice versa, we
introduced the equilibrium PD-VSD RDF function [39]
e(p, lα(p)) = sm(GPD(p, lα(p))−GV SD(p, lα(p))) (A4)
where sm(·) implements the Nadaraya-Watson kernel regression func-
tion with a bandwidth parameter value of bw=2. e(p, lα(p) is inter-
preted as the smoothed probability of finding a PD atom instead of
a VSD atom, and vice-versa, at distance lα(p) from p. Specifically,
if e(p, lα(p)) > 0 (e(p, lα(p)) < 0), then the smoothed probability of
finding a PD atom within the spherical shell of width ∆lα(p) is larger
than that of finding a VSD (PD) atom. Accordingly, what is of interest
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here is the sign-change behavior of e(p, lα(p) for increasing lα(p). We
investigated it by detecting for every p∈Q the pair {l′α(p), lα(p)} for
which the sign-change condition e(p, l′α(p))·e(p, lα(p))<0 is satisfied
and calculating the sampling radius
ν(p) = l′α(p)−
e(p, l′α(p))
e(p, lα(p))− e(p, l′α(p))
·∆lα(p) (A5)
for which e(p, lα(p)) changes sign along lα(p)-direction. Equation A5
roughly quantifies the size of the PDs thus indicating the location
around the pore of the geometrical crossover from the PDs to the
VSDs takes place.
S5. Statistical representation of scalar functions
Let 〈·〉 be a statistical operator returning the median of the data set
upon which it operates. Note that the choice of the median as a
statistical measure reflects the fact that no assumption has been made
for the distribution of data set values.
Statistical representation of scalar function f(p, lα(p)). A
statistical representation of the scalar function f(p, lα(p)) for a given α
was obtained in terms of 〈f(p, lα(p))〉α where the subscript α indicates
that the statistical operator acts for a given α, i.e., on the set of values
Γ(α)={f(p, lα(p)) | p ∈ Q}.
Statistical representations of scalar functions s(p), ν(p),
ξ(p) and o(p). Statistical representations of the functions s(p), ν(p),
ξ(p) and o(p) were obtained by the following algorithmic scheme:
Step 1. Let f(p) represent one of the aforementioned scalar func-
tions, then, for every p find the α indexes for which |f(p)− lα(p)| is
minimized, i.e., αf = {α | min
α∈A
(|f(p)− lα(p)|)}.
Step 2. Calculate the median 〈αf〉 of the data set αf . Note that
the minimum and the maximum value contained in αf is given by
min(αf ) and max(αf ).
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S6. Scaling behavior of the hydropathic imbalance magnitude
along the pore
We scanned all different paths leading from the NaVAb’s pore axis
toward its exterior. The scaling behavior of the HIIS for each path
corresponding to a p∈Q (see SI Section S2 for construction of Q) was
checked for its power-law property. That was done by linear approxi-
mation on log[I(p, lα(p))] for the lag domain interval, i.e., lα(p)≤s(p),
and for the pre- and post-inflection phase intervals, i.e., s(p)<lα(p)≤
ξ(p) and lα(p)>ξ(p), respectively. Accordingly, for each interval we
obtained a linear fitting of the form γ(p)·log[lα(p)] + β(p) where the
”goodness” of the fitting was evaluated in terms of the Pearson coef-
ficient, as well as, in terms of the uncertainty in estimation of γ(p)
retrieved from the mean absolute fitting error (MAFE).
Figure S3: Scaling analysis of the interatomic hydropathic interaction
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strength. (a), Traces of the power-law exponents γlag(p), γpre(p) and γpost(p)
describing the scaling behavior of the interatomic hydropathic interaction strength
within lag interval lα(p)≤ s(p), a pre-inflection interval s(p)< lα(p))≤ ξ(p) and
the post-inflection interval lα(p))> ξ(p), respectively, are plotted for every pore
point p∈Q. Shaded area around γlag(p), γpre(p) and γpost(p) indicate uncertainty
in their calculation in terms of the mean absolute fitting error. (b), Traces of the
corresponding Pearson coefficients PClag(p), PCpre(p) and PCpost(p) are plot-
ted. Green-shaded and red-shaded areas indicate pore regions where |PCpre(p)|
and |PCpost(p)| attain values larger than 0.95, respectively. The intersection of
the green-shaded and red-shaded areas the pore region −18.0≤pz≤−16.5 located
at the ES of the SF.
As we demonstrate in Figure S3, HIIS profiles along p-direction
are organized with respect to pz ≈ 2.8 corresponding to the center of
the CC, as well as, to the hydropathic topological center of the pore
controlling its gating behavior [39]. Pre-inflection hydropathic interac-
tions exhibit an odd pseudo(i.e., non-exact)-symmetric behavior with
respect to pz ≈ 2.8 as indicated by the behavior of the γpre(p) trace
(see Figure 3(a)). On the other hand, γlag(p) and γpost(p) exhibit an
even pseudo(i.e., non-exact)-symmetric behavior with respect to an
interactions-symmetry-axis placed at pz∼2.8 perpendicular to P (see
Figure S3(a)). This symmetry scheme suggests that what is actually
differentiating among the IS and the ES is the range of hydropathic
interactions within the PDs; both γlag(p) and γpost(p) attain nega-
tive values toward the IS and the ES but, in striking contrast, γpre(p)
exhibits a strong, positive increase at the ES and a weak decrease
towards negative values at the IS.
The transition to negative values of the triplet {γlag(p), γpre(p), γpost(p)}
at the IS appears to initiate at the right of the Logistic model pore re-
gion (i.e., for pz>10.9). On the other hand, the transition of γpre(p) to
a large, positive value initiates on the left of the Gompertz model pore
region (i.e., for pz<−5.5). Taken together, these observations suggest
that the range of interactions stabilizing the closed AG is complexly
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depending on scale and, most likely, stays short while long-range in-
teractions emerge within the PDs toward the ES.
Figure S4: Conservation analysis of a PD domain. Conservation analysis of a
single PD domain. The SF, and the P- and P2-helices are annotated. The highest
conservation score is attributed to the SF residue complex T175-L176-E177-S178-
W179 scoring an average of 2.4 (out of 4.0) with pore-lining residue conservation
scores confined within [0, 2.0]. Analysis was performed on the ConSurf Server
(http://consurf.tau.ac.il/) according to the algorithmic implementations described
in [66,67].
Indeed, a clear enhancement of the power-law scaling of I(p, lα(p))
occurs on the left of the Gompertz model pore region, i.e., for pz <
−5.5. In particular, PCpost(p) attains values smaller than −0.95 for
−18.0≤pz≤−7.4 (see red-shaded area in Figure S3(a),(b)) so that it
minimizes at the SF, i.e., for pz≈−11.7, while PCpre(p) attains values
higher than 0.95 for −18.0≤ pz ≤−16.5 so that it maximizes at the
ES of the SF (see green-shaded area in Figure S3(a),(b)). Accordingly,
within the narrow interval −18.0 ≤ pz ≤ −16.5 both |PCpre(p)| and
|PCpost(p)| attain their maximum values while the uncertainty in their
calculation remains small (see shaded are around γpre(p) and γpost(p)











The −18.0 ≤ pz ≤ −16.5 pore region is directly surrounded by the
M181 and the S178 residue side chains as shown in [39]. The highly-
conserved nature of the pore-forming atomic compartments around
−18.0≤pz≤−16.5 is shown in Figure S4 (see also [31]).
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Mutation-induced variations of the NaV1.7 channel protein’s func-
tional architecture are causally related to a broad spectrum of human
pain disorders. Predicting in silico the phenotype of NaV1.7 variant
is of major clinical importance; it can aid in reducing costs of in vitro
pathophysiological characterization of NaV1.7 variants, as well as, in
the design of drug agents for counteracting adhere pain symptoms. In
this work, we utilize spatial complexity of hydropathic effects toward
predicting which NaV1.7 variants cause pain (and which are neutral)
based on the location of its mutation site within the NaV1.7 structure.
For that, we analyze topological and scaling hydropathic characteris-
tics of the atomic environment around NaV1.7’s pore and probe their
spatial correlation with mutation sites. We show that pain-related mu-
tation sites occupy structural locations in proximity to a hydropho-
bic patch lining the pore while clustering at a critical hydropathic-
interactions distance from the selectivity filter (SF). Taken together,
these observations can differentiate pain-related NaV1.7 variants from
neutral ones, i.e., NaV1.7 variants not causing pain disease, with 80.5%
sensitivity and 93.7% specificity [area under the receiver operating
characteristics curve = 0.872]. Our findings suggest that maintaining
hydrophobic NaV1.7 interior intact, as well as, a finely-tuned (dictated
by hydropathic interactions) distance from the SF might be necessary
molecular conditions for physiological NaV1.7 functioning. The main
advantage for using the presented predictive scheme is its negligible
computational cost, as well as, hydropathicity-based biophysical ra-
tionalization.
Introduction
Voltage-gated sodium channels (NaVChs) are pore-forming proteins
spanning the cell membrane. They are members of the ion channels
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superfamily and their main physiological role is to control transport of
sodium ions across cell membranes. The human NaV1.7 channel is en-
coded by the SCN9A gene and is preferentially expressed in peripheral
neurons (e.g., dorsal root ganglion (DRG) nociceptors) responsible for
networking pain signals. The structure of the NaV1.7 α-subunits is
that of a pore-forming tetramer via assembly of four heterogeneous
domains (DI-DIV). Three intracellular loops (L1-L3) form structural
interconnections among subsequent domains. Each domain comprises
six transmembrane helices (S1-S6) organized into a pore module (PM)
forming an ion-conduction pathway coupled with a voltage-senor (VS).
Mechanistic description of NaV1.7’s function is that VSs react to ex-
tracellular changes in ionic concentrations by moving outwards thus
exerting a pulling force upon the PM which opens the channel pore.
Closed-to-open gating transition leads to channel activation, i.e., ren-
ders it conductive to sodium ions. Missense mutations in the SCN9A
gene can destabilize the NaV1.7’s functional architecture thus disrupt-
ing physiological gating and, consequently, deregulate flow of sodium
ions through the pore. At a cellular level, these genetically-caused
destabilizations can affect neuronal excitability by inducing a gain-of-
function (GOF) effect, i.e., by increasing the net ionic flow, thus trig-
gering a wide spectrum of pain diseases such as inherited erythromelal-
gia (IEM) [?,1–30], paroxysmal extreme pain disorder (PEPD) [31–37]
and small fiber neuropathy (SFN) [38–42]. A proof of concept for the
GOF-pain correlation hypothesis came from identification of missense
SCN9A-gene mutations inducing a loss-of-function (LOF) effect, i.e.,
decreasing sodium-ions membrane currents, that is causally related to
clinical symptoms of loss of pain sensation [43–45].
Hydropathic interactions (HIs) represent a summary of fundamen-
tal molecular interactions [46] driving molecular phenomena such as
protein folding, protein hydrophobic-core stability, self-assembly of
amphiphilic molecules and ”dewetting” transitions occurring at the
nanoscale (for a review in HIs-driven phenomena see [47]). Within
the field of ion channels research, experimental and computational
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studies have shown that HIs are crucial regulators of gating processes
occurring within the pore’s microenvironment (termed as hydrophobic
gating phenomena [48]), as well as, of channel stability via formation
of hydrogen bonds networks [49,50] initiated by pore-lining hydropho-
bic residue patches [51]. Computational modeling of HIs combined
with biophysical observations extracted from in vitro NaVCh patho-
physiological characterization can propel our understanding of mecha-
nistic linkages between mutation-induced perturbations and human
pain pathophysiology. Key-studies toward this direction were [52]
and [53] demonstrating how the F1449V mutation and the in-frame-
deletion L955Del, respectively, can disrupt a hydrophobic ring stabi-
lizing the putative activation gate (AG) of the NaV1.7 thus acting
as disease-causing molecular triggers. Moreover, computational mod-
eling successfully deduced an energetic coupling between two differ-
ent IEM-related mutations foreseen by their geometrical proximity in
NaV1.7 structure [7]. A question that naturally arose from these stud-
ies was whether a detailed examination of HIs network characteristics
within a NaV1.7 structure can reveal statistically-significant but also
biophysically-relevant differentiations among the WT structure and
its variants. This question was probed in [54]; a network-theoretical
computational framework was introduced in order to capture changes
in interatomic HIs within a NaV1.7 WT structure induced by pain-
related mutations. The study reported on a betweenness centrality
network measure achieving a statistically-important differentiation of
pain-related variants from a collection of neutrals, i.e., variants not
causing pain disease. Notably, this approach highlighted the promi-
nent role that HIs play in NaV1.7’s stability and reported on plau-
sible mutation-mechanism scenarios disrupting hydrophobic contacts
among neighboring and distant residues. Another remark on the
multi-scale nature of HIs was made by the authors of [55] suggest-
ing that a pathogenic mutation in the KCNA1 gene encoding the
human voltage-gated potassium channel KV1.1 can de-tune HIs equi-
librium (and, consequently, destabilize KV1.1’s pre-open conforma-
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tion) implying that mutation-induced perturbation effects can destroy
finely-tuned network-like HIs expanding throughout the structure as
a whole. Interestingly, the fine-tuning hypothesis was proposed also
for the NaV1.7; a recent study employing a machine learning (MLE)
computational pipeline for predicting NaV1.7’s variant pathogenicity
suggested that the fine-tuning of the NaV1.7 channel is so delicate
that limits classification accuracy of practically any computational ap-
proach [56]. Taken together, these observations highlight the highly-
cooperative nature of HIs [46] and suggest that even small changes
in the hydropathic spatial distribution profile of a channel structure
can have a detrimental impact on the functional architecture which, in
turn, might induce clinically-observed alterations of electrophysiology.
Following [54, 56], this study aims at probing the finely-tuned hy-
pothesis for the NaV1.7’s atomic hydropathic environment in order
to predict whether a NaV1.7 variant causes pain or not. We utilize
a closed-state structural model of the NaV1.7 retrieved from homol-
ogy modeling based on the pre-open NaVAb [57] template (first pre-
sented in [53] and later used also in [7]) and investigate cumulative,
i.e., scale-dependent, hydropathic properties of its porous atomic en-
vironment in relation to structural locations of missense SCN9A-gene
mutations. In order to tackle spatial complexities emerging from the
highly-cooperative nature of HIs we adopt a modeling approach rooted
in the hypothesis that proteins can be represented as self-organized
criticality (SOC) [58] archetypes; protein structures are thought to
have been evolutionary optimized with respect to extrema in some
thermodynamic property (or properties) capturing a qualitative re-
organization of the atomic environment [59, 60]. The intra-channel
locations where these macroscopic thermodynamic changes take place
correspond to so-called critical points of the atomic structure [59,60].
The highly-cooperative nature of HIs has placed structure-retrieved
hydropathic properties in the epicenter of SOC hypothesis [59–62]).
It is important to note that computational evidence for a universal
hydrophobic-to-hydrophilic (or inside-outside with ”inside” referring
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to the hydrophobic core and ”outside” referring to the hydrophilic ex-
terior) spatial transition in protein systems was first provided before
the formulation of the SOC hypothesis (see [63]). Departing from this
phenomenological basis, we here utilize the finite-size scaling analy-
sis methodologies presented in [64,65] for screening hydropathic mor-
phology around NaV1.7’s pore [64] toward identification of critical
points associated with NaV1.7’s functional architecture. Biophysical
relevance of retrieved observations is justified not only in terms of
the scale-invariance of a carefully-chosen cumulative hydropathicity-
property function but also with respect to conserved structural NaV1.7
features such as the PM-VSs spatial transition and the location of the
selectivity filter (SF). In particular, we demonstrate that the atomic
cumulative distribution function around NaV1.7’s pore exhibits a sig-
moid profile with inflection points matching closely the conserved
PM-VSs spatial transition. This provides a rigorous description of
atom-packing geometry and, consequently, a macroscopic partition-
ing of the atomic environment around the pore allowing for mapping
the spatial profile of the atomic cumulative hydropathicity-property
function and mutation sites on two dimensions. The SOC hypothesis
is then accepted (or rejected) depending on whether the cumulative
hydropathicity-property function is globally maximized and exhibits
power-law-like scaling behavior in the vicinity of the inflection point
(or not).
Our mapping procedures reveal the formation of a hydrophobic
patch (HP) incorporating NaV1.7’s central cavity (CC) and activation
gate (AG), as well as, a hydrophobic pore wall at the extracellular
side (ES) of the SF. We report on two ”hot” map areas attracting
pain-related mutation sites which are distributed either inside or along
HP’s periphery. Probing the SOC hypothesis for the NaV1.7 structure
reveals that ”hot” structural locations tend to cluster at a distance of
33.4 Å from the SF. Stability implications of these observations can be
concertized by considering that in the vicinity of the critical point the
range and intensity of HIs increase in a power-law fashion thus favoring
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amplification and propagation of mutation-induced perturbations only
peripherally to the HP and at critical HIs-distance from the SF thus
not directly affecting neither of them. The clinical translational value
of our findings is tested by predicting pathogenicity of 84 NaV1.7
variants; a weighted average of HP- and SF-related distance metrics
can classify up to 29 (out of 36) pain-related variants and 45 (out of
48) neutral variants correctly.
Methods
All computations were performed in R [66] environment unless stated
differently.
3D structure preparation
We fetch the NaV1.7 atomic structure model constructed via homol-
ogy modeling procedures based on the closed-state NaVAb [57] tem-
plate (for model construction details see [7]). Its principal axes were
estimated by using the VMD software [67]. A global coordinate sys-
tem (x̂, ŷ, ẑ) was introduced with its center at O and the NaV1.7’s
principal pore axis, i.e., the axis approximating the direction of the
channel’s pore, was aligned with the z-axis with orientation from the




i=1 mi ·ci of the 3D structure was set to overlap with
O, where ci = (cx,i, cy,i, cz,i) is the atomic center of the i-th atom,
mi is the mass of the i-th atom, Nc = 18567 is the total number of
atoms and M=
∑Nc
i=1 mi is the total molecular mass (see Dissertation
Appendices, Table A1 for atomic masses values).
Geometrical characteristics of the pore
We navigated through the skewed NaV1.7’s pore by introducing pore
points p (see Supplementary Information (SI), S1). The pore radius
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at p is given by [71]
R(p) = min
i=1,2,..,Nc
{||ci − p|| − vdWi} (m2)
where || · || is the euclidean norm and vdW i is the van der Waals
radius of the i-th atom (values of van der Waals radii are presented in
Table A1 of Dissertation Appendices). The distance between p and
its nearest neighbor atom corresponds then to
D(p) = min
i=1,2,..,Nc
{||ci − p||} (m3)
and the outer surface radius at p is given by [64,65]
L(p) = max
i=1,2,..,Nc
{||ci − p||+ vdWi} (m4)
where the unit of measurement for R(p), D(p) and L(p) is expressed
in [Å].
Finite-size sampling around the pore
The atomic environment around p is sampled with concentric spheres
placed at p of increasing radius [64, 65]
lα(p) = D(p) + α·
L(p)−D(p)
Kα
for α = 1, 2, .., Kα → ∞ (m5)
where Kα is the total number of sampling spheres and α denotes the
index of the sampling sphere. lα(p) indicates the size, i.e., molecular
scale, of the spherical cluster of atoms around p in [Å] and L(p) the
finite channel size measured with respect to p. Accordingly, the atomic




θ(lα(p)− ||ci − p||) (m6)
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where θ(·) is the heaviside function. Note that N(p, lα(p)) essentially
describes how atoms are packed around p. In computational practice
Kα is set to be ”large enough” approximating the continuous case via
dense sampling.
Mathematical modeling of atomic accumulation
Modeling of the CDF was performed by employing the GROFIT rou-
tine [72]. A collection of candidate models including re-parametrized
algebraic forms [73] of the Logistic model [74]










, of the Gompertz model [75]




















and of the Richards model [76]
















were fitted on N(p, lα(p)) along lα(p)-direction where {A(p), t(p)
, s(p), q̃(p), w(p), lshift(p)} are model parameters. The mathemat-
ical model that best fitted N(p, lα(p)) traces along lα(p)-direction
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was selected based on minimization of an Akaike information criterion
(see [72] for algorithmic details).
Following [65], model parameters interpretation was performed with




termines the location along lα(p)-direction where the radial distribu-
tion function (RDF), ∂n(p,lα(p))
∂lα(p)
, maximizes. The RDF maximum value
is given by the parameter t(p) accounting for the maximum atomic
accumulation rate (or, equivalently, for the maximum atomic den-
sity) around p. Parameter A(p) is the asymptote value of the fitted
model, i.e., n(p, lα(p)→∞) = A(p), describing what happens when
L(p) becomes arbitrary large. Parameter s(p) determines the location
along lα(p)-direction where the lag domain ends, i.e., the size of the
lag atomic accumulation domain. Interpretation of parameter t(p) is
retrieved in terms of the ratio t(p) = A(p)
os(p)=o(p)−s(p) with o(p) deter-
mining the location along lα(p)-direction where the asymptote atomic
accumulation domain begins. Parameter q̃(p) affects the shape of the
Richards model curve, as well as, the location of the inflection point
along lα(p)-direction thus plays the role of the summary atom-packing
parameter. Parameters w(p) and lshift(p) of the modified Gompertz
model indicate the location and the slope, respectively, of a second in-
crease in the modified Gompertz model curve (see [72]). The Logistic
and the Gompertz model are retrieved from the Richards model for
q̃(p) = 1 and q̃(p)→ 0, respectively, as shown in [77], thus they are




The hydropathic density of the atomic environment around p was





with h(0)(p, lα(p)) =
Nc∑
i=1
θ(lα(p)− ||ci − p||)·HIwi
(m12)
where h(0)(p, lα(p)) corresponds to the cumulative zero-order hydro-
pathic pore moment function [78] with HIwi =HIi + wi representing
the i-th atomic hydrophobic index in accordance with the corrected
Kapcha-Rossky atomic hydrophobic scale presented in [64] (note that
the Kapcha-Rossky atomic hydrophobic scale was initially published
in [79] where a HIS atom was missing and was later added in [64])
with additive Gaussian noise wi∈N(µ=0, σ=0.001). The superscript
”(0)” indicates the moment order.
The hydropathic interatomic interaction strength (HIIS) at p, i.e.,
the average interaction strength between an atomic component found
within the cluster of sizeN(p, lα(p)) and its surroundings, was approx-






with ~h(1)(p, lα(p)) =
Nc∑
i=1
θ(lα(p)− ||ci − p||)·HIwi ·~rp,i









where ~h(1)(p, lα(p)) corresponds to cumulative first-order hydropathic
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pore moment function [78] quantifying the hydropathic inter-cluster
interaction strength (HIcIS) with ~rp,i being the vector from p to ci.
The superscript ”(1)” indicates the moment order.
Introduction of the weak noise source wi practically guarantees
that |h(0)(p, lα(p))| and ||~h(1)(p, lα(p))|| are non-zero for every com-
bination of p and lα(p) while their scaling behavior remains practi-
cally unaffected. Throughout this study we consider pore’s physic-
ochemical field characteristics to be adequate described in terms of
the axial component, ~m
(1)
z (p, lα(p)) = ~h
(1)
z (p, lα(p))/N(p, lα(p)) =
m
(1)
z (p, lα(p)) · ẑ given that the magnitude of the radial component,
|| ~m(1)xy (p, lα(p))|| = ||~h(1)xy (p, lα(p))||/N(p, lα(p)), is vanishingly small
relative to || ~m(1)(p, lα(p))|| after a cut-off, lag-domain scale (see SI,
S2). Hence, we focus throughout this study only on the scaling behav-
ior and topology of the HIIS axial field component which can occupy
only two states; an ”in” state which is characterized by ~m
(1)
z (p, lα(p))
pointing towards the intracellular side (IS), i.e., by m
(1)
z (p, lα(p))>0,
and an ”out” state which is characterized by ~m
(1)
z (p, lα(p)) pointing
towards the extracellular side (ES), i.e., by m
(1)
z (p, lα(p))< 0. Topo-
logical changes in HIIS axial field component are detected according
to the algorithmic scheme presented in [64] (see SI, S3).
Finite-size scaling of HIIS
In accordance to [65], a scale-invariant interval of the HIIS axial com-
ponent corresponds to combinations of p with α for which the power-
law approximation
|| ~m(1)z (p, lα(p))|| ∼ lα(p)γ(p) (m14)
is accurately satisfied indicating that HIIS stabilizing the cluster of
N(p, lα(p)) atoms around p span a range up to ∼ lα(p) Å. Sign of γ(p)
quantifies the rate at which intensity and range of HIIS increase or de-
crease for increasing atomic cluster size. From a HIs-network stand-
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point, γ(p) indicates whether HIs network interconnectivity is up- or
down-regulated, i.e., whether HIs contacts, e.g., hydrogen bonds, are
created or destroyed within the structure. The energy levels associ-
ated with HIs contacts creation (or destruction) guaranteeing stability
of the atomic cluster can then be approximated by
U(p, lα(p)) := ||~h(1)z (p, lα(p))||/lα(p) ∼ N(p, lα(p)) · lα(p)γ(p)−1
(m15)
measured in kcal/(mol≡atomic cluster).
Results
In Figure 1 we demonstrate that atomic accumulation around NaV1.7’s
pore follows a sigmoid profile which can be accurately described by
the Richards model (SI, S4). Inflection behavior of atomic accumula-
tion can thus be described in terms of the inflection points, ξ(p), so
that the atomic environment around the pore is partitioned into four
consecutive domains spanning NaV1.7 from the inside to the outside
(Figure 1(b),(c)). Structural locations of the inflection points corre-
spond to intra-channel regions where the atomic density maximizes
and were found to closely follow the PM-VSs spatial transition (see
SI, S5 for calculation of PM-VSs spatial transition characteristics).
Accordingly, ξ(p) serves as a macroscopic boundary line splitting the
atomic environment around NaV1.7’s pore into two phases, namely,
a pre-inflection phase for lα(p) ≤ ξ(p) and a post-inflection phase
for lα(p) > ξ(p) accounting for atomic sub-environments containing




Figure 1: Atomic accumulation around NaV1.7’s pore. (a),(b), Cartoon
illustration of the NaV1.7 human channel (side and top views). The atomic en-
vironment around the pore is partitioned into three consecutive domains; a lag
domain, an inflection domain, and an asymptote domain. The upper boundaries
of the lag domain, of the pre-inflection domain and of the post-inflection domain
are also shown in terms of their statistical representations 〈αs〉, 〈αξ〉, 〈αξ〉≈〈αν〉
and 〈αo〉, respectively. Helical structures in (a) and (b) forming the PM and the
VSs are colored with red and blue color, respectively. (c), Traces of statistical rep-
resentations of the normalized (with respect to Nc) atomic CDF, 〈N̄(p, lα(p))〉α,
and of its best-fitted Richards model 〈n(p, lα(p))〉α are plotted in log-scale with
shaded areas around 〈N(p, lα(p))〉α indicative of 95% confidence intervals. Sta-
tistical representations of scalars are calculated according to SI, S6.
Based on the geometrical partition scheme summarized in Figure 1
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we proceeded with mapping of missense SCN9A-gene mutation intra-
channel structural locations. For that, we utilized a set of well-studied
GOF NaV1.7 mutations phenotypically related with IEM, SFN and
PEPD pain disease (total number of pain-related mutation sites: 36)
and a set of neutral NaV1.7 mutations, i.e., NaV1.7 variants not caus-
ing disease, (total number of neutral mutations: 48) and retrieved
their corresponding two-dimensional map site (SI, S7).
Figure 2: Geometrical mapping of missense SCN9A-gene mutation sites.
(a), Two sets of missense SCN9A-gene mutation are employed; a pain-related set
containing IEM, PPD and SFN mutation sites and a neutral set containing muta-
tion sites not related to pain disease (SI, S7). Lines αs, αξ and αo highlight the
boundaries among consecutive domains. Map areas ”a1”, ”a2” and ”a3” indicate
maximizations in density of mutation sites. (b), Histogram of mutation sites along
α-direction. (c), Histogram of mutation sites along p-direction. Red- and blue-
colored histograms account for distribution of pain-related and neutral mutation
sites, respectively.
The majority (i.e., 54%) of pain-related mutations sites are sparsely
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distributed within the inflection domain and, more precisely, attracted
toward a centrally-located map area along the inflection-points line αξ
(see Figure 2(a), area ”a2”). On the other hand, the majority (i.e.,
75%) of neutral mutation sites are distributed within the second part
of the inflection domain so that their map density tends to maxi-
mize approximately in the middle of the second part of the inflection
domain (see Figure 2(a), area ”a3”). The rest 46% of pain-related
mutation sites are found within the lag domain toward the intracel-
lular side of the NaV1.7. In particular, their map density maximizes
in the vicinity of the boundary line αs toward the IS (see Figure 2(a),
area ”a1”). Taken together, these observations indicate that for de-
creasing molecular scale the probability of a missense SCN9A-gene
mutation to translate into a pain-related phenotype increases which is
of little surprise considering that mutations affecting NaV1.7’s interior
are more likely to perturb packing of S5-S6 pore-forming helices and,
consequently, affect pore’s gating behavior.
Mapping of hydropathic density profile reveals the formation of a
large HP incorporating the central cavity (CC) and the AG (Figure
3). Specifically, we demonstrate that the center of the pore is lined
by predominantly hydrophobic atomic components expanding toward
the IS where occlusion of the pore takes place by the ring of Y405
(DI), F960 (DII) F1449 (DIII) and F1752 (DIV) residues which are
known to form the NaV1.7’s activation gate (AG) (Figure 3). Macro-
scopically, the wide CC translates into a structural contraction event
as the outer surface radius is locally minimized so that the channel is
split into two funnel-like structural compartments (see trace of L(p)
on Figure 3). Hydropathic density variations can be summarized in
terms of three visually-distinguishable contour domains; the T
(0)
2 do-
main accounting for HP’s formation, the T
(0)
1 domain accounting for a
hydrophobic pore wall placed between the hydrophilic selectivity filter
(SF) and the hydrophilic extracellular side (ES), and the hydrophilic
T
(0)
3 domain covering the largest contour map area and incorporating
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both the SF and the ES mouth. The SF’s microenvironment is formed
by the residues D361 (DI), E930 (DII), K1406 (DIII) and A1698 (DIV)
where a bare sodium ion of radius ≈1.8Å can exactly fit in (Figure 3).
Strikingly, approximately 53% of pain-related mutation sites are found
within T
(0)
2 while map areas ”a1” and ”a2” are distributed along HP’s





3 (Figure 3). On the other hand, only 10% of neutral mu-
tations sites are located within the T
(0)




Figure 3: Spatial profile of the hydropathic density around NaV1.7’s
pore. Contour map of the hydropathic density pore function, m(0)(p, lα(p)), for
p ∈ P and α = 1, 2, ..,Kα = 800. Blue and red color contour domains represent
hydrophobic and hydrophilic domains around the pore, respectively. Black lines
R(p), D(p) and L(p) depict geometrical pore characteristics. Magenta dashed line
ν(p) represents the PM-VSs spatial transition. Dashed black lines s(p), ξ(p) and
o(p) account for the boundaries between different domains (see Methods). Zero-
crossing points of m(0)(p, lα(p)) collected in Ω







3 . Pain-related and neutral mutation sites
are represented by different symbols (see Legend). Mutations sites highlighted
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with red color correspond to misclassified events. Grey-shaded areas ”a1”, ”a2”
and ”a3” highlight map ares where map density of mutation sites maximizes.
Given that mutations affecting a protein’s hydrophobic interior
pose a high risk for detrimental destabilizations [80,81], we hypothesize
that mutations occurring at structural locations in proximity to HP
are more likely to be related with pain phenotype as their perturbing
effect can directly affect tight hydrophobic packing around channel’s
mass center. We test this hypothesis by calculating the distance be-
tween each mutation structural location and HP’s boundary (SI, S8a)
and fed retrieved distances into a binary classifier. We achieved to
classify correctly 29 (out of 36) and 38 (out of 48) of pain-related and
neutral, respectively, mutations correctly with a cut-off distance of
18.13 Å (Figure 4). This translates to an area under receiver operat-
ing characteristics (ROC) curve of 0.787 and pathogenicity prediction
with specificity of 0.791 and sensitivity of 0.805 (Figure 4(a)).
Misclassified pain-related mutations S211P, L823R, W1538R, I720K,
I739V and T1596I are found outside of T
(0)
2 thus not in proximity to
HP (Figure 3 and 4(b)). Only a single pain-related misclassification is
found within T
(0)
2 , namely, R185H (Figure 3 and 4(b)). This striking
misclassification is due to the elementary statistical approach adopted
for calculating distance scores which fails to capture the complex ge-
ometry of T
(0)
2 (SI, S8a). Misclassified neutral mutations are V1428I,
T920N, V194I, V1613I, T1398N, I1399D, S1419N, D1662A, D1674A
and K1700A are found either inside T
(0)
2 or in close proximity to HP’s




Figure 4: Binary classification of NaV1.7 variants based on their dis-
tance from the HP’s boundary. (a), ROC curve constructed based on the
HP’s-boundary distance data (for construction of data set see SI, S8a). Optimal
threshold value corresponds to specificity and sensitivity values of 0.791 and 0.805,
respectively. Area under ROC curve is 0.787. (b), Visualization of ROC curve
data. Optimal threshold value 18.13 Å is marked with black dashed line. Shaded
area around distance values indicates the 95% confidence intervals. ROC curve is
constructed in R [66] by using the pROC package [82].
HIs underlying atom packing around NaV1.7’s pore can be ade-
quately described in terms of the HIIS axial field component illus-
trated in Figure 5(a). HIIS axial field topology is organized into













5 domain covers the largest map area and
roughly dichotomizes the contour map into two pseudo-symmetric
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4 . Pain-related mutation sites are solely
found within the T
(1)
4 (58%) and T
(1)
5 (42%) domains. On the other








In order to decode mutation sites clustering behavior on the con-
tour map of Figure 5(a) we adopted a phenomenological perspective
based on the existence of a critical point, ξ(pcrit.), associated with
the SF (SI, S9). A crucial result that motivated us to adopt such
an approach is that pain-related mutation sites are attracted toward
the critical point in sheer contrast to neutral mutation sites which
are repelled from it (Figure 5(b)). We term this phenomenon criti-
cal clustering. Geometrically, the formation of the critical mutation
sites cluster reflects the tendency of structural locations of pain-related
mutations to minimize their distance from the surface of the critical
sphere of radius ξ(pcrit.) ≈ 33.4 Å; intuitive graphical representation of
this phenomenon is provided in Figure 5(a) where we show that ”hot”
areas ”a1” and ”a2” intersect with the dashed green line ξ(pcrit.) rep-
resenting critical sphere’s surface (Figure 5(a)).
Armed with the observation that pain-related mutation sites (in
contrast to neutrals) tend to occupy locations at critical hydropathic-
interactions distance from the SF, we focused on the scaling behavior
of HIIS around the critical point that is adequately described in terms
of the power-law scheme




γpartII(pcrit.) for ξ(pcrit.) < lα(pcrit.) ≤ o(pcrit.)
(r1)
accounting for a HIs-network expansion and contraction within the
pre- and post-inflection phase intervals s(pcrit.)< lα(pcrit.)≤ ξ(pcrit.)
and ξ(pcrit.)< lα(pcrit.)≤ o(pcrit.) with rates of γpartI(pcrit.) = 2.27 ±
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0.18 and γpartII(pcrit.)=−5.18 ± 1.02, respectively (Figure 5(c)). On
the left of the interval ξ(pcrit.)< lα(pcrit.)≤ ν(pcrit.), both, the range
and intensity of HIIS maximize as the HIs-network configuration ex-
ceeds its critical size marking the transition from the pre-inflection
phase toward the post-inflection phase. The energy levels associated
with this phase transition are given by
U(pcrit., lα(pcrit.)) ∼{
N(pcrit., lα(pcrit.)) · lα(pcrit.)γpartI(pcrit.)−1 for s(pcrit.)<lα(pcrit.)≤ξ(pcrit.)
N(pcrit., lα(pcrit.) · lα(pcrit.)γpartII(pcrit.)−1 for ξ(pcrit.)<lα(pcrit.)≤o(pcrit.)
(r2)
where N(pcrit., lα(pcrit.) can be replaced with its best-fitted Richards
model, nric(pcrit., lα(pcrit.)) (see caption of Figure 5 for Richards model
parameters), providing with an estimation of the atom-packing energy
(AE) (Figure 5(c)). Similarly to the NaVAb case [65], AE maximiza-
tion occurs in the vicinity of the interval ξ(pcrit.)<lα(pcrit.)≤ν(pcrit.)
so that energetic coupling of the PM with the VSs is dictated by the
phase transition (Figure 5(c),(d)).
Equation r1 indicates that interatomic HIs law is robust to micro-
scopic modifications of the atomic structure, e.g., addition, removal or
deletion of a small number of atoms corresponding to small-amplitude
perturbations of N(pcrit., lα(pcrit.)) [83]. This happens however at the
cost of re-tuning HIcIS and, hence, also of AE that, in the case of small-
amplitude perturbations of N(pcrit., lα(pcrit.)), are expected to be up-
and down-regulated toward and away from the critical point, respec-
tively, in a power-law fashion described by r2 (Figure 5(c)). Mutation-
induced perturbations propagating throughout the structure are thus
expected to be amplified in the vicinity of the critical point while, on
the other hand, to be damped out toward the interior (i.e., toward the
HP and the SF) and toward channel exterior bounded by outer pore
surface radius. Given that mutations in the structural proximity of
the SF are highly likely to have a deleterious LOF effect [84], observed
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damping-out mechanism might act as a shield protecting SF’s bio-
logical machinery from mutations occurring within the pre-inflection
phase. On the other hand, mutations occurring in the post-inflection
phase are unlikely to affect the SF as they have to overcome a large
energy barrier in order to reach channel interior. We thus hypothesize
that critical clustering of pain-related mutations might actually reflect
a trade-off between the two extremes; a destructive destabilization and
an insignificant one.
Figure 5: Spatial profile of HIIS along NaV1.7’s pore. (a), Contour map of
HIIS axial part, m
(1)
z (p, lα(p)), for p ∈ P and α=1, 2, ..,Kα=800. Blue and red
color contour domains represent configurations of ~m
(1)
z (p, lα(p)) with orientation
”out” and ”in”, respectively. Black lines R(p), D(p) and L(p) depict geometri-
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cal pore characteristics. Magenta dashed line ν(p) represents the PM-VSs spatial
transition. Dashed black lines s(p), ξ(p) and o(p) account for the boundaries
between different domains. ξ(pcrit.) represents the critical radius. Black arrows
[a], [b], [c], [d] and [e] indicate the clustering behavior of the zero-crossing points
of m
(1)
z (p, lα(p)) collected in Ω











5 . Mutations sites highlighted with red color corre-
spond to misclassified events. Grey-shaded areas ”a1”, ”a2” and ”a3” highlight
map ares where map density of mutation sites maximizes. (b), Traces of normal-
ized (with respect to corresponding maximum values) median distances between
pain-related and neutral mutation sites from the critical point, ξ(p), represented
as D̄painξ = D̄ξ(p)(Vpain) and D̄
neut.
ξ = D̄ξ(p)(Vneut.), respectively, are plotted for
p ∈ P (see SM, S8b for calculation of Dξ(p)(Vpain) and Dξ(p)(Vneut.)). (c), Power-
law scaling of HIIS axial part for p = pcrit. and α = 1, 2, ..,Kα = 800. The
best-fitting first-part-inflection-domain and second-part-inflection-domain power-
law approximations are also plotted with mean absolute relative fitting errors
being 0.09 ± 0.01 and 0.15 ± 0.03, respectively. (d), Power-law-like behavior of
AE, U(p, lα(p)), for p = pcrit. and α=1, 2, ..,Kα =800. First- and second-part-
inflection-domain modeling approximations of AE are also plotted with their mean
absolute relative modeling errors being 0.11 ± 0.02 and 0.14 ± 0.03, respectively.
AE model extrapolation toward the lag-domain lα(p)≤ s(p) and the asymptote-
domain lα(p)>o(p) result in a mean absolute relative fitting error of 6.06± 16.0
and 1.55 ± 6.39, respectively. Richards model parameters used for modeling AE
are {A(pcrit.) = 1.03, t(pcrit.) = 0.03, s(pcrit.) = 18.16, q̃(pcrit.) = 0.47}.
We tested the critical-clustering hypothesis by calculating the dis-
tance each mutation structural location and SF’s critical point (SI,
S8b), and feeding retrieved distances into a binary classifier. We
achieved to classify correctly 28 (out of 36) and 39 (out of 48) of
pain-related and neutral mutations correctly with a cut-off distance of
5.8 Å . This translates to an area under receiver operating characteris-
tics (ROC) curve of 0.824 and pathogenicity prediction with specificity
of 0.812 and sensitivity of 0.777 (Figure 6(a)). Intuitive geometrical
depiction of this result requires to think of a ”hot” spherical shell
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squeezed between the spheres of radii ξ(pcrit.)+5.8 Å and ξ(pcrit.)−5.8
Å centered at pcrit. incorporating areas I and II thus containing the
majority of pain-related structural locations. This tendency can be
deduced from Figure 5 where we can see that correctly-classified pain-
related and neutral sites tend to minimize and maximize, respectively,
their distance from the critical radius ξ(pcrit.).
The opposite holds for misclassified mutations. Note however that
due to the pore points offset, distances of sites from ξ(pcrit.) line on
Figure 5 are not equal with the distances of their structural loca-
tions from the surface of the sphere of ξ(p) (discrepancies are of or-
der ≈ 3.13±4.63 Å). Misclassified pain-related mutations are I136V,
W1538R, I1461T, R185H, I228M, I720K, I739V and T1596I indicating
that sensitivity output is qualitatively similar to the HP-based classifi-
cation attempt. On the other hand, quality of specificity differs signif-
icantly among classification attempts as critical-point distance crite-
rion misclassified neutrals M145L, M146S, R1207K, T1210N, V1613I,
D890N, K1412I, K1415I and S1419N are clustering within the ”hot”
spherical shell in proximity to HP’s boundary.
Finally, in order to harvest the classification power of both predic-
tors, we linearly combined distance metrics by calculating a weighted
distance average (SI, S10). The weighted distance average achieved to
classify correctly 29 (out of 36) pain-related mutations and 45 (out of
48) neutrals, i.e., sensitivity = 0.805, specificity = 0.937, area under
ROC curve = 0.872 (Figure 7(a)). The threshold weighted distance
value is 9.6 Å and it indicates which mutations are found in proximity
to SF’s critical point and HP’s boundary.
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Figure 6: Binary classification of NaV1.7 variants based on their distance
from SF’s critical point. (a), ROC curve constructed based on SF’s-critical-
point distance data (for construction of data set see SI, S8b). Optimal threshold
value 5.8 Å corresponds to specificity and sensitivity values of 0.812 and 0.777,
respectively. Area under ROC curve is 0.824. (b), Visualization of ROC curve
data. Optimal threshold value 5.8 Å is marked with black dashed line. ROC curve
is constructed in R [66] by using the pROC package [82].
The relatively-low sensitivity of the weighted distance average is
not surprising if we consider that both classifications attempts failed
in correctly classifying pain-related mutations found far away from the
HP and from the SF; misclassified pain-related mutations are I136V,
W1538R, I1461T, R185H, I720K, I739V and T1596I and all of them
are found within the post-inflection phase with the exception of I1461T
which is located within the lag domain but still far away from the HP
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and from the SF (Figure 3, 5(a) and 7). On the other hand, misclassi-
fied neutrals R1207K, V1613I and S1419N occupy ”hot” spots located
in proximity to SF’s critical point and HP’s boundary (Figure 3, 5(a)
and 7).
Figure 7: Binary classification of NaV1.7 variants based on the weighted
distance average. (a), ROC curve constructed based on weighted distance
data (for construction of data set see SI, S10). Optimal threshold value 9.6
Å corresponds to specificity and sensitivity values of 0.805 and 0.937, respectively.
Area under ROC curve is 0.872. (b), Visualization of ROC curve data. Optimal
threshold value 9.6 Å is marked with black dashed line. ROC curve is constructed
in R [66] by using the pROC package [82].
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Discussion and concluding remarks
Criticality hypothesis in biology aims at explaining how emergence
of power-laws increases biological system’s robustness and efficiency
hand-in-hand with evolution. Empirical evidence for complex bio-
logical systems operating near critical points include cases of gene
expression [85], DNA sequences [86], protein structures [59–62], cell
growth [87] and neuronal dynamics underlying brain activity [88]. In
practice, criticality implies that system dynamics are delicately bal-
anced between an ordered state where perturbations are damped-out
and a disordered state where perturbations are amplified. Conse-
quences of critical dynamics are associated with optimal information
processing [89], enhanced network stability [90] and maximal sensitiv-
ity to external stimuli [91].
In this work, instead of trying to predict the effect of missense
SCN9A-gene mutations via comparing mutant NaV1.7 structures in
silico, we extracted hydropathic features of the wild-type atomic envi-
ronment encoding NaV1.7’s response to mutation-induced variations.
Stated differently, we hypothesized that some regions of the atomic en-
vironment around NaV1.7’s pore exhibit higher sensitivity to mutation-
induced perturbations due to the long-range nature of HIs guarantee-
ing their stability; a hallmark of SOC is that avalanche-like perturbing
effects are amplified and fast-spreading throughout critical network lo-
cations [92]. To test this hypothesis we mapped mutation structural
locations on their corresponding mutation sites and probed topological
and scaling hydropathic characteristics of the atomic bulk around the
pore. Importantly, this is possible due to the relatively-large number
of pain-related mutations providing with the opportunity of structure-
based mutation statistics and, consequently, identification of densely-
populated (by mutation sites) structural domains.
The starting point of the presented procedures was the approxima-
tion of the atomic cumulative distribution function around NaV1.7’s
pore demonstrating that packing of atoms follows a sigmoid accumu-
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lation pattern. The generality of the Richards model was found to
be adequate for this modeling purpose verifying the sigmoid accu-
mulation hypothesis and, consequently, revealing a biphasic spatial
organization of the atomic environment around the pore dictated by
the spatial transition from the PM from the VSs. We showed that the
pore is lined by a HP dominating within channel interior and that HIs
stabilizing atom-packing around the SF are critically tuned with re-
spect to the local inflection points. This NaV1.7 feature is shared with
its evolutionary-ancestor, namely, with the pre-open NaVAb channel,
suggesting that HIs scale-invariance might be conserved from NaVChs
of bacterial homomers to NaVChs of mammalian heteromers [65].
Pain-related mutations tend to occupy structural locations in prox-
imity to the HP while maintaining a critical HIs-distance from the SF.
Geometrically, this result indicates that the majority of pain-related
mutations are found within a spherical shell around the SF incor-
porating parts of the HP. What might be the evolutionary principle
underlying this non-random mutation distribution around NaV1.7’s
pore? Given that the DEKA SF sequence is conserved among human
and non-human NaVCh templates [93], we propose that expression
of mutations at critical hydropathic-interactions distance from the SF
might reflect an evolutionary trade-off between potentially-deleterious
destabilizations occurring too close to the SF and insignificant poly-
morphisms occurring far away from it. According to this rationale,
mutations occupying critical hydropathic-interactions network loca-
tions lead to a GOF effect by increasing channel’s configuration space
and, consequently, expanding physiological range of ionic currents,
while not risking structure deletion or severe destabilizations that can
induce a LOF effect [84].
Misclassification of seven pain-related events found within the post-
inflection phase (namely, of I136V, W1538R, I1461T, R185H, I720K,
I739V and T1596I) suggests that the destabilizing mutation effect
within the post-inflection phase and, specifically, within the VSs needs
to be locally investigated. In particular, misclassified pain-related
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events are likely to affect local properties of the VSs which are however
crucial for physiological gating and ionic currents. It might therefore
be useful for future studies to consider a decoupling of the PM from the
VSs in order to focus solely on the cumulative hydropathic topology
and HIs-networking within the VSs. Moreover, a goal for follow-up
studies is to include biophysical characteristics of substituted amino
acids (e.g., size, charge, hydropathicity-property, degree of conserva-
tion) into our model as this might not only improve classification ac-
curacy but also provide with a more detailed picture of the mutation
effect.
Admittedly, a limitation of this study is the small (from a statis-
tics point of view) number of available mutation events. To resolve
this issue and provide with stronger statistical validation, we may
consider in future studies to increase number of neutral and pain-
related mutations, for example, by introducing NaV1.7 variants found
in the Genome Aggregation Database (gnomAD) [94]. A method-
ological weakness is that we neglected radial hydropathic effects. In
particular, even if the amplitude of the radial HIIS component is small
in comparison to the amplitude of the axial HIIS component, its role
might be non-negligible for interactions between ions and pore walls.
Moreover, it is important to remind at this point that we chose to
work with a closed-state structural model of the NaV1.7 which most
likely corresponds to a pre-open state of NaV1.7’s gating cycle. The
rationale underlying this choice was that we sought to establish a con-
nection (if any) between the closed-state NaV1.7 and the closed-state
NaVAb before we focus on the human NaV1.7 structure captured at
an inactivated state [93].
Our findings suggest that pathogenicity of NaV1.7 variants can be
predicted if corresponding mutation structural locations are in struc-
tural and, hence, also hydropathic proximity to either the HP or the
SF. Prediction of pathogenicity can then be performed with negligible
computational effort and similar or even higher accuracy to [54] (re-
ported accuracy: 0.81) but also to the more recent study of [56] where
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a MLE computational pipeline was employed (reported accuracy on
the human NaV1.7 template: 63.5%). In an era where MLE pipelines
are becoming more and more popular, presented phenomenological
framework could provide biophysical rationalization to MLE-retrieved
observations suggesting that hydropathicity property is a key-feature
for predicting functional effects of missense variants in NaVCh vari-
ants [84].
Supplementary Information
S1. Navigating through NaV1.7’s pore
The HOLE routine [71] was called n = 100 times where the control
parameters are fixed, but the searching path is randomly chosen ac-
cording to the rule RASEED = i ·1000 with i = 1, 2.., n (Table S1).
After the i -th call we obtain a set of points, let it be Q, where each
point, qi=(qx,i, qy,i, qz,i) ∈ Q, is located on a membrane-parallel plane
sampled with distance 0.1 Å (Table S1). After the completion of the
n calls, we collected the membrane-parallel planes containing n points
and, under the Gaussian assumption, the geometrical location of a
















qz,i) ∈ P (S1)
where P contains Np=920 pore points (note that Np depends on the
choice of HOLE parameters (see Table S1). Due to the skewness of
the pore, x and y coordinates of pore points are non-zero. Hence, pore













Table S1: HOLE routine parameters. Parameter CVECT specifies a vector
which lies in the direction of the channel’s pore. Parameter CPOINT corresponds
to the NaV1.7’s atomic center e= (ex, ey, ez) of the 3D structure (see Methods).
SAMPLE parameter determines the distance between two sampling plains in Å.
Parameter MCKT specifies the initial ”Boltzmann factor” to be used by Monte
Carlo algorithm. Parameter MCSTEP specifies the number of steps performed
by the Monte Carlo algorithm. Parameter ENDRAD specifies the pore radius in
Å value above which the HOLE routine considers that the end of pore has been
reached. Parameter RASEED resets the seed for the monte carlo algorithm of
HOLE routine after the i-th call.
S2. Radial component of the hydropathic imbalance pore
function
The field topology of the HIIS axial component, ~m
(1)
z (p, lα(p)) (see
eq. m13), is summarized in Figure S1. We neglected the impact of
the radial component as it becomes significantly small already within
the lag domain. This however does not necessarily imply that radial
hydropathic effects are irrelevant for ion conduction and selectivity but
rather that their contribution to NaV1.7’s stability after some cut-off
scale is marginal.
As we may deduce from visual investigation of Figure S1, the mag-
nitude of the radial component of the HIIS, || ~mxy(p, lα(p))|| (see eq.
m13), attains its maximum values for small values of the α scaling
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parameter at the ES and the IS. This observation reflects partially
a finite-size effect introduced at the ES and IS channel boundaries.
For scales larger than lα=55(p) radial HIIS component becomes sig-
nificantly smaller than the axial component as the statistical index
〈|| ~mxy(p, lα(p))||/|| ~m(p, lα(p))||〉α>55 remains close to ≈0.18.
Figure S1: Spatial profile of the magnitude of the radial components
of the HIIS along NaV1.7’s pore. Contour map of the radial HIIS compo-
nent, || ~mxy(p, lα(p))||, for p ∈ P and α = 1, 2, ..,Kα = 800. Black lines R(p),
D(p) and L(p) depict geometrical pore characteristics. Magenta dashed line
ν(p) represents the PM-VSs spatial transition. Black dashed lines s(p), ξ(p) and
o(p), respectively, represent boundaries between consecutive geometrical domains.
Grey-shaded areas ”a1”, ”a2” and ”a3” highlight map ares where map density of
mutation sites maximizes.
S3. Extracting topological information from cumulative
hydropathicity-property function
Topological information from hydropathicity-property functions was
extracted according to the following algorithmic scheme [64]:
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- Let f(p, lα(p)) be a hydropathicity-property function, then if for
a given scaling index α there is a pair {p′=p−∆p,p}∈P for which the
sign-change condition f(p′, lα(p




|f(p′, lα(p′))|+ |f(p, lα(p))|
·∆p, lα(s)) (S2)
that represents a zero-crossing point of f(p, lα(p)) along p-direction
with | · | returning the absolute value of f and s obtained by linear
interpolation. The set of all detected zero-crossing points of f(p, lα(p))
along p-direction for a given scaling index α is represented as Γ(α) so





S4. Geometric parameters determining atomic accumulation
around NaV1.7’s pore
Richards model parameters traces determining atomic accumulation
around NaV1.7’s pore are shown in Figure S2. Atomic accumulation
is clearly differentiated among the ES and the IS so that a densening
of the atomic environment occurs at the AG. This preferential increase
in atomic density is initiated after the CC pore region resulting maxi-
mization of atomic accumulation rate takes place in combination with
a shrinkage of the inflection domain, i.e., minimization of the distance
between the lag domain and the asymptote domain, at the AG pore
region (Figure S2(a)). In between the CC and the AG we mark the
location of the Logistic model pore region capturing the sign-change
of q̃(p) where a local maximization of the mean absolute fitting error
(MAFE) is observed (Figure S2(a),(b)). Notably, MAFE remains al-




Figure S2: Geometric parameters of atomic accumulation around NaV1.7’s
pore. (a), Traces of normalized Richards model parameters Ā(p), t̄(p), ōs(p),
and q̃(p) for p ∈ P (see Methods for model parameters definition). (b), Mean
absolute fitting error (MAFE) of the Richards model approximation on the nor-
malized CDF trace N̄(p, lα(p)) for p∈P . All normalizations were performed with
respect to the maximum values of the corresponding traces.
S5. Modeling the PM-VSs spatial transition
We consider the NaV1.7 atomic structure to consist of two coupled
atomic subsystems, namely, the PM and the VSs subsystems. Ac-
cordingly, we divided all Nc atoms into two groups, one containing
only PM atoms including the PM-VS linker, i.e., atoms forming the
PM and the linker helices, and one containing only VS atoms, i.e.,
atoms forming the VS helices. The total number of PM atoms is
NPM =10109 and are sampled from the residue sequences P229:K417
(DI), P839:T972 (DII), M1296:G1461 (DIII) and K1617:T1763 (DIV)
(note that we consider the S4-S5 linker, as well as, extensions of the
S6 helices to be part of the PM group). On the other hand, the total
number of VS atoms is NV S=8458 and are sampled from the residue
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sequences L109:I228 (DI), P717:W838 (DII), K1165:G1295 (DIII) and
P1485:A1616 (DIV).











is the thickness of a spherical shell around
p, ∆N(p, lα(p)) =N(p, lα(p)) − N(p, l′α(p)) is the number of atoms





·π·(L(p)−R(p))3 is the average atomic density around p.
Using equation S4 we approximated the RDFs of the PM and VS












·π ·(lα(p)3 − (l′α(p))3)·ρV S(p)
(S6)








In order to obtain a relative measure of how the RDF of PM atoms
varies with respect to the RDF of VS atoms, and vice versa, we used
the PM-VSs equilibrium RDF [64,65]
e(p, lα(p)) = sm(GPM(p, lα(p))−GV S(p, lα(p))) (S7)
where sm(·) implements the Nadaraya-Watson kernel regression R-
function [66] with a bandwidth parameter value of bw=15. e(p, lα(p)
is interpreted as the smoothed probability of finding a PM atom in-
stead of a VS atom, and vice-versa, at distance lα(p) from p. Specif-
ically, if e(p, lα(p))> 0 (e(p, lα(p))< 0) then the smoothed probabil-
ity of finding a PM atom within the spherical shell of width ∆lα(p)
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is larger than that of finding a VS (PM) atom. Accordingly, what
is of interest here is the sign-change behavior of e(p, lα(p) for in-
creasing lα(p). We investigated it by detecting for every p the pair
{l′α(p), lα(p)} for which the sign-change condition e(p, l′α(p))·e(p, lα(p))<




e(p, lα(p))− e(p, l′α(p))
·∆lα(p) (S8)
where e(p, lα(p)) changes sign along lα(p)-direction.
S6. Statistical representation of scalar functions
Let 〈 · 〉 be a statistical operator returning the median of the data
set upon which it operates. Note that the choice of the median as a
statistical measure reflects the fact that no assumption has been made
for the distribution of data set values.
Statistical representation of scalar function f(p, lα(p)). A
statistical representation of the scalar function f(p, lα(p)) for a given α
was obtained in terms of 〈f(p, lα(p))〉α where the subscript α indicates
that the statistical operator acts for a given α, i.e., on the set of values
Γ(α)={f(p, lα(p)) | p ∈ P}.
Statistical representations of scalar functions s(p), ν(p),
ξ(p) and o(p). Statistical representations of the functions s(p), ν(p),
ξ(p) and o(p) were obtained by the following algorithmic scheme;
Step 1. Let f(p) represent one of the aforementioned scalar func-
tions, then, for every p find the α indexes for which |f(p)− lα(p)| is
minimized, i.e., αf = {α | min
α∈A
(|f(p)− lα(p)|)}.
Step 2. Calculate the median 〈αf〉 of the data set αf . Note that
the minimum and the maximum value contained in αf is given by
min(αf ) and max(αf ).
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S7. Missense SCN9A-gene mutations
A collection of well-studied gain-of-function SCN9A mutations are in-
troduced which have been shown to be causally related with IEM, SFN
and PEPD phenotypes (Table S2). A collection of neutrals SCN9A
mutations is incorporated from [54] containing variants not causing
biophysical abnormalities (nABN) and homologous single-nucleotide
polymorphism (hSNPs) (Table S3). In addition, we introduce also
four variants which have been previously classified as neutrals accord-
ing to classification procedures described in [95] (see caption of Table
S3). Selection criterion for hSNPs is that they share at least 90%
nucleotide sequence identity with the SCN9A homologous genes and
was implemented based on the NCBI HomoloGene Database [96]. All
nABN cases are associated with in vitro observations.
What is of interest for this study is the site where the mutation oc-








where cbi is the center and m
b
i is the mass of the i-th atom belonging




i is the total residue mass and nb
is the total number of atoms forming the residue.
The mutation structural location is mapped on two dimensions by
rounding its z-coordinate, vz, to SAMPLE accuracy (see Table S1) so
that it can be assigned to a pore point. Then, the distance between
the rounded mutation structural location and its assigned pore point
determines the location of the mutation site on contour maps of Fig-
ures 2, 3 and 5(a).
Mutation Reference Mutation Reference
I136V (IEM) [1, 2] A1632T (IEM) [29]
S211P (IEM) [3] A1632G (IEM) [30]
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F216S (IEM) [4] A1746G (IEM) [28]
I234T (IEM) [5]
S241T (IEM) [6, 7] V1298F (PEPD) [25,31]
L245V (IEM) [8] V1299F (PEPD) [31,32]
N395K (IEM) [9] I1461T (PEPD) [33]
V400M (IEM) [10] G1607R (PEPD) [34]
L823R (IEM) [11] L1612P (PEPD) [35]
F826Y (IEM) [12] M1627K (PEPD) [32,33,36]
I848T (IEM) [2, 13–15] A1632E (PEPD) [37]
G856R (IEM) [16]
G856D (IEM) [17] R185H (SFN) [38]
L858H (IEM) [15,18,19] I228M (SFN) [39]
L858F (IEM) [20] I720K (SFN) [40]
A863P (IEM) [21] I739V (SFN) [38]
V872G (IEM) [22] M932L (SFN) [40]
Q875E (IEM) [23] R1279P (SFN) [41]
L955Del
(IEM)
[24] T1596I (SFN) [42]
P1308L (IEM) [25]





Table S2: Pain-related NaV1.7 mutations. NaV1.7 mutations causing IEM,
PEPD and SFN symptoms. References hint to the published study describing
biophysical attributes of the corresponding mutation.
Mutation Type Mutation Type
S126A hSNP L127A hSNP
M145L hSNP N146S hSNP
V194I hSNP L201V hSNP
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N206D hSNP E759D hSNP
A766T hSNP A766V hSNP
I767V hSNP V795I hSNP
A815S hSNP K1176R hSNP
R1207K hSNP T1210N hSNP
I1235V hSNP A1505V hSNP
S1509T hSNP S1509A hSNP
Q1530P hSNP Q1530K hSNP
Q1530D hSNP H1531Y hSNP
M1532V hSNP E1534D hSNP
Y1537N hSNP T1548S hSNP
H1560Y hSNP H1560C hSNP
V1565I hSNP I1577L hSNP
D1586E hSNP T1590K hSNP
T1590R hSNP V1613I hSNP
D890E hSNP D890V hSNP
T1398M hSNP I1399D hSNP
D1411S hSNP D1411N hSNP
K1412I hSNP K1415I hSNP
D1662A hSNP
K1700A hSNP N1245S [97] nABN
D1674A hSNP L1267V [97] nABN
S1419N hSNP V1428I nABN
K1412E hSNP T920N nABN
Table S3: List of incorporated neutral NaV1.7 mutations. Neutral muta-
tions consist of two subgroups; a hSNPs group and a nABNs group incorporated
from [54]. V1428I and T920N nABNs represent unpublished observations of the
PROPANE consortium. In addition, we consider as neutrals four variants that




S8. Distance metrics for mutation structural locations
S8a. Estimating distance between mutation structural locations
and HP’s boundary
The distance between a mutation structural location, v, and the HP’s
boundary, Ω(0) , is estimated by
DHP (v) = 〈{| ||v − s(0)|| − lα(s(0)) |
∣∣ (s(0), lα(s(0))) ∈ Ω(0)}〉 (S10)
representing the statistical-median value of the shortest euclidean dis-
tances between v and the surfaces of the spheres of radius lα(s
(0))
centered at s(0) (see eq. S2).
S8b. Estimating distance between mutation structural locations
and inflection points
The distance between a mutation structural location, v, and an inflec-
tion point, ξ(p), is estimated by
Dξ(p)(v) = | ||v − p|| − ξ(p) | (S11)
corresponding to the shortest euclidean distance of v from the surface
of the inflection sphere of radius ξ(p) centered at p.
For a collection of mutation structural locations (e.g., for the col-
lection of GOF mutation structural locations), let it be V , equation
S11 is computed for every v ∈ V , and the statistical-median value
Dξ(p)(V ) = 〈{| ||v−p||− ξ(p) |
∣∣ v∈V }〉 is employed in order to sta-
tistically describe the distance of mutation structural locations from
ξ(p).
S9. Scaling analysis of HIIS axial part
In order to detect critical signatures of HIs around NaV1.7’s pore, we
quantified linearity of log[|| ~m(1)z (p, lα(p))||]-vs-log[lα(p)] within the lag
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domain interval, i.e., for D(p)<lα(p)≤s(p), and within the first- and
second-part of the inflection domain, i.e., for s(p)< lα(p)≤ ξ(p) and
ξ(p)<lα(p)≤o(p), respectively, by fitting the line γ(p) · log[lα(p)] +
β(p) where the goodness of the fitting for each domain interval was
estimated in terms of the corresponding Pearson coefficient score,
PC(p), and corresponding fitting error.
Figure S3: Scaling analysis of HIIS axial field component. (a), Traces of
power-law exponents γlag(p), γpartI(p) and γpartII(p) describing the scaling be-
havior of the HIIS axial field component, (see Methods, eq. [m13]), within the
lag domain (i.e., for lα(p) ≤ s(p)), the first part of the inflection domain (i.e.,
for s(p) < lα(p) ≤ ξ(p)), and the second part of the inflection domain (i.e., for
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ξ(p) < lα(p) ≤ o(p)) respectively, are plotted for p ∈ P . Shaded area around
the curves indicates uncertainty in exponent quantification based on fitting error
analysis. (b), Traces of corresponding Pearson coefficients PClag(p), PCpartI(p)
and PCpartII(p) are plotted for p ∈ P . Note that 0≤ |PC(p)| ≤ 1 always holds
with a value close to 1.0 indicating a ”good” power-law approximation. Green-
shaded area around SFcrit. pore point indicates the pore region −13.4≤pz≤−5.8
where the product |PCpartI(p)| · |PCpartII(p)| attains its largest values as, both,
|PCpartI(p)| and |PCpartII(p)| attain values higher than 0.95. This is indicative of
maximization of the ”goodness” of the power-law approximation. ES, SFcrit, CC,
AG, and IS labels mark the locations of the extracellular side, of the critical pore
point pcrit., of the central cavity, of the activation gate, and of the intracellular
side, respectively.
Noteworthy, for cases where limited data are available (such as
the case presented in this study) usage of fitting techniques upon
well-defined intervals is advised in order to eliminate numerical bi-
ases [98]. To do that, we fetched the least square fitting algorithm
implemented within the R [66] environment and proceeded with ex-
tracting power-law exponents from log-vs-log plots. Linear fittings on
asymptote domain intervals (i.e., for o(p) < lα(p) ≤ L(p)) were not
considered as asymptote domain does not contain any mutations sites
(see Main Text). Traces of Pearson coefficients are shown in Figure
S3 where we show that, both, |PCpartI(p)| and |PCpartII(p)| attain
values higher than 0.95 within the SF interval −13.4 ≤ pz ≤ −5.8
where corresponding scaling exponents γ(p)partI and γ(p)partII re-
veal an up- and down-regulation of HIIS axial field component be-
fore and after the inflection point, respectively. Accordingly, the
power-law scheme described by equation [m14] (see main text, Meth-
ods) is accurately reproduced for pore points −13.4 ≤ pz ≤ −5.8
where maximization of the product |PCpartI(p)|·|PCpartII(p)| occurs
at pcrit. = (px ≈−2.58, py ≈−0.06, pz = −12.1) (see Figure S3, and
Main Text, Figure 5(a)). Note that the trace of γlag(p) remains close
to zero while the magnitude of its Pearson coefficient attains values
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higher than 0.95 for a short interval in the vicinity of the CC thus
not allowing for a robust power-law approximation of HIIS axial field
component within the lag domain.
S10. Weighted distance average classification
We calculated the weighted topological-distance average wHP ·DHP (v)+
wξ · Dξ(pcrit.)(v), where wHP and wξ are weights, for all the pain-
related and neutral mutation structural locations, and fed retrieved
distances into a binary classifier. The quality of retrieved classifica-
tions is demonstrated in Figure S4 in terms of the area under the ROC
curve for wξ=1− wHP = i · 0.001, i = 0, 1, .., 1000. The linear combi-
nation of DHP (v) with Dξ(pcrit.)(v) which maximized the area under
the ROC curve corresponds to wξ = 0.618 and wHP = 0.382 (Figure
S4).
Figure S4: Area under ROC curve retrieved from linear combination of
topological distances DHP (v) and Dξ(pcrit.)(v). The area under the ROC curve
is plotted for different weights wξ=1−wHP = i·0.001, i = 0, 1, .., 1000 determining
the weighted topological-distance average wHP ·DHP (v)+wξ ·Dξ(pcrit.)(v) where
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Aspects of molecular complexity
Voltage-gated sodium channels (NaVChs) are remarkable examples of
molecular complexity; they are optimally embedded within cell mem-
branes, process incoming ion species information with high specificity,
and can spontaneously re-organize in the presence of external fields.
How can NaVChs achieve these high levels of functional robustness and
structural adaptation under ambiguous environmental conditions? A
hallmark of complexity is that the degree of collective integration of
individual system components does not depend on system size which
in turn increases robustness and adaptivity of the system as a whole.
This phenomenon is termed scale-invariance (for a comprehensive in-
troduction see [1]) and, in some cases, can be attributed to spatiotem-
poral system dynamics operating within a self-organized criticality
(SOC) regime.
Since the seminal work of P. Bak and co-workers [2] SOC-based
modeling approaches have been applied in various scientific disciplines
such as space physics (e.g. see [3]), seismology (e.g., see [4]), sociology
(e.g., see [5]), electrical grid engineering (e.g., see [6]) ecology (e.g.,
see [7]), neuroscience (e.g., see [8]), material science (e.g., see [9]) and,
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of course, protein science [10, 11], just to name a few. From a sta-
tistical physics viewpoint, SOC is associated with the existence of a
critical point that mathematically corresponds to a bifurcation of the
macroscopic dynamics. Accordingly, at the critical point, the system
undergoes a phase transition, i.e., a qualitative change in its macro-
scopic behavior that is detectable via scaling analysis of some carefully-
chosen property (or properties). It is important to mention here that
for finite-size systems (such as the cases presented in this Dissertation)
the notion of the critical point relaxes to that of the critical region.
Hence, finite-size artifacts (e.g., power-laws truncation [12], subsam-
pling [13] and misleading goodness-of-fit power-law testing [14]) might
strongly influence scaling-related observables. Sizes of sampling spaces
investigated throughout this Dissertation were of order∼104 providing
with a relatively (with respect to structural NaVCh resolution) dense
grid for scaling laws observation. Moreover, scaling intervals were not
arbitrarily selected but based on key-structural features of the atomic
environment extracted from atomic radial distribution functions. Ac-
cordingly, we proceeded with a structure-guided scaling analysis which
allowed for rationalization of goodness-of-fit scores.
As anticipated from [10, 11], we demonstrated that atomic hydro-
pathicity can be used as a SOC-index for NaVCh structures. A crucial
step toward this direction was the selection of an appropriate hydro-
pathic scale for atomic-level hydropathic characterization. There are
more than 90 hydropathic scales available in the literature [15–17] and
although they attempt to describe similar physicochemical molecular
properties they may have different separation capacities [18]. Recently,
L.H. Kapcha and P.J. Rossky introduced a hydropathic scale allow-
ing for binary classification of atomic components [19]. The Kapcha-
Rossky atomic hydrophobic scale was shown to accurately discriminate
among polar and non-polar moieties within each amino acid including
its backbone atom groups. In particular, each atom type found in the
20 naturally-occurring amino acids is classified as either hydropho-
bic or hydrophilic based on its polar or non-polar nature quantified
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in terms of partial charges retrieved from the Optimized Potentials
for Liquid Simulations [20] parameter set. A crucial property of this
binary hydropathic classification approach is that it attempts to cap-
ture a natural transition between hydrophobic and hydrophilic atoms
at the microscopic level, i.e., within a single amino acid. Choosing to
work with the Kapcha-Rossky atomic hydrophobic scale throughout
this Dissertation was an crucial step toward increasing sample size and
investigating properties of the atomic bulk incorporating atomic com-
ponents of several amino acids. Intrinsic molecular noise (e.g., atomic
thermal fluctuations) is not expected to affect reported observations
unless it exceeds a threshold value above which binary hydropathic
classification of atomic components is destroyed.
Spatial inhomogeneities in the distribution profile of hydropathic
moment functions around a NaVCh’s pore is the connecting link be-
tween topology and scale-invariance. Landau was the first one to real-
ize the physical importance of inhomogeneities in crystal-like materi-
als under stress which he treated as ensembles of thermodynamically-
open, small volumes dV (r, t) placed at crystal-structure locations r
[21]. Following the thread of this early observation, we introduced
a computational framework of concentric spherical volumes placed at
pore points r ≡ p with site-specific radii t ≡ lα(p). This set the
basis for investigating the relationship between topology and scaling;
Where and why do topological events occur along the ion conduc-
tion pathway? And how do they relate to the scaling behavior of hy-
dropathic moment functions around it? We systematically addressed
these questions, first, by introducing the concept of cumulative hy-
dropathic topology, second, by retrieving underlying scaling laws and,




Gaining insight into structure, function and muta-
tion response
We presented a computational and phenomenological framework for
detecting and analyzing cumulative hydropathic field topology, as well
as, spatial signatures of hydropathic-field phase transitions around
a NaVCh’s pore. This shed light upon a central hydrophobic-gate
mechanism of the pre-open NaVAb pore [22] by implementing a sinks-
vs-sources topological decomposition of the cumulative hydropathic
field [23]. When topology was correlated with underlying scaling laws,
it revealed a scale-invariant behavior of the hydropathic interactions
field strength around the highly conserved selectivity filter (SF) cap-
turing the structural transition from the pore domains (PDs) to the
voltage-sensing domains (VSDs) [24]. Evolutionary constraints guid-
ing NaVAb structure optimization could then be directly read-out sug-
gesting that SOC in NaVAb might be a consequence of slowly-driving
conservation dynamics dictating the structural separation of the pore
module from the voltage sensors around the narrow and hydrophilic
SF pore region. Stability importance of these observations is the es-
timation of the coupling energy between the PDs and the VSDs, as
well as, of the relative stability of structural components found in the
interior and exterior of the NaVAb.
There is a large demand for effective drugs treating pain-related
sodium channelopathies. Successful pharmacological targeting of the
NaV1.7 remains, however, a challenge due to several reasons ranging
from methodological biases and limitations underlying clinical stud-
ies to heterogeneous pharmacoresponsiveness of individuals within the
drug-targeted population [25]. Atomic-level computational modeling
combined with genomic analysis and in vitro biophysical analysis can
pave the way to more efficient pharmacological design and precision
medicine [26]. A necessary intermediate step in order to achieve that,




Modeling mutation-induced perturbing effects in protein structures
is usually based on experimental data retrieved from in-silico mutage-
nesis. Then, a phenomenological model is constructed providing with
an estimation of the amplitude order of the perturbation. Following
this paradigm, a network-based phenomenological model for under-
standing mutation-induced perturbations on the NaV1.7 structure was
presented by PROPANE consortium in order to evaluate stability of
NaV1.7 mutants simulated via in silico mutagenesis [27]. This study
demonstrated that the network measure of betweenness centrality can
differentiate between pathogenic NaV1.7 variants and non-pathogenic
NaV1.7 variants with satisfactory accuracy. Disruption of hydropathic
interactions in NaV1.7 mutants was observed not only locally, i.e.,
in the direct vicinity of a mutated amino acid, but also non-locally,
i.e., in relation to distant amino acids, suggesting that maintaining
NaV1.7 hydropathic-interactions network intact might be the key for
minimizing mutation-induced destabilization risk. This Dissertation
elaborated on these observations by treating the NaV1.7 wild-type
as an atomic network resting at a hydropathically-tuned SOC state.
In analogy to the NaVAb case, we reported on a scale-invariance of
the hydropathic field around NaV1.7’s SF following closely the struc-
tural separation of the pore module (PM) from the voltage-sensors
(VSs) [28].
A consequence of NaV1.7’s SOC-like tuning is that gain-of-function
(GOF) NaV1.7 mutations around the pore occupy non-random loca-
tions. We termed this phenomenon as critical clustering [28]; pain-
related NaV1.7 mutation sites are distributed within and around a
hydrophobic patch (HP) lining NaV1.7’s pore while maintaining a
critical hydropathic-interactions distance from the SF incorporating
the highly-conserved DEKA amino-acid sequence. Specifically, pain-
related mutation sites appear to be ”attracted” toward NaV1.7’s criti-
cal point mediating the coupling of the PM with the VSs so that their
perturbing stimuli is expected to be maximized (in terms of range and
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intensity) only in the vicinity of the critical point thus not sacrificing
tight packing of pore-lining atomic components forming the SF and
the HP. ”Attraction” refers here to an evolutionary-driven clustering
phenomenon probing mutation effect on the NaV1.7 structure while
ensuring a delicate balance between network stability [29] and maxi-
mal sensitivity to stimuli [30]. Accordingly, we propose that a GOF
effect might be the outcome of a perturbation that is initiated neither
too close nor too far away from the highly-conserved DEKA sequence
or from the HP so that a trade-off between potentially-deleterious and
insignificant perturbations occurring in NaV1.7’s interior and exterior,
respectively, is achieved. It is important to note here that mutations
in the vicinity of the SF were shown to strongly correlate with a loss-
of-function (LOF) effect at a genetic level (i.e., decrease protein ex-
pression) or at a cellular level (i.e., decrease net ionic currents) [31].
The critical clustering hypothesis supports this idea and, moreover,
provides a structural basis for elaborating upon distinction between
LOF and GOF effects in terms of the critical hydropathic-interactions
distance of corresponding mutations sites from the SF.
Applicability of the critical clustering hypothesis in phenotype pre-
diction differentiated between pathogenic and neutral NaV1.7 variants
with high fidelity and at minimum computational cost as, in contrast
to [27], no mutagenesis experiments were performed. Specifically, we
demonstrate that methodologies presented in this Dissertation can dis-
tinguish pain-related NaV1.7 variants from neutral ones with an ac-
curacy of 0.87 [28] while in [27] classification accuracy did not exceed
0.81 (accuracy corresponds to the area under the receiver operating
characteristics curve). Moreover, a recent study reported on a classi-
fication accuracy of 63.5% retrieved from a machine learning (MLE)
computational pipeline [32] operating on the human NaV1.7 structure
(PDB code: 6J8J [33]). Similarly to [27], the authors of [32] have
utilized non-negligible computational resources in order to build their
predictive model. In summary, the classification approach curated in
this Dissertation is by far the most inexpensive (in terms of compu-
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tational power) one achieving state-of-the-art accuracy. However, our
predictive scheme needs to be tested on the human NaV1.7 6J8J tem-
plate, as well as, on different conformational NaV1.7 states in order to
justify any claims of accuracy superiority. Hence, we choose to refrain
from such claims but nevertheless point out that the main advantages
of our approach is its SOC-based biophysical rationalization and its
inexpensive computational implementation.
Concluding remarks and future perspectives
The functional architecture of the pre-open NaVAb channel corre-
sponds to a hydropathically-tuned SOC state where at least two hy-
dropathic gates co-exist and co-regulate ion transport through the
pore. The Kapcha-Rossky hydropathic scale can efficiently describe
crucial-for-stability properties of the atomic bulk around a NaVCh’s
pore. Our findings suggest that the NaV1.7 shares similar SOC prop-
erties with its evolutionary bacterial ancestor, namely, the NaVAb.
SOC phenomenological framework can substantially simplify NaVAb
and NaV1.7 functional architecture analysis and provide with semi-
analytical predictions for mutation response in terms of hydropathic-
interactions field topology and scale-invariance. The high accuracy of
these predictions indicates that atomic-level hydropathic interactions
biomarkers can be of large translational value.
We are witnessing a structural revolution where numerous ion chan-
nel structures become available. In fact, the crystal structures of
the NaV1.2 [34], NaV1.4 [35] and NaV1.7 [33] mammalian channels
were recently resolved providing for the first time with atomic-level
crystallographies of human NaVChs. Key-insights into modulation
of NaV1.7 by Protoxin-II (a peptide isolated from the Thrixopelma
pruriens tarantula) enhanced our understanding of activation gating
processes and propelling design of subtype-selective NaVCh antag-
onists [36]. Moreover, the resting conformation of the NaVAb was
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resolved supporting the ”sliding helix” hypothesis for voltage-sensing
but also providing a complete picture for gating, pore opening, and
activation-gate closure throughout NaVAb’s conformational cycle [37].
It is thus now possible to investigate topological and scaling proper-
ties of NaVAb’s hydropathic porous environment at different confor-
mational states in a comparative way.
Mutation-response prediction can now be performed in a site-specific
manner based on the 3D-structure of a protein [38], thus allowing har-
vesting the fruits of ongoing structural revolution. As demonstrated
in [31], sequence- and structure-based data can be integrated in MLE
pipelines for variants classification across the entire gene SCNxA fam-
ily revealing shared molecular patterns associated with disease. More-
over, a recent study showed that introducing structure-retrieved in-
formation into a machine learning and simulated annealing algorith-
mic procedures can assist discovery of NaV1.7 inhibitors counteracting
pain symptoms [39]. However, without an appropriate molecular field
theory capable of interpreting data-based models, physical principles
underlying these observations remain elusive or - at least - cannot be
directly linked to the spatial organization of atoms around the pore.
For example, in a recently published MLE-based computational study,
the apparent predictor’s failure was attributed to the finely-tuned na-
ture of NaV1.7 functional architecture [32]. Taken together, these
recent developments suggest that a promising future direction would
be integration of hydropathic topology and scaling metrics into MLE
algorithms.
Knowing whether a missense mutations is associated with a GOF
or LOF effect is crucial for the clinic as it could eliminate the risk
of incorrect treatment (as an example of incorrect treatment we may
think of treating epileptic individuals carrying LOF mutations with
sodium channel blockers [40]). Hence, a step to be taken beyond
predicting whether a variant is pathogenic or not could be to evaluate
a NaV1.7 variant’s functional profile in terms of its location within
the structure. For that, however, it would be necessary to increase
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the number of LOF missense mutations that until remains relatively
low (only a few cases of LOF missense SCN9A mutations have been
reported so far and they are related to insensitivity to pain [41–43]).
Finally, given the high similarity among SCNxA and CACNA1x
genes translating alpha-1 subunit of voltage-gated calcium channels
(CaVChs), methodologies and observations of this Dissertation could
be relevant not only for other NaVChs but also also for CaVChs. Af-
ter all, scaling laws are expected to exhibit universality [44] which
practically means that protein structures of the same evolutionary
background are highly likely to exhibit the similar hydropathic scal-
ing properties as we demonstrated for the cases of the pre-open NaVAb
and NaV1.7 systems. Moreover, as the authors of [31] showed, treating
sequence- and structure-retrieved data of NaVChs and CaVChs jointly
can improve model’s predictability power. The clinical spectrum of
known channelopathies associated with SCNxA and CACNA1x genes
expands and currently spans areas of neurology, cardiology, psychia-
try and ophthalmology thus it is increasingly important to develop a
holistic understanding of molecular mechanisms leading to neurologi-
cal disease. To address these global medical needs, we will inevitably
have to resolve issues of molecular complexity and better understand
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Each atom is represented as a hydropathic sphere of mass and radius
corresponding to IUPAC atomic mass indices [1] and to van der Waals
radii [2], respectively (Table A1). Hydropathic property of each atom
is determined according to the weighted Kapcha-Rossky hydropathic
scale [3] (Table A2).






Table A1: Atomic masses (AM) and van der Waals (vdW ) radii. Atomic
masses correspond to the IUPAC indices [1]. vdW radii for C, N, O, S atoms were
assigned according to [2]. The vdW radius of H atoms was taken from [4].
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Res. Atom HI Res. Atom HI Res. Atom HI Res. Atom HI
ALA N +1 ASN N +1 CYS HA −0.5 GLU HB3 −0.5
ALA CA −0.5 ASN CA −0.5 CYS HB2 −0.5 GLU HG2 −0.5
ALA C +1 ASN C +1 CYS HB3 −0.5 GLU HG3 −0.5
ALA O +1 ASN O +1 CYS HG +1
ALA CB −0.5 ASN CB −0.5 GLY N +1
ALA H +1 ASN CG +1 GLN N +1 GLY CA −0.5
ALA HA −0.5 ASN OD1 +1 GLN CO −0.5 GLY C +1
ALA HB1 −0.5 ASN ND2 +1 GLN C +1 GLY O +1
ALA HB2 −0.5 ASN H +1 GLN O +1 GLY H +1
ALA HB3 −0.5 ASN HA −0.5 GLN CB −0.5 GLY HA2 −0.5
ASN HB2 −0.5 GLN CG −0.5 GLY HA3 −0.5
ARG N +1 ASN HB3 −0.5 GLN CD +1
ARG CA −0.5 ASN HD21 +1 GLN OE1 +1 HIS N +1
ARG C +1 ASN HD22 +1 GLN NE2 +1 HIS CA −0.5
ARG O +1 GLN H +1 HIS C +1
ARG CB −0.5 ASP N +1 GLN HA −0.5 HIS O +1
ARG CG −0.5 ASP CA −0.5 GLN HB2 −0.5 HIS CB −0.5
ARG CD −0.5 ASP C +1 GLN HB3 −0.5 HIS CG −0.5
ARG NE +1 ASP O +1 GLN HG2 −0.5 HIS ND1 +1
ARG CZ +2 ASP CB −0.5 GLN HG3 −0.5 HIS CD2 −0.5
ARG NH1 +2 ASP CG +2 GLN HE21 +1 HIS CE1 +1
ARG NH2 +2 ASP OD1 +2 GLN HE22 +1 HIS NE2 +1
ARG H +1 ASP OD2 +2 HIS H +1
ARG HA −0.5 ASP H +1 GLU N +1 HIS HA −0.5
ARG HB2 −0.5 ASP HA −0.5 GLU CA −0.5 HIS HB2 −0.5
ARG HB3 −0.5 ASP HB2 −0.5 GLU C +1 HIS HB3 −0.5
ARG HG2 −0.5 ASP HB3 −0.5 GLU O +1 HIS HD1 +1
ARG HG3 −0.5 GLU CB −0.5 HIS HD2 −0.5
ARG HD2 −0.5 CYS N +1 GLU CG −0.5 HIS HE1 +1
ARG HD3 −0.5 CYS CA −0.5 GLU CD +2
ARG HE +1 CYS C +1 GLU OE1 +2 ILE N +1
ARG HH11 +2 CYS O +1 GLU OE2 +2 ILE CA −0.5
ARG HH12 +2 CYS CB −0.5 GLU H +1 ILE C +1
ARG HH21 +2 CYS SG +1 GLU HA −0.5 ILE O +1
ARG HH22 +2 CYS H +1 GLU HB2 −0.5 ILE CB −0.5
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ILE CG1 −0.5 LYS N +1 MET HB3 −0.5 PRO CD −0.5
ILE CG2 −0.5 LYS CA −0.5 MET HG2 −0.5 PRO HA −0.5
ILE CD1 −0.5 LYS C +1 MET HG3 −0.5 PRO HB2 −0.5
ILE H +1 LYS O +1 MET HE1 −0.5 PRO HB3 −0.5
ILE HA −0.5 LYS CB −0.5 MET HE2 −0.5 PRO HG2 −0.5
ILE HB −0.5 LYS CG −0.5 MET HE3 −0.5 PRO HG3 −0.5
ILE HG12 −0.5 LYS CD −0.5 PRO HD2 −0.5
ILE HG13 −0.5 LYS CE −0.5 PHE N +1 PRO HD3 −0.5
ILE HG21 −0.5 LYS NZ +2 PHE CA −0.5
ILE HG22 −0.5 LYS H +1 PHE C +1 SER N +1
ILE HG23 −0.5 LYS HA −0.5 PHE O +1 SER CA −0.5
ILE HD11 −0.5 LYS HB2 −0.5 PHE CB −0.5 SER C +1
ILE HD12 −0.5 LYS HB3 −0.5 PHE CG −0.5 SER O +1
ILE HD13 −0.5 LYS HG2 −0.5 PHE CD1 −0.5 SER CB −0.5
LYS HG3 −0.5 PHE CD2 −0.5 SER OG +1
LEU N +1 LYS HD2 −0.5 PHE CE1 −0.5 SER H +1
LEU CA −0.5 LYS HD3 −0.5 PHE CE2 −0.5 SER HA −0.5
LEU C +1 LYS HE2 −0.5 PHE CZ −0.5 SER HB2 −0.5
LEU O +1 LYS HE3 −0.5 PHE H +1 SER HB3 −0.5
LEU CB −0.5 LYS HZ1 +2 PHE HA −0.5 SER HG −0.5
LEU CG −0.5 LYS HZ2 +2 PHE HB2 −0.5
LEU CD1 −0.5 LYS HZ3 +2 PHE HB3 −0.5 THR N +1
LEU CD2 −0.5 PHE HD2 −0.5 THR CA −0.5
LEU H +1 MET N +1 PHE HD3 −0.5 THR C +1
LEU HA −0.5 MET CA −0.5 PHE HE2 −0.5 THR O +1
LEU HB2 −0.5 MET C +1 PHE HE3 −0.5 THR CB −0.5
LEU HB3 −0.5 MET O +1 PHE HZ −0.5 THR OG1 +1
LEU HG −0.5 MET CB −0.5 THR OG2 −0.5
LEU HD11 −0.5 MET CG −0.5 PRO N −0.5 THR H +1
LEU HD12 −0.5 MET SD +1 PRO CA −0.5 THR HA −0.5
LEU HD13 −0.5 MET CE −0.5 PRO C +1 THR HB −0.5
LEU HD21 −0.5 MET H +1 PRO O +1 THR HG1 +1
LEU HD22 −0.5 MET HA −0.5 PRO CB −0.5 THR HG21 −0.5
LEU HD23 −0.5 MET HB2 −0.5 PRO CG −0.5 THR HG22 −0.5
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THR HG23 −0.5 TRP HA −0.5 TYR CD2 −0.5 VAL C +1
TRP HB2 −0.5 TYR CE1 −0.5 VAL O +1
TRP N +1 TRP HB3 −0.5 TYR CE2 −0.5 VAL CB −0.5
TRP CA −0.5 TRP HD1 −0.5 TYR CZ −0.5 VAL CG1 −0.5
TRP C +1 TRP HE1 +1 TYR OH +1 VAL CG2 −0.5
TRP O +1 TRP HE3 −0.5 TYR H +1 VAL H +1
TRP CB −0.5 TRP HZ2 −0.5 TYR HA −0.5 VAL HA −0.5
TRP CG −0.5 TRP HZ3 −0.5 TYR HB2 −0.5 VAL HB −0.5
TRP CD1 −0.5 TRP HH2 −0.5 TYR HB3 −0.5 VAL HG11 −0.5
TRP CD2 −0.5 TYR HD1 −0.5 VAL HG12 −0.5
TRP NE1 +1 TYR N +1 TYR HD2 −0.5 VAL HG13 −0.5
TRP CE2 −0.5 TYR CA −0.5 TYR HE1 −0.5 VAL HG21 −0.5
TRP CE3 −0.5 TYR C +1 TYR HE2 −0.5 VAL HG22 −0.5
TRP CZ2 −0.5 TYR O +1 TYR HH −0.5 VAL HG23 −0.5
TRP CZ3 −0.5 TYR CB −0.5
TRP CH2 −0.5 TYR CG −0.5 VAL N +1
TRP H +1 TYR CD1 −0.5 VAL CA −0.5
Table A2: Atomic hydropathic indices (HIs) for naturally-occurring amino
acids. Each atom of a naturally-occurring amino acid is assigned with a HI ac-
cording to the weighted Kapcha-Rossky atomic hydropathic scale [3]. Hydrophobic
atoms contribute with −0.5, hydrophilic atoms with +1.0 and charged atoms with
+2.0 to the total hydropathic score of the amino acid that they belong to. The
total score of individual amino acids is calculated by adding up all the correspond-
ing atomic HIs. Accordingly, the amino acids PHE (F), PRO (P), ILE (I), LEU
(L), TRP (W), VAL (V), TYR (Y) and MET (M) are classified as hydrophobic
with a total hydrophobicity of −4.0, −4.0, −3.5, −3.5, −3.0, −2.0, −1.5 and −1.0,
respectively. The amino acids ALA (A), THR (T), GLY (G), CYS (C), SER (S),
GLN (Q), HIS (H), LYS (K), GLU (E), ASN (N), ASP (D) and ARG (R) are
classified as hydrophilic with a total hydrophilicity of 1.0, 2.0, 2.5, 3.5, 3.5, 5.0,
5.0, 5.0, 6.0, 6.5, 7.5 and 14.5, respectively. The unit of measurement of a HI
roughly corresponds to [kcal/mol]. The HH2 atom belonging to the TRP amino
acid appears with bold letters to indicate that it was added after communication
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How does the heart maintain its regular beating rhythm? How does
contraction of muscle fibers occur? How does the human body detect
temperature variations and process pain stimuli? Although physio-
logical pathways of aforementioned processes might differ, the cellular
principle underlying them is common; specialized, excitable cells ini-
tiate these processes by altering their electrical properties. Biological
molecules allowing cells to alter their electrical properties are named
ion channels. Ion channels are pore-forming proteins placed in the
membrane of the cell thus creating an ionic passage across the mem-
brane. Ionic flow through this passage establishes an electric current
between the cell’s interior and the cell’s surrounding environment. A
remarkable characteristic of an ion channel protein is that it can be
highly selective; it permeates entrance to the cell only to specific ion
species.
Voltage-gated sodium channels (NaVChs) are members of the ion
channels superfamily and their main responsibility is to control the
flow of sodium ions across the membrane. The human NaV1.7 chan-
nel is preferentially expressed in peripheral neurons such as the dorsal
root ganglion (DRG) neurons and plays a key-role in human nocicep-
tion. Studying the genetic background, and the structure and function
of the NaV1.7 channel can thus not only shed light upon molecular
mechanisms of pain stimuli transmission throughout the nervous sys-
tem but also enhance our understanding of pathologies that arise from
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their disruption. In particular, missense mutations in the SCN9A gene
encoding the NaV1.7 channel protein can deregulate electrical proper-
ties of DRG neurons and, consequently, alter their electrophysiological
activity thus triggering pain-related diseases such as inherited ery-
thromelalgia (IEM), paroxysmal extreme pain disorder (PEPD) and
small fiber neuropathy (SFN).
Computational pipelines aiming at translating NaVCh-related ge-
netic, structural and functional data into clinically-relevant informa-
tion are rare and not easy to construct as they demand consider-
able effort and expertise. Although the NaV1.7 channel is one of
the most well-studied biophysical cases in pain medicine, basic ques-
tions regarding its function and structure are still open. How do mis-
sense SCN9A-gene mutations affect the functional architecture of the
NaV1.7? Which missense SCN9A-gene mutations lead to a disease
phenotype? Answering these questions could not only provide with
insight into disease-related molecular mechanisms and therapeutic tar-
gets but also reveal fundamental principles underlying conformational
stability of NaVChs and ion channels in general.
The overall aim of this Dissertation was to demonstrate how theo-
retical and computational approaches rooted in complex systems sci-
ence might contribute to our understanding of NaVCh functional ar-
chitectures toward predicting phenotypic response in the occurrence
of a mutation. The term ”molecular complexity” was used through-
out this Dissertation as an umbrella term to describe observations of
function-relevant hydropathic self-similarities and topologies within a
NaVCh structure. Stated differently, we hypothesized that hydro-
pathicity property plays a key-role in dictating how atomic NaVCh
components are organized, i.e., packed, around the pore, as well as, in
guaranteeing stable channel functioning within the membrane. This
led us to the construction of a phenomenological framework for mod-
eling the spatial organization of hydropathic structural components
around a NaVCh’s pore at atomic resolution. The clinical relevance
and potential of presented phenomenology was demonstrated on a
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structural model of the NaV1.7 where clinical phenotypes of NaV1.7
variants were predicted.
Although we utilized tools and concepts from different disciplines,
this Dissertation does not represent a multidisciplinary piece of work
but, rather, an interdisciplinary approach as it was conducted at the
intersection of disciplines such as structural biology, statistical physics,
neurology and medicine. Hence, besides its direct epistemological
impact, this Dissertation investigated also how aforementioned dis-
ciplines may or may not intersect with each other and what kind
of conceptual frameworks are required in order to fluidly cross their
boundaries.
Chapter 1 aimed at familiarizing the reader with the field of
NaVChs research from the viewpoint of complex systems science and
to briefly cover background information of biophysical and compu-
tational modeling approaches that are essential for this Dissertation.
Content of general introduction was drawn from scientific articles pub-
lished not later than the starting time-point of this Dissertation, i.e.,
October of 2014, in accordance to Maastricht University’s rules. We
first presented basic aspects of NaVCh structure and function, as well
as, the role of NaVChs in health and disease. We focused on the hu-
man NaV1.7 channel, its role in pathophysiology of pain and shortly
reviewed how missense SCN9A-gene mutations can lead to gain-of-
function (GOF) effects associated with IEM, PEPD and SFN disease.
In relation to pain disease, we also covered what is the current status
of pharmacological research targeting the NaV1.7. Next, we presented
key-concepts and developments in computational modeling that serve
as a methodological basis for this Dissertation. We highlighted the
importance of hydropathicity property in studying stability of protein
structures, as well as, modeling challenges arising from spatial inhomo-
geneities of the hydropathic-interactions laws driving molecular pro-
cesses. We presented evidence for the ability of hydropathicity-based
measures to capture crucial alternations of the NaV1.7 functional ar-
chitecture associated with neuropathic pain disorders. Emphasis was
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given on the notion of cumulative hydropathicity and its potential
as a hydropathic-interactions summary index. The last section of
Chapter 1 outlines the main aim and scope of this Dissertation and
briefly introduces the complex-systems phenomenological framework
from which methods of this Dissertation stem from.
Chapter 2 presents a novel concept for analyzing NaVCh func-
tional architectures, namely, the concept of cumulative hydropathic
topology (CHT). CHT analysis aims at mapping hydropathic density
variations and topological configurations of the hydropathic dipole
field around a NaVCh’s pore on two dimensions and, consequently,
translate them into stability- and function-relevant information. In
order to demonstrate usefulness of CHT analysis, we utilized a proto-
type NaVCh structure, namely, the bacterial NaVAb channel at pre-
open conformation available at 2.7 Å resolution (PDB code: 3RVY).
Interpretation of CHT observables provided insight into spatial or-
ganization and, hence, relative stability of components forming the
NaVAb’s pore module (PM) and voltage-sensors (VSs), as well as, into
hydropathic gating mechanisms regulating ion conduction. A proba-
bilistic summary of CHT pore characteristics was introduced in order
to quantify the relative energetic size of hydropathic gates along the
pore. We found that a central gating mechanism renders NaVAb’s hy-
drophobic central cavity (CC) impermeable by imposing large energy
barriers to ions entering from the extracellular side (ES) or from the
intracellular side (IS), while allowing entrance to small hydrophobes
and waters into the pore through NaVAb’s side fenestrations. Accord-
ingly, hydrated sodium ions escaping from NaVAb’s selectivity filter
(SF) have to overcome a large energy barrier in order to arrive at the
center of the pore and rest in the cavity. Escape trajectory of selected
sodium ions is thus likely to be long and gradual, i.e., occur in multi-
ple steps involving subsequent partial de- and rehydration events. We
proposed that the advantage behind a long escape trajectory from the
SF toward the CC could be that NaVAb’s specificity is enhanced as
entrance into the CC is permitted only to ions that can re- and de-
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hydrate according to the local gradients of the energy ion-permeation
landscape.
Chapter 3 built upon findings of Chapter 2 and provided with
computational evidence demonstrating that the pre-open NaVAb struc-
ture can be described as a hydropathically-tuned self-organized criti-
cal (SOC) molecular system. Although the SOC hypothesis has been
previously proposed as a possibility for summarizing and modeling
molecular complexity of a protein, Chapter 2 is the first study to
systematically probe the SOC hypothesis for an ion channel protein.
In order to do that, we constructed a computational toolbox for rigor-
ous modeling of cumulative atomic characteristics around a NaVCh’s
pore. We found that the atomic environment around NaVAb’s pore
exhibits a bi-phasic spatial profile closely following the structural sep-
aration of the PM from the VSs. The Richards growth model provided
with accurate fittings on the atomic cumulative distribution function
traces around the pore revealing the existence of structural inflection
points separating the two phases. Next, we investigated the scaling
behavior of the amplitude of the hydropathic dipole field with re-
spect to detected inflection points. This led to the discovery of a
critical-points region around the SF and, hence, verified the SOC hy-
pothesis for the pre-open NaVAb state. A direct consequence of this
finding is that interatomic hydropathic interactions regulating SF’s
stability are of long-range nature with their intensity regulated by a
pair of pre- and post-inflection critical exponents. We proposed that
the long-rangeness of the interatomic hydropathic interactions might
be crucial for NaVAb’s stable functioning. In particular, expansion
of hydropathic interactions network around the SF could provide pe-
ripheral structural support to the SF’s binding sites implementing ion
dehydration. Moreover, we estimated that the coupling energy be-
tween the PM and the VSs is ∼ 282.1 kcal, while the energy cost for
maintaining the pre-open NaVAb conformation stable in the mem-
brane is ∼ 12.3 kcal. From a mutation-response perspective, this en-
ergy difference implements a ”shield” against potentially destabilizing
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events as mutation-induced energetic perturbations are expected to
be damped-out toward channel’s interior or exterior thus not affecting
the SF neither sacrificing channel’s stability within the membrane.
Chapter 4 utilizes the methodologies presented in Chapter 2
and Chapter 3 in order to predict whether a NaV1.7 variant causes
pain disease or not. To achieve that, we mapped locations of missense
SCN9A-gene mutations upon cumulative NaV1.7 hydropathic charac-
teristics and probed their relationship to underlying hydropathic topo-
logical and scaling laws. We demonstrated that pain-related mutation
sites tend to occupy structural locations in proximity to a hydrophobic
patch (HP) lining the pore and extending from the CC toward the AG.
In addition, we found that pain-related mutation sites cluster within
a spherical shell around the SF so that the vast majority of them are
found at a distance of ≈33.4 Å from a pore point located at the ES of
the SF. The biophysical importance of this observation became clear
in the light of a local hydropathic scale-invariance mechanism which,
similarly to the NaVAb case, identified the local inflection point as a
critical point. Armed with this finding, and in accordance to findings
of Chapter 2, we proposed that clustering of mutations at critical
hydropathic-interactions distance from the SF might reflect a delicate
trade-off between potentially-deleterious destabilizations occurring too
close to the SF and insignificant polymorphisms occurring far away
from it. According to this rationale, mutations leading to GOF effects
associated with pain phenotypes can increase channel’s configurational
space and, consequently, expand the physiological range of ionic cur-
rents, while not risking structure deletion or severe destabilization of
the SF that would impede selectivity process. We combined observa-
tions associated with the distance of mutations sites from the HP and
from the SF by introducing a weighted distance average. The weighted
distance average classified correctly the phenotype of 29 (out of 36)
pain-related variants and 45 (out of 48) neutral variants [area under
the receiver operating characteristics curve = 0.872]. This result sug-
gested that predicting the pathogenicity of a missense SCN9A-gene
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mutation can be done with relatively-high accuracy purely based on
the location of corresponding mutation sites within the NaV1.7 struc-
ture. Accordingly, we argued that the main advantage of the pre-
sented variants classification scheme in comparison to state-of-the-art
approaches is that despite its negligible computational cost does not
sacrifice classification accuracy.
Chapter 5 discussed and reviewed key-points and -findings of this
Dissertation. We did so through the prism of complex systems science
and highlighted notions of complexity that served as building blocks
for this Dissertation. We pointed out that a crucial element of this
Dissertation was utilization of an atomic-level binary hydropathic clas-
sification approach allowing for treating each atoms in the structure
as a single hydropathic component. In fact, shifting our attention
from amino acids to atoms, allowed for increasing the size of sampled
components around the pore so that spatial inhomogeneities of the dis-
tribution profiles of their hydropathic characteristics became evident.
A promising future research direction rooted in the phenomenological
framework that this Dissertation presented could be attempting to pre-
dict whether missense mutations in genes translating human NaVChs
are associated with GOF or loss-of-function effects. This development
would be of great clinical importance as it could increase efficiency of
personalized clinical interventions. Given that the crystallographies of
the human NaV1.2 and NaV1.4 channels are now available, method-
ologies and observations of this Dissertation can be immediately ap-
plied on channelopathies associated with SCN2A and SCN4A genes,
respectively. Moreover, due to the high structural similarity between
calcium-gated sodium channels and NaVChs channels findings of this
Dissertation could be relevant for CACNA1x -genes-associated chan-
nelopathies as well. Finally, we acknowledge the increasing impor-
tance and influence of machine learning (MLE) in the field of NaVChs
translational research, and discuss why and how molecular complexity





Ion channels are information transmitters of living cells. Ion channel
defects appear in a broad range of diseases including epilepsy, mi-
graine, diabetes, hypertension, cardiac arrhythmia, and neuropathic
pain. The socioeconomic burden coming from these diseases is sig-
nificant and affects all aspects of a patient’s everyday life, as well
as, of their family members. One of the scopes of biomedical research
targeting ion channels is to improve diagnostics and develop therapeu-
tic agents and strategies for counteraction, or at least, management
of aforementioned diseases. In this Dissertation, we focus on a spe-
cific type of ion channels, namely, on voltage-gated sodium channels
(VGSCs), which are known to play a key-role in human pain patho-
physiology. Results and findings of this Dissertation provide with
novel insight into how VGSCs remain functionally-stable within the
cell membrane, as well as, into how genetically-caused defects affecting
VGSC structure relate to neuropathic pain disease. The main impact
of this Dissertation is an improvement in the diagnostic pipeline of
inherited neuropathic pain diseases achieved by increasing speed and
accuracy of diagnostics while lowering their cost. This is crucial for
patients and their family members as it can lead to faster and more ac-
curate genetic counseling and disease diagnosis. Finally, a secondary
impact of this Dissertation is that it enriches our knowledge of ion
channels as complex systems which, in turn, can prepare the ground
for theoretical and computational approaches investigating fine-tuning
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